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I.

INTRODUCTION

IIMK had conducted a study for KSEBL for enhancing its service quality and organizational
effectiveness as per the work order dated 27.03.2014. However, KSEBL management
requested for some additional work to the recommendation on the organization structure and
to put explicit recommendations for career and training needs. Further

work was also

requested by KSEBL about the restructuring of some of the departments in the corporate
office which include offices of the Chief Engineer (HRM), Secretary (Administration), Chief
Personnel Officer, Chief Engineer (Commercial and Tariff), Chief Engineer (Supply Chain
Management) and Chief Engineer (REES). Accordingly IIMK team has undertaken this
revised and additional work without any additional financial charges as agreed upon in the
meeting chaired by Director (Finance) dated 21.2.2017. This report consists of the
recommendations to the agreed upon points as per the above meeting.
An extensive field study was conducted and the functional heads and management
representatives across various offices under study were interviewed in order to understand the
structure, function, workload and challenges of the respective departments. Representatives
of position holders in each department were also visited by the study team to understand the
roles and deliverables. These field study observations of office representatives and the
inferences made by us were helpful in understanding the nuances of the above offices in
KSEBL. Additionally, we also approached CE (HRM), Secretary (Administration), CPO, CE
(Commercial and Tariff), CE (SCM) and CE (REES) offices for secondary data on present
structure, manpower, and the quantum of workload. We further requested data on consumer
strength for each section office, division office and circle office. We approached a few
representative section and division offices for information on present manpower and
workload. Effort was made in section offices and division offices to ensure availability of
both quantitative and qualitative information on workload. Even though some of the data was
not received, most of the offices meticulously provided requested data. In fact some of the
offices provided proactive information on various aspects of manpower, structure and
workload. We are thankful for data and information provided and we have ensured wherever
relevant, the suggestions have been incorporated in our report.
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RESTRUCTURING IN THE CORPORATE OFFICE
A. POSSIBLE INTEGRATION OF WORKS IN THE OFFICES OF THE
CHIEF ENGINEER (HRM), OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
(ADMINISTRATION) AND OFFICE OF THE CHIEF PERSONNEL
OFFICER
OFFICE OF CHIEF ENGINEER (HRM)

The human resource management department is presently structured as consisting of office of
the deputy CE (HRM-I), office of the deputy CE (HRM-II) and HRD cell, all reporting to CE
(HRM). Deputy CE (HRM-I) office has an administrative officer and 7 SSs reporting to the
AO looking after functions of establishment, vigilance, gradation, accounts, despatch,
secretarial support and general administration. The 7 SSs supervise the works of 45 SAs and
1 JA. 1 FCS, 13 FCAs, 7 OAs, and 1 Dup. OP support in secretarial support to the AO, SSs,
SAs and the JA. The Deputy CE (HRM-II) office has one CA attached for support activities.
The office of Deputy CE (HRM-I) has therefore an overall manpower of 78 employees.
The Deputy CE (HRM-I) office primarily deals with the mattes of appointment,
promotion, transfer and posting of about 31000 employees upto the cadre of AEE/AAO. The
establishment wing deals with matters of appointments, transfers and postings; the gradation
wing deals with grade fixation matters; vigilance deals with disciplinary matters; accounts
branch deals with claims and benefits matters; and fair copy wing deals with copying and
printing works whereas despatch section deals with despatch of files and documents. The
establishment branch receives more than 10000 applications annually for transfers and
postings about 50% of which are effected; the wing effects about 2000 regular appointments
and promotions each, apart from discharging miscellaneous responsibilities. The gradation
section annually deals with about 500 cases of grade fixation; the general branch takes care of
about 1500 medical claims; the vigilance wing handles about 300 files annually amounting to
about 1500 correspondences; the accounts branch deals with about 150 cases of certificate
issue, extensions, refund, allocation and advances; while despatch section takes care of about
25000 despatches annually.
The office of the Deputy CE (HRM-II) deals with matters of deductions of statutory
taxes and issuance of TDS certificates and disbursements of payments in ARU. It has an
establishment bill section, cash section, pension sanction and pension authorization section.
The establishment bill section is dealing with processing of salary and all other establishment
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claims like TA, Medical Reimbursement, sanctioning of increment, grade promotion, pay
fixation, pay revision work, preparation and issuance of Form No. 16 etc. to all employees
drawing salary from Vydyuthi Bhavanam. The cash section is exclusively for the purpose of
all establishment claims, disbursement of cash, income tax remittance and filing of returns,
audit of all work bills and compilation of expenditure accounts of the ARU.

Pension

sanction section deals with sanctioning of end benefits of retired of employees (all officers
and staff of K.S.E. Board) are being attended in the pension sanction section, with an average
of 250 claims being attended every month. The works attended by the assistants include
registering of pension cases, verification of service book, processing of pension papers and
correspondence with field office in this regard. Pension authorization section deals with
preparation of pension pay order and assigning of PPO numbers of all pensioners of the
Kerala State Electricity Board. The bill section has manpower of 1 SAO, 1 AO, 4 SSs, 19
SAs and 2 OAs, totalling to 27 employees. Accounts branch (Cash section) has manpower of
1 AFO, 1 SS, 10 SAs and 1 OA, totalling to 13 employees. Pension sanction section has
manpower of 1 AO, 1 AAO, 9 SSs, 19 SAs, 2 JAs and 2 OAs, totalling to 34 employees.
Pension authorization section has 1 AO, 4 SSs, 18 SAs, 1 OA, totalling to 24 employees.
Records section has 1 SS, 3 SAs, 1 overseer, and 1 JA, totalling to 6 employees. The deputy
CE (HRM-II) office therefore has manpower of 105 employees.
The HRD cell has 2 AEs and 2 SAs reporting to the EE (HRD). The cell deals with training
of employees and interns. The office has a total manpower of 5 employees.
The office of the CE (HRM) has AEE as TA supervising Senior PA and Inward section staff.
The inward section has 4 SAs, 3 OAs and 1 driver. The office of the CE (HRM) therefore has
11 employees including the CE (HRM).
The CE (HRM) office as of now therefore has a total manpower strength of 199 employees.
The details of present structure of CE (HRM) office are given in figure 1.1.1 to figure 1.1.5.
The job description of each of the positions is given in Appendix I for Deputy CE (HRM-I)
office while Appendix II contains details for Deputy CE (HRM-II) office.
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After reviewing the current function, structure of the department, manpower and extent of use
of technology and scenario post computerization, the study team made the following
observations:
1. The office seems to be overstaffed presently. With the use of computer, ERP and other
software, the manpower requirement will reduce further. The revised manpower is
articulated in the proposed revised structure.
With the use of software like ERP, the works and processes which take days to
address can be resolved in matters of couple of hours, subject to condition that all
the service records, leave data, transfer details are already updated and available in
ERP (HRIS) and the staff have technical knowledge of HR functions and the
software.
2. The functions of Billing and Cash sections seem to be wrongly placed in CE (HRM)
office. The type of work done by these offices mandate their presence in Director
(Finance) office.
3. There is some overlap in functions done by different offices. For example,
establishment bill section in Deputy CE (HRM-II) office does many works of
corporate office employees overlapping with works of many sections in Deputy CE
(HRM-I) office which are for board employees up-to the level of AEE/AAO. With
introduction of technology, such segmentation does not serve any purpose.
Centralization of such activities will lead to rationalization of manpower in such
activities.
4. CE (HRM) office is not structured as per HR functions typically executed in
organizations.
OFFICE OF CHIEF PERSONNEL OFFICER

The present structure of office of Chief Personnel office is given in figure 1.2.1. The job
description of each of the position in the office of CPO is given in Annexure III.

OFFICE OF SECRETARY (ADMINISTRATION)

The present structure of office of Secretary (Administration) is given in figures 1.3.1 to 1.3.8.
The Secretary (Administration) has additional responsibility of looking after office of Legal
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Adviser too. The job description of each of the position in the office of Secretary
(Administration) is given in Annexure IV.

INTEGRATION OF WORKS IN THE OFFICES OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER (HRM),
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY (ADMINISTRATION) AND OFFICE OF THE CHIEF
PERSONNEL OFFICER

The works in CE (HRM) office and CPO office are done typically by HR function managers
in organizations and therefore there is definitely a possibility of integration of these two
offices. With respect to the works of the office of Secretary (Administration), barring the
office of Legal Adviser, the works are mostly administrative in nature. Such works can be
kept with a separate office as well as put under a larger office which typically is given to the
office of HR head in many organizations. The present reporting of Legal wing under the
Secretary (Administration) can be changed to better utilize the strengths of Legal office. The
functions of Legal office comes close to that of HR office in the sense, employment and
employee related cases are handled by HR office whereas consumer related cases are handled
by Legal office. Putting the Legal office under CE (HRM) office therefore makes sense from
synergy point of view. After bringing Legal office under HRM office, not much work remains
under Secretary (Administration). That much amount of work can be taken care by HRM
office. Therefore the secretarial work of Secretary (Administration) is brought under HRM
office.
Therefore

considering

the

observations

regarding

CE

(HRM)

office,

Secretary

(Administration) office and CPO Office the study team recommends the following:
Recommendation 1: The designations of positions in HRM office may be changed in the
line of HR functions.
It is recommended that the post of HR Associate will be equivalent to that of an SE;
that of senior HR associate will be equivalent to AE; that of Manager will be
equivalent to AEE; that of senior manager will be equivalent to EE and that of general
manager will be equivalent to CE.

The CE (HRM) office needs to be renamed as

Director (HRM) office.
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Recommendation 2: The office of the CEHRM, CPO and Secretary – Administration
should be merged as per the proposed structure and manpower.
Therefore in the proposed structure, the activities of HRM office, CPO office and
Secretary (Administration) will all come under HRM office. The HRM office will be
headed by Director (HRM). This office will have office of General Manager (HR
Administration), office of Senior Manager (HR Strategy and Planning), office of
Senior Manager (Director HRM office) and the office of Legal Adviser and
Disciplinary Enquiry Officer reporting to Director (HRM).
The details of proposed structure of Director (HRM) office are depicted through Figure 1.4.1
to 1.4.8. The figures are self-explanatory and proposed manpower at each position in each
function is also provided in this figures.
The office of GM (HR Administration) will handle matters of employee, recruitment,
transition and separation; matters of employee grievances, claims and welfare; and matters of
training and development of employees and others. The recruitment and transition
(appointments, transfers and promotions) were earlier taken care mostly by establishment
wing of Deputy CE (HRM-I) office while separation (e.g., pension) matters were earlier
taken care by pension wing of Deputy CE (HRM-II) office. It is to be noted that HRM office
now will only handle employment related technical matters and calculation of aspects of
separation while financial aspects such as disbursement of pensions will now come under
Director (Finance) office jurisdiction. This differentiation has been done to ensure matching
of work with functional expertise. Technical works of claims of accounts branch and general
grievances and welfare aspects of Vigilance and CPO office will now come under SM
(Employee grievances, claims and welfare). SM (Training and Development) will now handle
the works of EE (HRD).
Senior Manager (HR strategy and planning) is a new function for HR office. It has the
mandate to plan HR strategies, collect, and analyse data and disseminate and use insights for
employee efficiency, welfare and productivity. This office will also liaison with circle and
division offices to execute the HR strategies and to seek feedback from the field and other
offices.
The office of Legal Adviser and Disciplinary Enquiry officer will continue to have its earlier
responsibilities. In addition to those it will now additionally handle the major works of CPO
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office. Qualified HR professionals in matters of employment and labour laws will assist the
office in managerial and associate positions to handle employment cases. This office will
have an additional responsibility of trying to prevent new court cases by providing for options
of conciliation and arbitration by involving the Legal Adviser. Possibly this option can be
explored for speedy disbursal of old cases too.
The office of SM (Director HRM office) will handle the administrative support functions for
the board and the Director (HRM) office.

The present working strength of HRM office is 199 while that of CPO office is 20 and that of
office of Secretary (Administration) is 50 and Legal office is 40. The total present working
strength of these offices is 309. Post restructuring the combined strength of these integrated
offices will become 124 (73 in office of Director (HRM); 40 in legal office; and additional 11
in legal office handling IR and employment cases). An additional strength of manpower of 22
employees is proposed for earlier present accounting activities of cash, bill and pension
sections. This function will now move to Director (Finance) office. Therefore effectively the
number of employees changes from 309 to 146 (Dooney, 2015)1.
As mentioned earlier, it is to be noted that the proposed changes in manpower are functions
of one or more of the three factors:
1. The technological changes in the offices with respect to availability of appropriate
tools and software is there;
2. Employees are comfortable and well versed in using these tool and;
3. Employees have appropriate professional qualification to address the demands of the
jobs.

1

Dooney, J. (2015). Workforce Analytics: A Critical Evaluation - How
Organizational Staff Size Influences HR Metrics. Retrieved from SHRM:
https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/businesssolutions/Documents/Organizational%20Staff%20Size.pdf
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Recommendation 3: It is recommended that minimum educational qualification of HR
associates and senior associates would be bachelors in HR or equivalent fields, while that
for managers and above minimum qualification of Masters in HR and equivalent fields
would be necessary conditions to ensure better efficiency and effectiveness of employees.
For managerial positions in HR, only Engineers with masters in HR and equivalent fields
should be considered.
For proposed structure and manpower suggestions to be operational, the service records and
related changes including promotion, transfer, pay fixation, skill acquisition, training
attended, leave records, attendance etc. are needed to be automated and made available for
ready reference.
Recommendation 4 (generic): All managerial cadre including managers, senior
managers, General manager, Director in HR and their equivalents in field offices (please
refer Recommendation 2 for details of equivalent fields) must be well versed in the use of
technology and should serve as role models by using their computer in daily discharge of
their responsibilities and providing approvals though computers only. Appropriate
guidelines in this regard may be circulated by the board.
Recommendation 5 (generic): as of now, many current practices lead to redundant (e.g.,
pen and paper and rendering activities) and repetitive works (e.g., vetting of documents at
multiple levels) in the name of ensuring accuracy and error-free work. Such processes in
work activities have to be stopped at the earliest and relevant and appropriate board
orders in this regard should be issued without compromising quality of the work.
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B. RESTRUCTURING OF OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER
(COMMERCIAL & TARIFF)
The office of Chief Engineer (Commercial and Tariff) have two significant activities. The
first activity deals with aspects related with power purchase billing such as verification,
ensuring rebate, deviation settlement (mostly under EE-I), as well as managing
documentation and processes for power purchase including verification of various short term,
medium term and long term power purchases (mostly under EE-II). The tariff office mostly
deals with various aspects of tariff and regulation. Study of various regulations, interaction
with regulatory authority in tariff matters, preparation of tariff data, analysis of data etc. are
major activities of Deputy Chief Engineer (TRAC) office. The present structure of the office
is given in figure 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. The detailed job descriptions are provided in Appendix V.
Based on our observation, there is no need for any major changes in structure of this office. A
few minor overlap of work division between EE –I and EE-II offices are there, which does
not seem to be significant.
Recommendation 6: since activities of Deputy CE (TRAC) office needs lot of preparation
and background knowledge on tariff regulations, it is recommended that frequent transfers
from this office be avoided.
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C. RESTRUCTURING OF OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER
(SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT)
The Asst. Executive Engineers and Asst. Engineers under the Executive Engineers Transmission (X T),
Distribution (XD and XH) and Civil (XC) deal with the procurement of various materials required for
the transmission and distribution works. The EE (Quality assurance and monitoring: X M) deals with
aspects of vendor management as well as quality checks in stores. The office of AFO deals with
verification and auditing of various procurement bills. The present structure details are provided in
figure 3.1.1 and detailed job descriptions are provided in Annexure VI.
The following observations and recommendations are made regarding the present structure of
CE (SCM) office:

Recommendation 7: the AFO (office) can be shifted to the office of Director (Finance), as it
deals with financial matters. With use of technology, there is no need for the AFO to be seated in
close proximity to the office of CE (SCM). Also, the AFO office is overstaffed. AFO can easily
discharge the duties with the help of 1 SS and 1 SA level associates. Additionally, 1 general level
office attendant should be sufficient to assist in all support activities. Therefore 2 SAs and 3 office
support staff are redundant in present structure for the office of AFO.

Recommendation 8: There is no need to have a deputy Chief Engineer (SCM). The EEs can
directly report to CE (SCM).

Recommendation 9: There is no need to have a separate AEE (computers and purchase) in EE
(Quality Assurance and Monitoring) office.

Recommendation 10: The employees were seen to mostly rely on pen and paper calculations
in CE (SCM) department. The shift to use of SCM software needs to be expedited.
Of late there have been difficulties in timely procurement of items through SCM department. This
has led to difficulties for Distribution and Transmission Business Units. Therefore a way
suggested is to decentralize generation, transmission and distribution items procurements as
responsibilities of Distribution and Transmission Directors respectively. Each of the two choices
to whether let the procurement be centralized at corporate office or to decentralize it to two of the
three units have their pros and cons. The idea of centralization has cost effectiveness at its core
(more so if large value and volume items procurement are overlapping for distribution,
transmission and generation) whereas decentralization brings the merits of speed and
customization. For centralization to succeed it is very essential that proper planning and execution
is done. Decentralization will however lead to redundancy of manpower as more people (at 2
locations) will be needed to do the same task. Centralization however may likely lead to fast
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adoption of SCM software. If the implementation of SCM software can be expedited the
bifurcation of the CE (SCM) can yield desirable results as well as take care of the cons of
bifurcation effort as software implementation will lead to increase in efficiency.

Recommendation 11: though constrained by limited availability of data, it is suggested to
bifurcate the procurement under CE (SCM) for Generation and Distribution procurements and
procurement under Deputy CE (SCM) office for Transmission procurement. The bifurcation is
however likely to lead to difficulty in planning for EE (civil) activities as these cater to the needs
of both distribution and transmission wings.
The bifurcation will also likely lead to difficulty in resource allocations in EE (Quality Assurance
and monitoring) office as vendors for both distribution and transmission would come under this
office. To ensure balance of power, it is recommended to divide the two offices between the two
such that EE (Quality Assurance and Monitoring) will report to Transmission office procurement
while EE (Civil) will continue to report to CE (SCM). The proposed structures and related
manpower are given in figure 3.1.2 to 3.1.4.
Additionally it has been observed that execution of work in SCM department needs understanding
of aspects of supply chain management, project management, vendor relationship management,
total quality management etc. It is important that manpower in this department have educational
background in operation management.

Recommendation 12:

it is therefore recommended that preference in posting in SCM

department be given to employees with operation management background.
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D.RESTRUCTURING OF OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER
(REES)
The present structure of REES is given in figure 4.1.1. The office deals with solar, energy
savings and wind and innovation projects. In recent times, only limited numbers of new
projects have come to KSEB. As projects are executed through EPC contractors, so workload
is less in REES. For example, there are only two energy auditing projects. Similarly,
agricultural pumping related energy saving activities is progressing very slowly. For winds
projects as of now only 1 tender and 1 EOI is going on.
Recommendation 13: it is recommended to have a new Consultancy division.
There is increasing interest in various aspects of solar plant, from site survey to grid
integration. As the strength of KSEBL is in transmission infrastructure design and grid
integration and system studies and therefore many consultants are ready to associate as a
technical partners of KSEB. The office can take various roles such as that of owner engineers,
advisory role, quality auditing etc. of existing plants. KSEB can focus on design to minimise
cost without compromising on quality and grid integration and storage system design. The
deliverables would be mostly as survey reports, DPR, design briefs and drawings. Quality
assurance works may include quality procedure document preparation for factory and site
acceptance and also witnessing of tests.
Recommendation 14: It may further be noted that as of now Director (Finance) may
continue mentoring REES and consulting divisions. From long term perspective, however
it may be desirable that REES and consulting works are overseen by more operation
oriented departments. The proposal to put REES under Deputy CE (SCM) with powers of
CE (SCM) for transmission procurements might be explored. In such scenario, our
proposal regarding placing EE (quality assurance and monitoring- XM) under Deputy CE
(SCM) might have to be abandoned as balance of workload may get skewed (please refer
recommendation 11). In such a scenario, both EE (Civil- XC) and EE (XM) might continue
reporting to CE (SCM) distribution and generation while REES and Consultancy divisions
will report to CE (SCM) transmission.
The recommendation in the main report regarding avoiding restructuring on ad hoc basis
should however be kept in mind (please refer recommendation no. 8 in general
recommendation section 3.2.10 of the main report). The details of proposed structures are
provided in figures 4.1.2. and 4.1.3.
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II.

EXTENSION OF MAIN REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS
REGARDING SECTION OFFICES, SUB DIVISION
OFFICES, DIVISION OFFICES AND CIRCLE OFFICES
FOR VARYING CONSUMER STRENGTHS

We analysed data with respect to consumer strength of each of the section offices. We also
analysed data from representative section offices with respect to their workload. The choice
of representative section offices was based on mean value and standard deviation of scores of
consumer strength of section offices. Further, section offices were requested for data on
present manpower in each of the three breakdown, maintenance and revenue wings. Also
workload data of three months was requested from these section offices. The section offices
were in addition requested to access the difficulty level of tasks in each of the three wings and
to further estimate the amount of tasks with different level of difficulty and average time
needed to accomplish such tasks.
The difficult tasks in the representative section offices were reported to be as low as 1% to
30% of the total tasks (incidentally the section offices in more difficult terrains reported more
conservative estimates of proportion of difficult tasks!) and the breakdown and maintenance
works were reported to take from about an hour to up to 24 hrs., depending upon difficulty
level. The manpower of breakdown wing ranged from as low as 7 to as high as 15; the
manpower of maintenance wing ranged between 9 and 11 whereas the manpower of revenue
wing ranged from as low as 4 to as high as 15 employees. The total workforce in section
offices ranged from 23 to 37 employees in the representative samples.
SECTION OFFICE: It is proposed that a section office may have a maximum of 40
employees at any point of time (considering present scheme of things; future technological
and other changes are not factored in). The present consumer strength for the section office
varies from about 4000 consumers to about 34000 consumers. The allocation of breakup
based on consumer strength is divided into (a) those sections with less than 11000 consumers
(numbering 144 sections); (b) those with consumer base between 11000 and less than 16000
consumers (numbering 253 sections); (c) those between 16000 and less than 21000
consumers (numbering 222 sections) and (d) those section with 21000 and above consumers
(numbering 127 sections). Sections with less than 11000 consumers can have a maximum
manpower of 25 employees; sections between 11000 and 16000 consumers can have a
maximum of 30 employees; sections between 16000 and 21000 consumers can have a
maximum of 35 employees and sections with 21000 and above consumers may have a
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maximum of 40 employees. The number of employees is however not entitlements for
sections. For example, management may decide to allot manpower of 31 to a section with
19000 consumers while it may allot manpower of 33 to another section with 20000
consumers.
Recommendation 15:
Consumer Strength
less than 11000
11000 and less than 16000
16000 and less than 21000
21000 and above

Maximum Manpower in a Section Office
25
30
35
40

The decision of the management will be assisted in future by proposed changes in CE (HRM)
office where annual data of workload and performance of each circle, division, sub-division
and section office will be analysed (please see figure on office of SM (HR strategy and
planning)) and accordingly allotments will be made which can further be adjusted on case by
case basis based on needs. The section offices will however have freedom to decide the
manpower breakups for breakdown, maintenance and revenue wings. The section offices are
however suggested to desist from frequently changing manpower allocations between the
wings as it may affect the morale of the workers.
Recommendation 16: no further change is suggested in manpower distribution based on
consumer strength at sub division office level.
DIVISION OFFICE: With respect to division office, the main report recommended changes
in establishment branch, general (pension) branch, revenue branch and support staff (OA,
FCA, CA, and Driver) of the office of EE. No change was recommended for the drawing
branch. In the proposed structure, the general and revenue branch were removed and the
establishment branch was made as HR department with responsibilities of both the
establishment and general branches. The accounts branch strength was reduced from
generally 4 to 3, while the general cumulative strength of general, revenue and establishment
branch from about 10-12 was reduced to 3 employees in the new proposed HR department.
Similarly, roles of OA, CA, and FCA would now be managed by one support staff. This
proposed change effectively reduces the manpower at a division office from around 20-25
earlier to about 15 in the proposed change. The present consumer strength of the division
offices range from as low as about 18000 to about 270000. We propose a division office with
15

less than 120000 consumers (12 division offices) can have a manpower of upto 15 employees
including manpower of drawing branch, HR department, accounts department, EE, TA to the
EE, one office staff and the driver. Division offices which have consumer strength ranging
from 120000 to less than 220000 (44 division offices) can have manpower of upto 18
employees whereas division offices with 220000 consumers or more (15 division offices)
may have manpower of upto 20 employees in the division office. As discussed earlier, these
numbers are not entitlements but norms to help decide specific numbers for each division
office. The division offices have freedom to decide the manpower breakups among drawing
branch, HR department and Accounts department. Frequent changes to allocations have to be
refrained.
Recommendation 17:
Consumer Strength
less than 120000
120000 and less than 220000
220000 and above

Maximum Manpower in a Division Office
15
18
20

CIRCLE OFFICE: A circle office generally has around 25 employees. A typical circle
office may have about 3-4 AEs, 3-4 SEs, 1 AAO, 2 SS, 7-8 SSs, 2 OAs, 1 CA, 1 SFCA,
and a driver along with an EE as TA to the Deputy CE. The manpower strength at circle
offices however may vary significantly on account of special projects. We are not
factoring in such manpower in our recommendations. Circle offices have consumer
strength ranging from about 235000 consumers to about 750000 consumers. In proposed
structure, the office of AAO gets demerged as HR and Accounts offices with 2
subordinates each thereby effectively reducing the manpower at circle offices by 5.
Similarly the support staff can be reduced to 2 general purpose office attendants and a
driver from earlier four support staff and a driver. Circle offices with less than 500000
consumer strength may have manpower of upto 22 employees, whereas circle offices with
500000 or more consumers can have manpower of upto 25 employees. Also, these
numbers are norms. The circle offices have freedom to decide the manpower breakups
among EE (office), HR department and Accounts department. Frequent changes to
allocations have to be refrained from.
Recommendation 18:
Consumer Strength

Maximum Manpower in a Circle Office
16

less than 500000
500000 and above

22
25
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III.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON COMPETENCY AND TNA

Based on findings of employee workshops conducted in the main report, we have outlined the
salient points of competencies required proficiency in jobs for 29 positions and the need for
specific training in each of these positions.
Recommendation 19: Competency and TNA Recommendations
Sl.
No.

Positions

Competencies required

Training needs

1.

Assistant
Engineer

Leadership;
interpersonal
skills
(internal and external to
organization)

2.

Cashier

3.

Line man

Technical knowledge (electrical engg.,acts
and
codes,
operating
procedures,
construction
standards,
energy
conservation, sale of energy, report
generation); critical thinking; interpersonal
skills
(internal
and
external
to
organization); leadership
Knowledge of Tariff Information Act, 2007;
Arithmetic skills; computer knowledge (MS
Office, ERP); English language; time
management; E-book keeping
Technical knowledge about electricity and
appliances; time management; physical
fitness; interpersonal skills (with relation to
customer), teamwork; safety skills

4.

Overseer

Knowledge about statutory rules and
regulations; knowledge about site and
terrain;
knowledge
about
ERP;
communication skills; stress management;
interpersonal skills; supervisory skills;
safety assurance; emotional intelligence

5.

Senior
Superintendent

6.

Senior
Assistant

Knowledge of Electricity Act, Supply
Code, RTI Act, Taxation, Service Rules,
Legal Aspects, Disciplinary procedures,
revenue accounts, revenue recovery; bank
reconciliation;
stores
and
material
accounting,
budgeting,
purchase
procedures, tariff, billing; leadership skills;
computer skill; customer orientation;
liasoning with offices; accounting skill;
communication skill; auditing; report
generation; file management
Knowledge of Electricity Act, Supply
Code, RTI Act, Taxation, Service Rules,
Legal Aspects, Disciplinary procedures,
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Time
management;
English
language,
computer skills (MS
Office, ERP)
Technical
knowledge
about electricity and
appliances;
time
management; physical
fitness;
interpersonal
skills (with relation to
customer), teamwork;
safety skills
Knowledge about ERP;
communication skills;
stress
management;
interpersonal
skills;
supervisory skills; safety
assurance;
emotional
intelligence
Refresher course on
changes in electricity
regulations; Computer
skill;
customer
orientation;
communication
skill;
leadership

Refresher course on
changes in electricity
regulations; IT skill;

7.

Sub Engineer

8.

Electricity
worker

9.

Office
Attendant

10. Meter Reader

11. Chief Engineer

12. Finance officer

13. Accounts
officer

14. Assistant
Executive
Engineer

revenue accounts, revenue recovery; bank
reconciliation;
stores
and
material
accounting,
budgeting,
purchase
procedures, tariff, billing; Communication
skill; observation skill; time management;
IT skill
Technical knowledge; communication skill;
IT skill (MS Office and ERP); leadership
skill; planning and organizing skill;
customer orientation

Knowledge on HT/LT lines; physical
fitness (e.g. absence of vertigo, ability to
climb, lifting of heavy posts, loading and
unloading); safety awareness and prediction
(use of safety equipment)
English and Malayalam comprehension
skills; time management; customer
orientation; IT skill (MS Word and MS
Excel)
Knowledge of tariff and rates, different
types of meters and metering, bill
estimation and calculation, geographic
location; communication skill; customer
orientation; physical fitness

Knowledge of electricity rules, regulations,
policies and procedures; Leadership skill;
negotiation skill; team building; IT skills
(MS Office, ERP and Email)
Knowledge of ledger and journal, collection
remittance,
fund
transfer,
material
accounting, tax rules, expenditure accounts,
revenue accounts, tender rules, revenue
recovery, accounting rules, leave and other
establishment rules; auditing skill; report
generation skill; financial management
skill; leadership skill; liasoning skill.
Knowledge of Electricity Supply Act, 2003;
Supply
code,
revenue
accounting,
expenditure accounting, auditing, tariff and
billing,
service
rules,
banking
reconciliation, office procedures, pension,
pay fixation; generating reports; leadership,
IT Skills, Communication
Knowledge
of
electrical
machines,
transmission lines, communication systems,
relays and controls, Electricity act, codes
and rules, safety rules and regulations;
leadership; planning; communication skill
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time
management;
observation skill

Communication skill; IT
skill (MS Office and
ERP); leadership skill;
planning and organizing
skill;
customer
orientation
Knowledge on HT/LT
lines; physical fitness
training; safety training
Time
management;
customer orientation; IT
skill (MS Office)
Knowledge of tariff and
rates, different types of
meters and metering,
bill
estimation
and
calculation;
communication
skill;
customer orientation
Leadership
skill;
negotiation skill; team
building; IT skills (MS
Office, ERP and Email)
Leadership;
report
generation;
liasoning
skill

Auditing, Leadership, IT
Skill, Communication
Skill

Refresher course on
changes in electricity
and safety regulations;
leadership;
planning;
communication
skill

(written, verbal and listening); IT skills
(MS Office and ERP)
15. Dy.
Chief
Engineer
(Renewable
Energy
and
Planning)

16. Divisional
Accountant

17. Assistant
Finance Officer

18. Executive
Engineers

Knowledge
of
electrical
machines,
transmission lines, communication systems,
relays and controls, Electricity act, codes
and rules, safety rules and regulations,
energy conservation, energy audit, load
forecasting,
generation
planning,
transmission planning, and distribution
planning, financial planning; leadership;
statistical skills; creativity; problem
solving;
team
building;
project
management; liasoning, ability to adapt; IT
skills
Knowledge of accounting principles and
tax rules, modern software and applications
(i.e. SARAS, ORUMA NET, HRIS, MS
Office); problem solving; negotiation;
communication; leadership

Knowledge of accounting principles and
tax rules, ledgers, trial balance and financial
statements, statutory returns, modern
software and applications (i.e. SARAS,
ORUMA NET, HRIS, MS Office); problem
solving; communication; analytical ability
and numerical ability; interpersonal skills
Knowledge of electricity rules, regulations,
policies and procedures; adaptability, safety
codes and cost minimization; leadership;
interpersonal
skills;
communication;
coordination; analytical reasoning; time
management; employee relations; IT skills
(MS Office and Email)

19. Fair
copy
assistant

Knowledge of English and Malayalam
grammar; reading skills; typing speed and
accuracy; employee relations; handwriting
recognition; IT skills (MS Office and
Email)

20. Confidential
assistant

Knowledge of English and Malayalam;
communication skills (reading, writing and
speaking); shorthand and typing skills; IT
skills (MS Office and Email); time
management
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(written, verbal and
listening); IT skills (MS
Office and ERP)
Leadership;
team
building;
project
management; liasoning;
IT skills

Modern software and
applications
(i.e.
SARAS, ORUMA NET,
HRIS, MS Office);
problem
solving;
negotiation;
communication;
leadership
Modern software and
applications
(i.e.
SARAS, ORUMA NET,
HRIS, MS Office);
problem
solving;
communication;
interpersonal skills
Knowledge of cost
minimization;
leadership; interpersonal
skills; communication;
coordination; analytical
reasoning;
time
management; employee
relations; IT skills (MS
Office and Email)
Knowledge of English
and
Malayalam
grammar; reading skills;
typing
speed
and
accuracy;
employee
relations; IT skills (MS
Office and Email)
Communication skills
(reading, writing and
speaking);
shorthand
and typing skills; IT
skills (MS Office and
Email);
time

21. Assistant
Account
Officer

Knowledge of material accounting and
salary and pay rules; leadership;
communication skills (reading, writing and
speaking); shorthand and typing skills; IT
skills (HRIS, MS Office, ERP and Email);
time management

22. Driver

Knowledge (certified by Driving License)
and ability to drive heavy vehicles;
knowledge of traffic rules; safety rules;
physical fitness (especially eyesight,
audibility and stamina)
Knowledge of hydroelectric project
/building, tendering, design of component
structure, project management, statutory,
contract law, labour law; conflict
management;
interpersonal
skills;
leadership; team building skills; change
management; customer orientation; IT
skills (MS Office; MS Project; and Email)

23. Dy.
Chief
Engineer
(Civil)

24. Overseer
(Civil)

Knowledge in handling survey instruments
and preparing drawing and computing area
by using software like AUTOCAD,
LISCAD, GIS etc.; team building; physical
fitness; IT skills (MS Office and Email)

25. Sub Engineer
(Civil)

Knowledge and experience in operating
survey instruments like Total station and
GPS, knowledge of satellite remote
sensing, hydraulic design, structural design,
construction techniques, machine selection;
physical fitness (ability to work in different
terrains); time management; team building;
communication;
decision
making;
liasoning; IT skills (Auto CAD; MS Office;
MS Project; and Email)
Knowledge of project management;
leadership;
decision
making;
communication; planning; delegation skills;
ability to manage stress; employee
relations; negotiation; IT skills (Auto CAD;
MS Office; MS Project; and Email)

26. Chief Engineer
(Civil)

27. Asst. Engineer
(Civil)

Knowledge of satellite remote sensing,
hydraulic design, structural design,
construction techniques, physical fitness
(ability to work in different terrains);
planning; time management; team building;
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management
Refresher course on
changes in accounting
procedures and pay
structures; IT skills
(HRIS, MS Office, ERP
and
Email);
time
management
Refresher knowledge in
safety and traffic rules

Refresher course of
relevant laws; project
management;
interpersonal
skills;
leadership;
team
building skills; change
management; customer
orientation; IT skills
(MS Office; MS Project;
and Email)
Refresher course in
software
like
AUTOCAD, LISCAD,
GIS etc.; team building;
physical fitness; IT
skills (MS Office and
Email)
Refresher courses in
relevant and required
knowledge;
time
management;
team
building;
communication;
decision
making;
liasoning; IT skills
(Auto CAD; MS Office;
MS Project; and Email)
Leadership;
decision
making;
communication; ability
to manage stress; IT
skills (Auto CAD; MS
Office; MS Project; and
Email)
Project
management;
people management; IT
skills (Auto CAD; MS
Office; MS Project; and
Email)

28. Executive
Engineer
(Civil)

29. Asst. Executive
Engineer
(Civil)

communication;
decision
making;
liasoning;
project
estimation
and
management; work billing; site survey and
inspection; land acquisition; tendering;
contract management; knowledge of dam
safety; knowledge of and experience with
monitoring instruments; IT skills (Auto
CAD; MS Office; MS Project; and Email)
Knowledge of civil engineering, hydraulics
engineering, geo technical engineering,
structure, construction management, GPS
technology, and remote sensing; decision
making; problem solving; adaptability;
leadership;
communication;
time
management; IT skills (Auto CAD; Civil
CAD; Primavera; MS Office; MS Project;
and Email)
Knowledge of civil engineering and
experience in operating survey instruments
like Total station, Auto CAD drawing,
planning softwares and GPS, departmental
manual and procedures; supervisory skills;
leadership; communication; IT skills (Auto
CAD; Civil CAD; Primavera; MS Office;
MS Project; and Email)

Decision
making;
problem solving; time
management; IT skills
(Auto CAD; Civil CAD;
Primavera; MS Office;
MS Project; and Email)

Supervisory
skills;
leadership;
communication;
IT
skills (Auto CAD; Civil
CAD; Primavera; MS
Office; MS Project; and
Email); refresher in
advance software

While the Director (HRM) must ensure the availability of competency particularly at the time
of recruitment, promotion and transfer the HRD cell must ensure to fill in the gap in skill. It is
also essential to facilitate the learning transfer after the training. For example most of the
position holders are currently required to go through the IT training and use the computer for
their day to day work. After the training The HRD department must ensure that the classroom
learning is being implemented and all the employees are using computer, communicating via
e-mail and MS-office for correspondence.
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IV.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON CAREER & SUCCESSION
PLANNING

Recommendations with respect to career and succession planning were already provided in
the main report. We have reproduced the salient points over here from the main report for
ease of reference and easy identification. The detailed information on career and succession
planning can be accessed from section 3.2.5 onwards to section 3.2.10 in the main report.
Recommendation 20:
RECOMMENDATIONS SPECIFIC TO POSITIONS
METER READERS (MR)



Freeze future recruitment - (don’t fill 876 current vacancy)
o This will lead to an approximate saving of 2,40,90,000/- rupees
The promotion from Meter reader to Sub-engineer should be based on achievement of



diploma engineering or equivalent training (internally).
o It is essential as the subsequent move is to the position of AE.
MRs becoming SEs merely on the basis of seniority without having relevant field
experience
o MRs should be mentored by existing SEs for say 1 year before taking charge
as SE

THOSE PROGRESSING FROM AXE TO EE


The provision for those with Seniority and arising vacancy in Diploma quota may be



abolished
Address the Skill Resource Mismatch –
o AXEs are trained in computer and need it for effective delivery of the duties,
but no such facility is provided in sub divisions.

SA


Many SAs are found to be professionally qualified with degrees such as MBA and
since long waiting for promotions. We believe it’s a waste of talent that not only goes



unutilized, but also contributes to employee dissatisfaction and underperformance.
They may be given with additional responsibility such as HR activities like training
and development in circle office after adequate training and orientation
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As per the JD this position under the domain of distribution requires people handling
acumen. Utilize and redeploy the SAs in appropriate positions in distribution where
the JD requirement is



major field level customer interaction, but less use of

engineering skills
The surplus employees of SA may also be redeployed in innovative projects such as
Hydel tourism projects

FOR RECRUITMENT OF DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTANTS


The criteria of “Graduation with CA or ICWA” may be changed to “either CA or



ICWA” without requirement of graduation
Two other categories of MBA with finance specialization or BBA with finance



experience may be added
The quota ratios also may be changed to:
1. 50% (Professional qualification)
2. 30% (KPSC qualification)
3. 20% (SAs with Account Test)
For becoming Finance Officer and Senior Finance Officer, a professional qualification



(CA/ICWA/MBA (Fin)) may be appropriate
Recruitment to AFO and higher posts, may be considered purely on the merit of



availability and performance
RECRUITMENT OF SES:


The criteria of 10% reservation for overseers with ITI/Diploma or SSLC with 5 years’
experience may be conditional on:
 Clearing an additional test specifically designed for the purpose for overseers who
have SSLC and 5 years’ experience

PROGRESSION OF SUB ENGINEERS TO ASSISTANT ENGINEERS, ON
ACCOUNT OF CONCERNS OF OVERSUPPLY ON SOME CATEGORIES AND
LITIGATIONS REGARDING SOME OTHERS:



Quota for those with certificates may be changed to 10% (from earlier 20%)
Quota for those through PSC with BTech and employees in any category may be



changed to 20% (from earlier 10%)
Quota for those with PSC through open market may be changed to 50% (from earlier
40%)

PROMOTION TO THE POSITION OF EE AND ABOVE SHOULD BE BASED ON
PERFORMANCE.
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Do away with promotion to the above positions based on PSC rank.
Recruitment to posts of EE and above may be considered purely on the merit of
availability and performance

OFFICERS NEED TO BE TRAINED BEFORE TRANSFER AND PROMOTION
AND MUST BE BASED ON COMPETENCY PARTICULARLY WHEN
EMPLOYEES ARE MOVING AMONG GENERATION, DISTRIBUTION AND
TRANSMISSION.ASSISTANT ENGINEER (AE)–


Although, selection of officers is done through PSC examinations, we strongly
recommend that, deploying them to generation, transmission, and distribution, should
be done based on their interest and skills. Based on our field study and observation
report, we inferred that distribution demands individuals to be proficient in
management, customer orientation, and marketing, while generation demands an
interest and proficiency in engineering. It would benefit KSEB immensely, if the
competencies identified against each position are utilized for deployment of officers.
Further, it shall also be beneficial, if personnel are trained in requisite competencies



before their promotions and transfers.
Promotions should not be decided based on PSC rank, which appears prima facie
unfair. A suitable performance appraisal system may be designed and implemented,
and promotions should be contingent on competencies and performance.

DRIVERS AND SWEEPERS


These roles are non-core to the activity of KSEB and found to be costly also. While a
senior driver in KSEB is noticed to draw salary of 60,000 rupees per month the
average salary of a sweeper found to be 25309 rupees. In order to achieve competitive
advantage KSEB may engage divers & sweepers on contract basis instead of full time
support staff. These jobs can also be outsourced to agencies at a cheaper cost which
also reduce the recurring liability of the organization.

ELECTRICAL WORKERS


Apart from the recommendations of ensuring qualification of ITI and training system
mentioned earlier, KSEB may consider the following as the future option for the job
electrical workers.
o Region-wise auctioning of multi-year contracts to manage maintenance and
breakdown works
o Supervision of the works may still continue by fulltime employees
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o Chance for such workers to become full time employees as Overseers
o Such full time employment may however will be of shorter duration (e.g., 10
years)
o Upon superannuation, such full time employees may be given preference for
bidding for contracts for managing breakdown and maintenance works
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 21:
Review the ‘Compassionate employment scheme’ which allows employment in the
position such as workman, lineman, office attendant, confidential assistants, and fair copy
assistant.
a) Recruitment on compassionate ground for the positions of office attendant,
confidential assistant and fair copy assistant ought to be stopped. It may be noted
that as per JD, the positions of confidential assistant and fair copy assistant are
largely duplicates. Thus they can be amalgamated/or possibly phased out post the
introduction of information technology.
b) Promotion of these employees further to higher position without requisite skill not
only compromises with the overall skill requirement, but also creates a danger of
exposing the employees life to risk while handling the job
c) KSEB must ensure the minimum skill requirement before or within a specified
period (may be through provisional appointment) of absorbing any employee
under this scheme
Thus KSEB may explore the following options to deal with the compassionate
employment scheme:
Option 1: Fund and train the dependents before considering them for employment and
after successful performance in the skill test.
Option 2: Give a provisional employment to the hired employees on compassionate
ground, who need to ensure acquiring of competency before confirmation.
Option 3: The ‘Compassionate Employment Scheme’ must be stopped in long run,
and instead the organization might explore in embracing a “group term insurance
policy” to pay a huge compensation. This would not just reduce the cost of KSEB
significantly, but would also reduce the liability of the company. This would also help
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KSEB to get competent employees sans any compromises, guided solely by the
competency requirements, while providing adequate benefits to the dependents of the
deceased employees.
Recommendation 22: Succession planning needs to be brought in particularly at higher
management levels. Changes in structures to possibly suit the ability of the individuals
hints at a situation wherein management although is not confident of ability of the person
but feels constrained to do so. Presence and adherence of merit based performance criteria
at higher levels is very crucial. Board is requested to look into the same preferably by
taking external help to create explicit and detailed performance parameters.
Recommendation 23: It is noticed that incumbency of specific functions at positions such
as DCE, CE, Director, etc. are changed frequently (almost on yearly basis) which does not
allow them to contribute substantially to the function. Hence, the promotion and transfer
must be handled in such a manner that the person holding such positions in normal
situations must be appointed at least for a period of two years in order to strategically
contribute to the function.
Important Note: We understand that it may take certain time to start implementing the
recommendations. It is however imperative that presently planned recruitments and
promotions also adhere to the spirit of recommendations even before the recommendations
come into effect. Therefore it is hoped that aspects of employee recruitment, regularizations,
promotions etc. will adhere to the recommendations with immediate effect, else the benefits
of the study may not be achieved at all.
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Figures
Figure 1.1.1: Present Overall Structure of Office of CE (HRM)

Figure 1.1.2: Present Structure of Support Office of the CE (HRM)

Figure 1.1.3: Present Structure of Office of the Deputy CE (HRM - I)
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Figure 1.1.4: Present Structure of Office of the Deputy CE (HRM - II)

Figure 1.1.5: Present Structure of Office of EE (HRD)
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HRD
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(Ele)
AE (Ele)
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SA

Figure 1.2.1: Present Structure of Office of CPO
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Figure 1.3.1: Present Structure of Office of Secretary (Administration)

Figure 1.3.2: Present Structure of Support Staff of Secretary (Administration)
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Figure 1.3.3: Present Structure of Establishment Branch in Office of Secretary
(Administration)

Figure 1.3.4: Present Structure of Accounts Branch in Office of Secretary
(Administration)
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Figure 1.3.5: Present Structure of Vehicle Monitoring Cell in Office of Secretary
(Administration)

Figure 1.3.6: Present Structure of Fair Copy Wing in Office of Secretary
(Administration)
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Figure 1.3.7: Present Structure of Inward Despatch Wing in Office of Secretary
(Administration)
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Figure 1.3.8: Present Structure of Office of Legal Adviser and Disciplinary Enquiry
Officer in the Office of Secretary (Administration)
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Figure 1.4.1: Proposed Structure of Overall Office of Director (HRM)

Figure 1.4.2: Proposed Structure of office of GM (HR Administration)
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Figure 1.4.3: Proposed Structure of office of SM (recruitment, Transition and
Separation)
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Figure 1.4.4: Proposed Structure of office of SM (Employee Grievances, Claims and
Welfare)

Figure 1.4.5: Proposed Structure of office of SM (HR Initiatives planning,
implementation and Analysis)

Figure 1.4.6: Proposed Structure of office of SM (Director HRM Office)
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Figure 1.4.7: Proposed Structure of office of Legal Adviser and Disciplinary Enquiry
officer (Director HRM Office)

Figure 1.4.8: Proposed Structure of office of Accounts officer (Now to be under Director
Finance Office)
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Figure 2.1.1: Present Structure of Office Deputy CE (Commercial) in the office of Chief
Engineer (Commercial and Tariff)
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Figure 2.1.2: Present Structure of Office Deputy CE (TRAC) in the office of Chief
Engineer (Commercial and Tariff)
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Figure 3.1.1: Present Structure of Office of Chief Engineer (SCM)

Figure 3.1.2: Proposed Structure of Office of Chief Engineer (SCM) for Distribution
and Generation procurement
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Figure 3.1.3: Proposed Structure of Office of Deputy Chief Engineer (SCM) with
powers of CE (SCM) for transmission procurement

Figure 3.1.4: Proposed Structure of Office of AFO (SCM) now to report to Director
(Finance)
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Figure 4.1.1: Present Structure of REES
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Figure 4.1.2: Proposed Structure of REES
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Figure 4.1.3: Proposed Structure of Consultancy Office
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ANNEXURE I: OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER (HRM-1)
Purpose of Office:
1) Appointments to all cadres upto and including Assistant Executive Engineer
(Ele.) and (Civil) in the technical side and Assistant Accounts Officer/Assistanat
Finance Officer in the ministerial side and to order transfer and posting of and
below the rank of Assistant Executive Engineer/Assistant Accounts Officer/
2)

Assistant Finance Officer.
To report vacancies to the Kerala Public Service Commission (except the

category of Electricity Worker).
3) Appointment on Compassionate Grounds to the dependants of Board employees.
4) Appointment of paid and unpaid Apprentices.
5) Sanctioning of all kinds of leave exceeding 120 days, except study leave and
leave without allowances under Appendix XII.A, B, C Part I, K.S.R.
6) Sanctioning of Special Disability leave of and below the category of Assistant
Executive Engineer/Assistant Accounts Officer/Assistant Finance Officer.
7) Investigation Sanction of TA Bills in respect of staff pertaining to other ARUs and
to sanction TA of office of the Chief Engineer (Transmission-South) and excess
over limit of TA under Office of the Chief Engineer (Transmission-South ) an d
System Operation , Kalamassery.
8) Issuing of No Objection Certificate for study purpose, Passport, etc.
9) Deals with disciplinary cases of staff of and below the rank of Assistant
Executive Engineer/Assistant Account s Officer/Assistant Finance Officer.
10) Preparing the Gradation List of all the categories of the officers/employees in the
Kerala State Electricity Board Ltd.
11) Sanctioning of Medical Advance and Reimbursement of medical bills
to all the employees of the Kerala State Electricity Board Ltd.
Duties and Responsibilities:
(a) Deputy Chief Engineer:The Deputy Chief Engineer (HRM) is the Head of the Section viz., Establishment
Section I and II, EBVS Section, Gradation Section, GB Section, AB Section,
Despatch Section, Fair Copy Section. He is the authority for all the work s
processing in the above offices and reporting to the Chief Engineer (HRM). He
supervises and control the Establishment Section dealt with the appointment,
promotion, transfer and posting around 3 1 000 employees in various categories
upto the cadre of Assistant Executive Engineer/Assistant Account s Officer
working in Kerala State Electricity Board Ltd . all over the State. He also
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supervises and control the appointments on compassion ate ground to the
dependants of Board employees, including verifying the certificates issued by the
Government authorities and conducting the interview or the candidates. He is the
authority for appointing unpaid apprentices in Kerala State Llectricity Board Ltd.
having B.Tech qualification all over the State.
(b) Accounts Officer :The Accounts Officer supervises the whole function of the Establishment Section
I and II, EBVS Section, Gradation Section, GB Section, AB Section, Despatch
Section, Fair Copy Section. He supervises the Establishment Section for the
appointment, promotion and Transfer and posting of the various categories of the
employees all over the State upto the cadre of Assistant Executive
Engineer/Assistant Accounts Officer. He is also designated as the Public
Information Officer and carrying out the duty of the Public information Officer. –
(c) Establishment Section- I
Senior Superintendent:Head of Establishment Section- 1 reporting to

Administrative

Officer-

Supervision or works or the following Senior Assistants furnished below:Senior Assistants:1. EB.1:- Transfers, postings and promotions of Assistant Executive Engineers
(Ele.), sanction of leave and establishment matters relating to Executive
Engineers, Deputy Chief Engineers and Chief Engineers.
2. EB.l (a):- Appointment, transfers and postings of Assistant Engineers (Ele.),
sanctioning of LWA and other establishment matters or Assistant Engineers.
3. EB.2:- Appointment, transfers and postings of Sub Engineer (Ele.) and
Court cases.
4. EB.2 (a):- Transfers and postings of Drivers and other establishment matters
of Sub Engineer s (Civil) (Ele.) and Drivers.
5. EB.4(c) :- Transfers and postings of Overseers (Civil), Office Attendants and
PTC, establishment matters of CLR Workers, Full Time Sweepers, Electricians,
Mechanical Staff and a allied works.
6. EB.7 :- General correspondence, collection of working strength, vacancy
and relevant detail from the field officers and processing, reply to Audit paras,
issuance of NOC for Part Ti me B.Tec h and Diploma Course.
7. EB.7 (a):- Right to Information Act, 2005, L.A Interpellation, Sutharya
Keralam.
8. Estt.GI.I:- To attend all the Court cases relating to retire employees coming
under the control of Senior Superintendent – 1
(d) Establishment Section – II
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Senior Superintendent:Head

of

Establishment Section-II reporting

to

Administrative Officer-

Supervision of works of the following Senior Assistants furnished below:Senior Assistants:1. EB.3 :- All establishment matters like appointment, transfers and postings of
Junior Assistants/Cashiers and Meter Readers and allied works.
2. EB.3 (a):- Transfers and postings of Senior Superintendents, Divisional
Accountants, Assistant Accounts Officers, Assistant Finance Officers and allied
works.
3. EB.3 (b):-Transfers posting and other establishment matters of Senior Assistants
and allied works.
4. EB.4 (a):-Transfers and postings of Lineman, all establishment matters and allied
works.
5. EB4 (b):- Transfers and postings or Overseers (Ele.), all establishment matters
and allied works.
6. EB.5:- Transfers, postings and promotions of Fair Copy Assistants, Fair Copy
Superintendents, Confidential

Assistants and allied works, posting of

Apprentices (Paid and Unpaid), all investigation sanction of bills.
7. EB.6 (b):- Transfers and postings, appointments, promotions, Court

cases

of Assistant Engineer (Civil), Assistant Executive Engineer (Civil) and all related
establishment matters. All establishment matters related to the Deputy
Chief Engineer (Civil ), Chief Engineer (Civil) working out of VB and Executive
Engineer (Civil) who are working under the direct control of Chief Engineer
(Civil).
8. EB.7(d) :-Appointments on compassionate grounds to dependants of Board
employees who die-in-harness/retire on invalid grounds and connected matters.
Preparation of statement of facts to the Writ Petitions connected with
Compassionate Appointment , etc.
9. EBEW :- All establishment matters of Electricity Workers and preparation
of gradation lists of Electricity Workers.
(e) Fair Copy Assistants :
Performing fair copy works of official correspondences related to this Section.
(f) Office Attendants.
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2

1.Name of Office;- Gradation Section, 0/o the Chief Engineer (HRM)
2. .Purpose of Office: - Preparation of Gradation list, updation, Incorporation of Additional
Qualification and Jr-Sr.fixation. All court cases connected with seniority.

3

Staff Pattern

1

4.

No
1.
2.
3.
4.

Designation
Senior Superintend
Senior Assistant
Fair copy Assistant
Office Attendant

No. Of Person

Specific Duties & Responsibilities of each category of employee in the above office.
1.Senior Superintendent - Head of Section, reporting to Chief Engineer (HRM) Supervision of
works associated with Preparation of Gradation updation, Incorporation
of Additional Qualification and Jr- Sr.fixation
2. Senior Assistant

- 1,Sweepers, Office Attendant, Fair Copy Assistants (junior and Senior},
Fair Copy Superintendents, Confidential Assistants, Junior
Assistant/cashier ,Senior Assistant , Senior Superintendent, Assistant
Accounts Officer, Accounts Officer, Senior Accounts Officer,
Divisional Accountant, Assistant Finance Officer, Finance Officer,
Senior Finance Officer, Junior-Senior Fixation.
-2 Electricity Worker, lineman II, lineman I, Overseer (Ele),Drivers.
-3, Meter Reader, Sub Engineer (Electrical), Overseer (Civil) Sub
Engineer (Civil),Assistant Engineer (Civil) Assistant Executive Engineer
(civil),Executive Engineer (Civil), Dep Chief Engineer(Civil), Chief
Engineer(Civil), Junior-Senior fixation
-4, Assistant Engineer, Assistant Executive Engineer, Executive Engineer,
Deputy Chief Engineer, Chief Engineer (All Electrical) Junior- Senior
fixation.
-5, Junior-Senior fixation of lineman

3. Fair Copy Assistant
4. Office Attendant

-
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No
1
2
3
4

Designation
Senior Superintendent
Senior Assistant
Fair copy Assistant
Office Attendant

No. of persons
1
9
1
1

1
Name of Office
E.B Vigilance Section, O/o. the Chief Engineer ( Human Resource Management) , K.S.E.Board Ltd.,
Vydyuthi Bhavanam, Pattom, Thiruvananthapuram

1. E.B vigilance section is working under the office of the chief engineer ( Human resource
management) deals with the processing of disciplinary proceedings against the employees of and
below the rank of assistant executive engineers and assistant accounts officers/ finance officers
2. This section deals with various appeal petitions against the orders of lower authorities such as
deputy chief engineers, executive engineers etc
3. Monitoring the disciplinary actions of the organizations and offering clarifications on disciplinary
matters.
4. This section prepares statement of facts in court cases related to disciplinary cases.
5. Vigilance clearances in respect of the employees for various purposes like obtaining passports,
promotions, retirement/pensionary benefits etc
6. This office accords sanctions for the employees to indulge in extra curricular activities, contesting
in election in various co operative bodies, literary works etc
7. This section collects property statements of employees of and below the rank of assistant executive
engineers and assistant accounts officers/ assistant finance officers
8. Providing information under Right to information act-2005 , related to disciplinary action
3
Staff Pattern
Duties and Responsibilities related to staff of E.B Vigilance Section
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4

Specific duties & responsibilities of each category of employee in the above office.
As mentioned above, the entire work is distributed among the Senior Assistants
according to the table shown below
1.Senior Superintendent

Supervising the entire work

2. Senior Assistants

1

EBVS. 1

Electrical Circle –
Kasargode,
Irinjalikuda and
Thodupuzha +
R.T.I
EBVS. 2
Electrical CircleThiruvananthapur
EBVS. 3
am (urban),
Ernakulam and
Vydyuthi
Bhavanam + R.T.I
Electrical Circle –
Kannore,
Pathanamthitta,
Perumbavoor and
Sreekantapuram +
R.T.I
EBVS. 4
Electrical CircleAlappuzha,
Kottayam and
Pala + R.T.I
Electrical Circle- Vadakara, Kozhikode and
Thrissur + N.O.C +R.T.I

2
3

4

5

EBVS. 5

6

EBVS. 6

All generation, Transmission, System Operation
and L.D Circles + R.T.I

7

EBVS. 7

Electrical Circle- Palakkad, manjeri, tirur and
shoranur+ RTI

8

EBVS. 8

Electrical Circle-kollam, kottarakkara, kalpetta +
general works and attendance maintenance + R.T.I
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9

EBVS. 9

Electrical Circle- thiruvananthapuram (rural & civil
circles + general stationary + sanction / permission
+ landed property statement and allied works +
R.T.I
Performing fair copy works of official
correspondences related to this section

3. Fair copy
assistant
4-. Office
attendant

Taking photocopies of official
document, delivering correspondences
inside Vydyuthi Bhavanam premises
and to despatch section.
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1

Name of office : Despatch Section (0/o the C.E (HRM)

2

Purpose of office

GENERAL DESPATCH SECTION

( list the functions of the
office/list the service provided
to the public/employees)

Despatching the Tapals of the various offices of vydyuthi Bhavanam
0/o the Secretary.

Staff pattern

No

Designation

No of persons

1

Senior superintendent

1

2

Senior assistant

5

3

Junior assistant

1

4

Office attendant

2

4

Specific duties and
Responsibilities of each
Category of employee in the above office.

(1)

A. Shanavas
Senior superintendent

Overall supervision of the section – receipt of all tapal
with proper acknowledgement – maintenance of stamp
account – temporary modification of work in case of
absence of senior assistant or office attendant.

(1)

K. Sudarshanan
Senior assistant

Despatch of service books and document such as files
registers, etc, in registered parcel.

(2)

Ashadevi R.V

Despatch of all registered letters – including
communication related to RIA.

(3)

Lekha. V. Nair

Despatch of communication to all electrical chief
engineers, electrical circle, electrical division, sub
divisions and sections of the board via ordinary post. -

Senior assistant
4

V.C John
Senior assistant
(Active Sports Person)

Despatch of letters to individual persons

(5
)

K.Radhakrishnan Nair
Senior assistant

Despatch of communication to all chief engineers
Offices, Transmission, Generation and Civil Offices
and Letters to Government and private Organizations
( in the event of absence of V.C John has works will
be attended by Sri K. Radhakrishnan Nair

(1
)

Janshad U
Junior assistant
(Active sports person)

Assisting the senior assistant’s of attending duties of
senior Assistant’s in their absence.
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(1
)

R. Binukumar
Office Attendant

Enclosing letters in cover securely. Affixing postage
stamps. Pasting journal and carrying the letter to post
Office and getting the acknowledge wherever
necessary

(2
)

Shibu.J.S
Office attendant

Enclosing letters in covers securely, affixing postage
stamps, pasting journal and carrying the letters to post
office and getting acknowledge wherever necessary.
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1.

Name of Office

AB Section

2.

Purpose of Office

Releasing of Mortgaged documents, excess refund of
Conveyance advance/House Construction Advance, Extension of
Allocation of quarters, NRA sanction of offices which are not
attached to any ARUs.

3.

Staff pattern

4.

Specific Duties &
Responsibilities of each
category of employee in the
above

Senior Superintendent
Senior Assistant

1
2

1. Senior Superintendent

Supervision of the following works done by SA 1& SA 2

2. Senior Assistant - 1

Safe custody of unprocessed application which are to be returned to
the applicant based on request. Cancellation process of conveyance
advance sanctioned earlier by not pre-audited or encashed.
Extension of allocation of quarters beyond the limit of field officers
based on rules and merits, settling disputes in quarters eviction and
allocation. Disposal of court cases
filed against eviction of quarters and penal rent and other charges
levied, providing opportunity for personal hearing If advised by the
court. Release of Mortgage deed of House Construction Advance
sanction by CE(Civil)
Release of Mortgage deed of House Construction Advance
sanctioned by CE (HRM). Refund of excess amount remitted
towards Conveyance advance. Processing application for additional
House loan from recognized financial institutions as second
mortgage. Processing of Reconveyance deed of House Construction
Advance. Processing of PF NRA applications

3. Senior Assistant - 2
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1

Name of Section

:

2
3

Purpose of Office
Staff Pattern

:

4.

Fair Copy
0/o the Chief Engineer (HRM).
For attending Typing Works

1. Fair Copy Superintendent
2. Sr. Fair Copy Assistants

:
:

1 No.
5 Nos.

3. Jr. Fair Copy Assistants

:

5 Nos.

4. Duplicator Operator

:

1 No

Duties and responsibilities
1. Fair Copy Superintendent

Supervision of all Typing works and Digital
Copier printing works.

2. Fair copy Assistants

All Typing works in the following Sections
noted below:
All Digital Copier Printing works in the
following Sections noted below:

3. Duplicator Operator
1. Typing Works

Duplicating works (Purchase
Order, Tender Form, Transfer
& Postings order , Circulars,
Proceedings, All Other forms
)

1. Establishment Section.
2.Cash Section
3.AB Section
4.GB Section
5. EB Vigilance
6. Pension Sanction
7. Pension Authorisation
8. Bill Section
9. RIA Works (Senior A.O)
10. HRD Cell
1.Financial Adviser
2. Special Officer Revenue
3. Establishment
4. Cash Section
5. GB
6. Bill
7. Gradation
8. Pension Authorisation
9. Pension Sanction
10.Records Section
11.S.C.M
12.Civil
13.G.A.D
14.E.A.D
15.Provident Fund
16.EB Vigilance
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ANNEXURE II: OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER (HRM-II)
Duties and functions
The following sections are functioning under the direct control and supervision of the
Deputy Chief Engineer (HRM-II) (Organisation chart is attached here with).The deputy
Chief Engineer (HRM-II) is the authority to deduct all statutory taxes and issue TDS
certificates and the disbursing authority of all payments in the ARU.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Estt. Bill Section
Pension Sanction.
Pension Authorisation Section
Pension Payment Section.
Accounts Branch Compilation section.
Accounts Branch (Audit) Section.
Cash Disbursement Section.
Record Room

Accounts Branch Compilation, Accounts Branch (Audit) &Cash Sections
Exclusively for the purpose of all establishment claims, disbursement of cash, income tax
remittance and filing of returns, audit of all work bills and compilation of expenditure
accounts of the ARU.
Establishment Bill Section
Preparation of pay bills of about 1200 employees and Officers in Vydyuthi Bhavanam,
maintenance of their service books and all other establishment related matters.
Pension Sanction Section
Sanctioning of end benefits of retired of employees (all officers and staff of K.S.E. Board) are
being attended in the pension sanction section. An average of 250 Nos of pension claims are
being attended every month .28 Assistants are working in this Section. The works attended by
the assistants include registering of pension cases, verification of service book, processing of
pension papers and correspondence with field office in this regard.

Pension Authorization Section
Authorise the pension sanctioned by the Deputy Chief Engineer HRM II and the
Board after due verification. Preparation of Pension Pay Order and assign PPO
numbers of all pensioners of the Kerala State Electricity Board.
Pension Payment Section
Disbursement of claims of about 3000 pensioners, drawing pension from this ARU.
Record Room
More than 30,000 valuable records such as service books of retired employees and other
records of similar nature are kept in this section.
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Name of section:

Bill Section

Purpose of office
The Bill Section is exclusively dealing with all service matters of employees namely
processing of salary and all other establishment claims, leave sanction, Monthly updation of
Budgetary control, monitoring of attendance, sanctioning of increment, grade promotion, pay
fixation, pay revision work, preparation and issuance of Form No. 16 to all employees
drawing salary from Vaidyuthi Bhavanam. Moreover the Bill section also entrusted with the
works such as incumbency updation, service matters of deputation staff, stipend of paid
apprentices and all other general matters. lnformations requested from the office of the CE
(HRM), office of the Secretary, KSE Board and other Govt: Departments are also furnished
from the Bill Section.
In addition to the above purchase and distribution of stationary articles to all the sections
under the control of the CE(HRM) are carried out by the section. The preparation of the reply
to AGs audit is another function of the b ill section. The preparation and sanctioning of TA
bill of all the employees of Vaidyuthi Bhavanam and the deputation staff are also dealt
with the Bill section.

Staff Pattern
No
1
2
1
2
3
4

Designation
Dy. Chief Engineer (HRM) II
Senior Accounts Officer
Accounts Officer
Senior superintendent
Senior Assistant
Office Assistant

No. of persons
1
1
1
4
19
2

Duties and responsibilities of each category of employees
DY chief engineer HRM (II) –Dy. chief engineer (HRM) II is the authority of the ARU and
the head of the sections namely bill section, pension sanction pension authorisation, cash
section. As the authority of the bill section, the Dy. chief engineer (HRM) II give sanction an
approval to all establishment claims of around 1200 employees working in Vaidyuthi
bhavanam.TA bills of all employees and medical reimbursement claim up to Rs. 20000/- is
sanctioned and passed for payment by the Dy chief engineer.PF claims except NRA upto the
level of EE and AO is also passed by the Deputy Chief engineer (HRM) II.
He
is the responsible authority for TDS and issue of Form No. 16 to all employees working in
the Vaidyuthi Bhavanam.
Senior Accounts Officer - Supervisors and control the establishment works including
checking of monthly salary bills about the level of EE/FO/AO as delegated by the board. As
the custodian of the attendance register the SAO monitor the attendance of the Bills section
and Records section. The SAO holds the full charge of the Record section of the Vaidyuthi
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bhavanam. The SAO is also working as the appeal Authority of the Right to Information Act
in the office of the Chief Engineer (HRM). It is the responsibility of the SAO to supervise the
preparation of reply to the AGs Audit Report in time and monitor the retirement of employees
in the Vaidyuthi Bhavanam. The SAO is also authorised to take temporary imprest for any
special purposes and has availed Rs.7000/- most of the months for meeting the expenditure in
connection with the refilling of cartridges and stationery purchase.
Accounts Officer; - Supervises the whole functions of the Bill section and settled the cases
authorised to him as AO. The AO gives sanction to all kinds of leave to workmen in the
corporate office except study leave, special disability leave and LWA beyond three months.
To give sanction to increment up to the level of AEE/AAO/AFO, grade promotion upto
senior assistants, issue of NLC to all workmen category in the corporate office. The AO
check the pay fixation statements consequent on promotion, ratio promotion, grade
promotion, junior senior fixation of officers and staff and also check all kinds of arrear bills.
The AO verifies the TA claims and transfer TA claims, salary bills of all officers upto the
level of AEE/AAO/AFO, staff and deputationist. All the pnsion papers originated in the bill
section is verified by the AO. The GPF and the EWF applications of the new entrants are
verified by the AO before sending it to the concerned authority. The AO supervises the
implementation of various BOs relating to HRM activities. Check the calculation of LS and
PC, verify the veracity of the certificates to be issued to the employees especially the service
connection certificate, verify the eligibility of salary certificates to be issued to the
employees, supervising of incumbency updation, check the medical reimbursement claims of
employees of the Vaidyuthi Bhavanam, supervising the monthly updation of budgetary
control etc are also doing by the AO Bill section.
The AO, Bill section is also designated as the Public Information Officer and carrying out the
duty of the Public Information Officer. The AO supervises the preparation of annual
administration report, mark the inward and supervises the distribution of the same and to
check the claim of the uniform allowance, spectacle allowance submitted by the eligible
employees.
Senior Superintendents; Supervises the whole works of the senior assistants and issue
necessary directions to them in carrying out their duties. Check the pay bill registers and
supervise the preparation of salary bills of officers and staff working in the ARUof the
CE(HRM). Verifies the eligibility and availability of the leave applications submitted by the
employees both manually and in the HRIS. Verify the pay fixation statements prepared by the
senior assistants in connection with the promotion, grade promotion, ratio promotion and
junior senior fixation of employees of the Vaidyuthi Bhavanam and the TA claims and
transfer TA claims submitted by the employees and the deputionists. Supervises the issuance
of NLC and consolidated NLC issued from the Bill Section in connection with transfer and
retirement. Verifies the applications for admission for GPF, temporary advances, NRA and
GPF closure submitted by the employees.
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The Senior Superintendents are intervened timely for sending preliminary pension
papers of concerned employees and clear the objections noted from the related sections and
sending the final pension papers after retirement of the employees. Verifies the application for
admission to EWF, and the closure application for EWF submitted by the retirees Check the
Income Tax statements submitted by the employees and the form No,16 prepared by the
senior assistants and all other works related w1th Income Tax . Verifies the timely sanctioning
of annual increments to employees and supervises all kinds of certificates issued from the
bill section such as salary certificate, employment certificates and certificate for OTP
connection. Verify the leave salary and the pension contributions prepared by the senior
assistants for the deputionists, supervise the incumbency updation of employees and monitor
the preparation of budgetary control by the senior assistants. Moreover the information
related with the RIA applications and the all other information requested by the Board or the
governmental agencies and departments are collected and consolidated by the senior
superintendents with the assistance of senior assistants. Inwards and tapals are distributed
among the senior assistants, the maintenance of movement register, supervise the purchase
and distribution of stationary materials in the office of the CE (HRM), verification of uniform
allowance bills of sweepers, drivers etc, preparation and supervision of annual administration
reports, supervision of the reply of the LA questions prepared by the senior assistants etc are
the duties of the senior superintendents in the Bill Section.
Senior Assistants;

All the works entrusted to the Bill Section are carried out by the senior

assistants. Salary bills and all other bills related with establishment claims are originated from
the senior

assistants. All the files related with promotion,

grade promotion, junior

senior fixation, ratio promotion, TA claims, transfer TA claims, medical reimbursement
claims, pension, invalid pension family pension, NLC, LPC, disciplinary cases, incumbency
updation ,
verification of income tax statement and preparation of form. No. 16, monthly updation of
budgetary control, leave sanction,

LWA, Issuance of

all

kinds

of

certificates,

preparation of leave salary and pension contribution of the employer on deputation, annual
increments, purchase and distribution of stationary materials, processing of EWF and GPF
applications, preliminary and final pension papers, preparation of annual administration
reports etc

are originated by the senior assistants in the bill section. Reply of AGs audit,

reply to LA questions and the Annual Administration Report etc. are also prepared by the
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senior assistants in the Bill Section. In addition to this a lot of miscellaneous works is also
entrusted to the senior assistants in the Bill Section.

CASH/ABC/AB/CASH SECTIONS
1

Name of office

2

Purpose of office

ABC/AB/CASH SECTION
1. Auditing and accounting of work

(list the functions of the

bills,

office/list the services provided

2. Accounts compilation

3. Cash collection and disbursement
Sl.No Designation
No.of
persons
1
Assistant finance
1
officer
2
Senior
1
Superintendent
3
Senior Assistant
10
4
Office Assistant
1
Specific Duties and Responsibilities of each category of employee in the above office
3

1

to the public/employees)
Staff pattern

Assistant Finance Officer

Head of the section and the finance head
of the ARU (O/o the CE (HRM).
Supervising
accounts,

and
annual

certifying
accounts,

monthly
budget

estimation, verifying and approving all
expenditure day book entries and user
journals. Supervising all the recovery
remittance, e- filing of VAT & WCT, all
the works related to income tax and
auditing of purchase and work bills.
2

Senior Superintendent

Supervising cash collection and
remittance, cheque issuance,
disbursement of cash, fund transfer and

3

Senior Assistants

PF schedules.
Separate copy attached.

4

Office Assistants

To assist all works in the office.
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DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF SENIOR ASSISTANTS IN AB/ABC/
CASH SECTIONS
I. ACCOUNTS BRANCH COMPILATION
ABC 1


Consolidation of income tax schedules



Preparation of form 24Q of IT



Filing of TDS quarterly and annual returns



Preparation and issuance of Form 16



Realisation of CUG liability



Renewal of TIN registration



Issuance of work order



Issuance of purchase order



IUTN- Incoming- Journal entry



IUTN- Outgoing- Journal entry



Pass order of NR and Temp. advance from GPF



All the correspondences related to the above

ABC 2


Import online salary bills and adj. Bills to Salary Day Book



Preparation of OEC Day Book



Issuance of NLC from Cash Section



Maintenance of Medical Advance Register



Periodical evaluation for the adjustment of medical advance



Maintenance of Liability Register



Periodical evaluation for the realisation of Liabilities



Consolidation of GPF schedules



All the correspondences related to the above

ABC 3


Audit of TA bills
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Preparation of TEDB



Realisation of Advance TA



Recovery Remittance



Remittance of Leave Salary & Pension Contribution



Preparation of Form 26Q of IT



Preparation and Issuance of TDS Certificate ( contractors)



e- filing of VAT return in Form 10



e-filing of WCT return in the Form 10 C



Online remittance of both VAT & WCT



Refund of excess recovery



Remittance of course fee for training



Realisation of training expenditure incurred by other training centres from HRD cell



Realisation of interest bearing and interest free advances given to contractors



All the correspondences related to the above.

ABC4


Preparation of Bank Reconciliation statement for collection account



Preparation of Fund Transfer Note



Preparation of bank reconciliation statement of Drawing Accounts



Operation of statement for Uncashed Cheques



Preparation of statement for stale cheques



Keeping all the files related to cost of police Gaurd



Verification of MASA - current financial year.



All the correspondences related to the above.

AB C6


Keeping cash book and all expenditure bills



Compilation of monthly expenditure accounts and annual accounts



Preparation of budget estimate



Adjustment of contractors material control account



Realisation of 50% of stipend from apprenticeship adviser



All the works and the correspondences related to the above
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II. ACCOUNTS BRANCH (AUDIT)
AB A5


Audit of permanent Imprest Cash Account



Preparation of PIDB



Audit of bills related to Administrative and General Expenditure



Audit reply



Preparation of AGDB



Attend all works related to forward the bills to WAD section



Prepared statements showing the details of various taxes deducted from contract bills.



Collect liability certificate from contractors for WCT



Collect PAN details from contractors



Audit reply



Preparation of AGDB



Attend all other words in connection with work bills and purchase bills in the ARU



Prepared statements showing the details of various taxes deducted from contract bills.



Collect liability certificate from contractors for WCT



Collect PAN details from contractors



All the correspondences related to the above.

AB A7


Audit of Temporary Imprest Cash Account



Preparation of TIDB



Audit of Bills related to capital works



Audit reply



Preparation of CWIPDB



Audit of bills related to repairs & maintenance works



Audit reply



Preparation of RMDB
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Attend all works related to forward the bills to WAD section.



Prepare statement showing the details of various taxes deducted from contract



Collect liability certificate from contractors for WCT



Collect PAN details from contractors



Attend all other allied works in connection with work bills and purchase bills in the
ARU
III .ACCOUNTS BRANCH (CASH SECTION)

ABC 8


Preparation of Payment Vouchers



Preparation of Credit Application



Preparation of Bank Statement



Maintaining Cash Book and drawal of Cheques



All the correspondences related to the above.

ABC 9


Cash collection and remittance



Maintenance of CRR



Refund of SD and EMD



Keeping and updating register for undisbursed cash



All other works related to cash collection and remittance



All the correspondences related to the above.
IV . ACCOUNTS BRANCH (GENERAL)

ABC 10


All other works not specifically mentioned above ( general works)



Keeping Inward Register, updating and monitoring the movement of Inward



All the general correspondences.
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1
2

Name of Office
Purpose of Office

3

Staff Pattern

4

Specific Duties and
Responsibilities of each
category of employees in the
above office.
1.Accounts Officer & Public
Information Officer

2.Assistant Accounts Officer
3.Senior Superintendent
4.Senior Assistant

5.Junior Assistant
6. Office Assistant
Pension Authorisation Section

Pension Sanction
Sanctioning of Pensionary claims to employees of the
KSE Board duly verification of documents.
Revising Pension and Gratuity. Receiving and taking
action on the complaints from pensioners.
No
Designation
No. of Persons
1
Accounts Officer
1
2
Assistant Accounts Officer
1
3
Senior Superintendent
9
4
Senior Assistant
19
5
Junior Assistant (Sports)
2
6
Office Assistant
2

Head of the Office, Forwarding of files to the higher
authorities with recommendation for sanctioning of
pensionary benefits after counter checking all the
documents and calculation. Submission of reports
relating to pensionary claims to the higher authorities.
Approval of revised pensionary benefits. Giving
information as per RIA.
Supervision and audit of the works of the Section.Also
assist the work of Accounts Officer.
Supervision and verification of work done by Senior
Assistants.
Originating Pension files. Checking of all necessary
documents in pension application, prepare notes and
statement of calculation for pension. Revision works of
pension, gratuity and allied works like furnishing
statement of facts in connection with Court cases and
collect and prepare information as per RIA.
- do Transmission of files , and all other allied works

Purpose of Office:
1. Authorisation of Pension, DCRG, Commutation and other pensionary benefits.
2. Preparation and issuance of pension payment orders and authorization orders to
corresponding Account Rendering Units.
3. Disbursement of all pensionery
benefits and monthly pension to those
pensioners who opt their pension from 0/o the Chief Engineer (HRM).
4. Calculation of income tax of pensioners who belong to this ARU, ensuring
submission of life Certificate in respect of pensioners and non remarriage certificates
of Family Pensioners and issuance of certificate for service connection to the
pensioners, issue of Income Certificate etc.
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5. Dealing of petitions under RIA.
6. Preparation of statement of facts for various Court Cases pertaining to the pension
and pension related matters etc.
7. Prepare the calculation of pension contribution of Staff and Officers working in other
departments on deputation.
8. Custodian of service books of all pensioners.
9. There is a cash section dealing with originating Transaction, payments voucher and
maintaining pension Day book for Accounts .
10. Verification of statements of WF of all ARUS received from (Pensioners Association)
and maintaining register to issue cheque.
11. Reckoning of other eligible services, collection of pro-rata pension and all
correspondence with other service.

Staff Pattern
No
1
2
3
4

Designation
Accounts Officer
Senior Superintendent
Senior Assistant
Office Attendant
Total

No of Persons Working
1
4
18
1
24

Specific duties and responsibilities of each category of employee
(A). Accounts Officer- Head of Office
Authorisation of pension, DCRG and Commutation granted by the Sanctioning
authority & Issuing various certificates like service certificate, Income certificate, certificate
for Electric connection to the pensioners. Distribution of all pensionery benefits and monthly
pension to those who opt to draw the same from the 0/o the Chief Engineer (HRM).
Verification and approval of life certificate and non-remarriage certificate of family
pensioners. Deduction of Income tax of pensioners of this ARU and remittance of the same at
Income Tax Department and filing of returns.
·
(B). Senior Superintendent:
I. Senior Superintendent I
1. To verify all the works originated by the Senior Assistants given below as SA I, SA II, SA
III, SA IV, SA VIII and SA XVII.
II . Senior Superintendent II
2.To verify and monitoring all the works originated by the Senior Assistants given below as
SA VII, SA X, SA XI and SA XV
III. Senior Superintendent III
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To verify and monitoring all the works originated by the Senior Assistants given below as SA
IX, SA XII, SA XIII and SA XVIII.

IV. Senior Superintendent IV
To verify and monitoring all the works originated by the Senior Assistants given below as SA
XIV, SA XVI, SA V and SA VI.
(C). Senior Assistants
I. Senior Assistants- IC PO - I)
Distribution of all pensionary benefits and monthly pension to those who opt to draw
the same from the 0/o the Chief Engineer (HRM). This Section also deals with the calculation
of Income Tax liability/ Monitoring of the restoration of the commutted portion of pension1
ensuring the submission of life certificate wherever required1 periodic revision of rate of
Dearness Relief1 issuance of form 16 and income certificates etc. Keeping of Pension
disbursement register.
2 Senior Assistants- II (P0-2)
As above as SA I
3. Senior Assistants-III(PO - 3)
As above as SA I
4. Senior Assistants- IV CPO- 4)
Distribution of all pensionary benefits and monthly pension to those family
pensioners who opt to draw the same from the 0/o the Chief Engineer (HRM). This Section
also deals with the calculation of Income Tax liability, issuance of form 16 and income
certificate/ verification of life certificate and non- remarriage certificate etc. and preparation
for the payment of monthly pension through money order. Verification and maintaining of
register for statement of WF received from pensioners Association for issuance of cheque.
Disbursement of pension remittance of Income Tax, disbursement pensioner's WF, E-filing of
IT & maintenance of monthly accounts.
5. Senior Assistants- V (PA General - 1)
This section deals with the reckoning of prior service put in by Board Employees/
pro-rata pension contribution and others general matters and cases in connection with
reckoning.
Preparation of statement facts for various Court cases
relating to the pension is also dealt with.

6. Senior Assistants VI (PA General - 2)
This Section deals with the petitions belongs to RIA, calculation of pension contribution
of Staff and Officers working in other departments on deputation and other general matters.
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In addition to the above this section deals with the works enumerated as in SA VII as given
below.
7. Senior Assistants VII (PA - I)
This section deals with the authorization of new pension, revised pension, DCRG,
nomination change and commutation. This section also deals with the recording of all the
above authorization in corresponding Service Book and PA file, keeping up of service books
of pensioners belongs to this section, preparation and transmission of pension payment orders
and authorization orders to concerned ARUS and pensioners, preparation of certificate of
service, electric connection, maintaining PPO & DCRG register, correspondence regarding
shifting of place of payment, change of nominee, forwarding service book as per request of
concerned ARU'S, reauthorisation of pension and other benefits in the wake of periodic pay
revision, grade promotion, junior- senior fixations, of all those who have such revisions
following the same procedure as in the case of original one.
8. Senior Assistants VIII (PA - 2)
Same as above PA (I)
9. Senior Assistants IX (PA - 3)
Same as above PA (I)
10. Senior Assistants X (PA - 4)
Same as above PA (I)
11. Senior Assistants XI (PA - 5)
Same as above PA (I)
12. Senior Assistants XII (PA - 6)
Same as above PA (I)
13. Senior Assistants XIII (PA - 7)
Same as above PA (I)
14. Senior Assistants XIV (PA - 8)
Same as above PA (I)
15. Senior Assistants XV (PA - 9)
Same as above PA (I)
16. Senior Assistants XVICPA - 10)
Same as above PA (I)
17. Senior Assistants XVII CPA 11 to 15)
Same as above PA (I)
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18. Senior Assistants XVIII (Inward)
Receiving all letters, documents and other papers and entering it in to the computer.
All the above papers are recorded in various registers manually and distribute them
among the concerned Senior Assistants. Attend phone call from various officers and
pensioners.

(D) Office Attendant
To deliver all the letters to the dispatch section and various offices in the Vydyuthi
Bhavanam.

1
2

Name of Office
Purpose of Office

3

Staff Pattern

4

Specific Duties and
Responsibilities of each
category of employees in the
above office
1.Senior Superintendent
2. Senior Assistants & Junior
Assistant

3.Overseer

RECORD SECTION
1.Keeping of important files and records of KSEB
2. Maintaining Pension Payment Orders with
Service Books & Pension Sanction Files of retired
employees of KSEB (all over Kerala) over 30,000.
3.Maintaining copies of Board Orders and
circulars
1.Senior Superintendent
1
2.Senior Assistants
3
3.Overseer
1
4.Junior Assistant
1
5.Office Assistant
nil

General Supervision of works in Record Room.
1.Digitalistaion of Records
2.Maintanance and upkeeping of Records
3.Issue of Service Books and pension Sanction
files as per the requirement from various Offices of
KSEB.
4.Maintanance and upkeeping of Issue Registers
5.Furnishing Reply and issue of documents for
questions under Right to Information Act
1.Assisting in Digitalisation works of Record
Room.
2.Supervision of Re-arrangement of Racks and
Records in Record Room.
3.Maintanance and upkeeping of Book Return
Register in Record Room.
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ANNEXURE III: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF PERSONNEL OFFICER

Name of Office

Personnel Department
(a)Industrial Relations

2

Purpose of Office
1.

The department functions as an

effective

machinery in evolving decision related to
Personnel Management, Industrial Relations
and Labour Welfare.
2. Functions related to collective bargaining,
arbitration and adjudication
3. Revision of pay and allied benefits including
DA, TA, HRA and conveyance allowance of
the employees of the Board and revision of
pensionary benefits of pensioners of the
Board.
4. The department is conducting review of
representation of SC/ST employees in the
Board in every quarter.
5. The issues relating to the engagement and
regularization of petty contractors and
security

personnel

and

the

guidelines

regarding their engagements.
6. The issues relating to the implementation of
Gratuity Act, 1972 as well as the matters
relating to the recognition of Trade Unions
and Officers Associations and the conduct of
Referendum.
7. Issues

regarding

former

(CLR/TLR/HR/Workers).
8. Constitution

of

Canteen

Advisory

Committee.
9. Conducting of ID/CP/OP cases on Labour
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matters in Industrial Tribunals, Labour Court
and Hon'ble High Court.
10. Issues

relating

to

former

Kottayam/

Mattanchery Licensee.
11. Matter of integration of

Mechanical

Categories.
12. Constitution

of

Complaints

Committee

regarding sexual harassment.
13. Matters relating to Contribution of Board to
Relief Funds in case of Natural Calamities.
14. Referendum

and

Recognition

of

Unions/Associations.
15. Matters relating to Protection from Transfer
in respect of representatives of Trade Unions
and Officers Associations.
16. Arranging meetings with Trade Unions and
Officer's

Associations.

17. Matters relating to Strike by Employees.
18. Adoption of Government Orders on service
matters.
19. Issuing of Standing Orders of Workmen.
20. Issuing of orders relating to Duties and
Functions of Employees.
21. Issuing of orders relating to Qualification
and Method of Appointment.
22. Regularisation of provisional employees.
23. Issuing of orders relating to Bonus/Festival
Allowance.
24. Matters

relating

to

Employees'

State

Insurance.
25. Issuing of orders relating to Classification of
places for HRA.
26. Issuing of Rules regarding appointment of
PTC Employees.
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(b) Accident Compensations
1. 1. Processing and sanctioning of workmen's
compensation claims due to fatal and
nonfatal accidents to Board employees and
petty contractors and their workmen and
reimbursement of medical claims to the
accident victims of the Board.
2. The payment of Exgratia as per Vydyuthi
Suraksha

Scheme

for

the

public

and

domestic cattle electrocuted from Board's
installations.

c) Employees Welfare Fund
1. KSE

Board

Employees'

welfare

Fund

provides various benefits to the employees of
KSE Board viz death benefit, retirement
benefit, disablement benefit, resignation
benefit, dismissal benefit in accordance with
the regulations of EWF subject to the
decision of the Governing Body.
2. The fund also grants Educational Cash
Award to the children of the members who
achieve 90% or above marks or equivalent
grade in the class X and class XII
examination of Kerala/ICSE / CBSE
syllabus.
No
Designation
No. Of Persons
1
Chief personnel Officer
1
4 2
Specific
Duties
& Responsibilities of each category
of employees in the office
Confidential
Assistant
1
3
Staff Pattern
3
Regional Personnel Officer
3
4
Senior Superintendent
3
5
Senior Assistant
12
6
Fair Copy Assistant
1
7
Office Attendant
1
8
CLR
1
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1. Control of the functioning of Personnel
Officers, Regional Personnel Officers and
( 1) Chief Personnel Officer

staff attached to personnel department.
2. Rendering assistance to Chairman, Board,
Members of the Board and heads of various
departments of the Board in dealing with all
matters

connected

with

personnel

administration, industrial relation and labour
welfare.
3. Having liaison with government labour
department authorities regarding matters
under conciliation conferences, representing
Board.
4. To administer EW Fund as per its regulation.
5. Initiating disciplinary proceedings against
officers and staff attached to Personnel
Department.
6. Sanction all kinds of leaves except study
leave, special disability leave, hospital leave
and leave without allowance to all officers
attached with Personnel Department.
7. To sanction payment effected towards
various expenditures incurred in association
of the functioning of Personnel Department.
8. To reserve imprest amount to meet urgent
necessities as per the amount fixed in the
delegation of powers.
9. To sanction and arrange repairs of furniture,
office equipments and other essentials.
10. To incur expenditure on refreshments from
office contingencies in connection with
meetings,

discussion,

conferences,

conciliation proceedings etc.
11. Sanctioning of eligible compensation for
death/ disability /non-fatal accidents to
board employees, petty contract workmen,
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general public and domestic cattle based on
the provision of Workmen’s Compensation
Act 1923 and as per the Vydyuthi Sureksha
Insurance Scheme.
12. Functioning as a member of governing body
of EW Fund and to undertake all activities
necessary as per the regulation of EW Fund.
Any other duties and function as and when
assigned by the Board.

(2) Confidential Assistant

1. 1. Handling

confidential

and

other

related files entrusted by Chief
Personnel Officer.
2. Taking dictations for notes letters etc and
related typing works.
3. Receiving of all Tapals and Inwards,
recording

the

same

in

corresponding

registers and distribution of same to
concerned sections/Offices as marked by
Chief Personnel Officer.
4. Preparation of Minutes of the meetings
convened by Chief Personnel Officer and
circulating

the

copies

of

concerned offices.
5. Preparation of monthly

Minutes

to

Performance

Reports.
6. Attending all telephone calls and conveying
necessary information.
7. Custody and maintenance of documents and
files as per directions of Chief Personnel
Officer.
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(3) Regional Personnel Officer

1. Control of the functioning of Senior
Superintendents associated with welfare
fund, Accident Compensation claims and
industrial relations.
2. Rendering assistance to Chief Personnel
Officer, Personnel Officer and heads of
various departments under the Board in
dealing with all matters connected with
personnel

administration,

industrial

relations and labour welfare.
3. Appearing before labour department,
government secretariat, tribunals and
courts

in

connection

with

matters

regarding conciliation and adjudication.
4. Conducting
visit
and
making
discussions/meetings with head of the
departments

of

various

offices/Banks/Insurance
Company/secretariat
necessary

to

government

obtain
orders/

circulars/ instructions/ guidelines for
ensuring the effective functioning of
KSE Board.
5. Verifying and checking the eligibility
and computation of the claim amount
sanctioned as retirement/ death/ invalid/
resignation benefit and educational cash
award from EWF.
6. Counterchecking the application for
admission

to

EWF/change

of

nomination/issue of membership cards
etc. with respect to EWF.
7. Maintaining liaison with nationalized
banks for inviting competitive quotations
for investing the amount of

welfare

fund as fixed deposits for prescribed
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period

after

quotations.

inviting

competitive

Making

necessary

arrangements for the opening of the
quotation at office and assisting in the
selection of the highest bid for the
deposit.
8. Performing all activities associated with
functioning of a public information
officer providing information to all
concerned and performing all other
necessary functions entrusted as per the
provision of the Right to Information Act
2005.
9. Examining

the

compensation

eligibility

payable for

of
Death/

disablement/Non-fatal

accident for the

board

petty

employees,

contract

workmen, general public and domestic
cattle based on the eligibility criteria
stipulated as per the documents/ details
produced, Vydyuthi Sureksha Insurance
Scheme and as per the provision of the
Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923.
10. Examining the eligibility and the
computation
payable

of

towards

appropriate

amount

reimbursement

of

medical expenses to the accident victims.
11. Undertaking the activities associated
with the addition, modification and
editing of the information/ details to be
provided to various officials/government
as

per

Sutharya

interpellation,

Annual

Keralam,

LA

administration

report and Right to Information Act
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2005.
12. Making necessary arrangements for the
conduct

of

various

meetings/

conferences with trade unions/ Officers
Organisation,

Government

officials

Banks, Insurance Companies and Head
of Departments wherever necessary.
13. Evaluation and verification of various,
registers/ records/reports regarding the
various activities undertaken in the
Personnel Department.
14. Evaluating the statement of facts to
be produced before various courts in
association with ID/CP/OP/WCC and
making

necessary

additions,

modifications and updation wherever
necessary before forwarding to the
standing counsel.
15. Overall supervision of the insurance
policies, auditing of accounts, issue of
identity cards, bank transactions and
establishment function
Department.
16. Monitoring works

of Personnel
in association

with Pay revision/Pension Revision,
Revision of various allowances and
benefits, compassionate appointments,
Issues

of

CLR,

Licensees etc.
17. Monitoring the

TLR/HR
precaution

workers,
to

be

exercised during strike, preparation of
standing orders, activities associated
with

conducting

of

referendum

protection from transfer and adoption of
Government orders.
18. Active participation as a member in
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canteen

advisory

committee,

representation of SC/ST committees and
assisting in the functioning of complaints
committee.
19. Undertaking activities associated with
declaration of holidays, determination of
duties

and

function

of

employees

including the assessment of qualification
and method of employment.
20. Activities associated with processing and
settlement of employee grievances.
21. All activities associated with

the

convening of Governing Body Meetings
of Employees Welfare fund.
Any other works in addition to the above
assigned from time to time.

(4)Senior Superintendent

Senior Superintendent- I
1. Supervision of the establishment matters of
Personnel Departrnent.
2. Maintenance of Attendance Register &
Office discipline.
3. Handling of cases regarding labour matters
of

workmen

compensation

and

superv1s1on in the preparation of statement
of facts.
4.
Supervision & Monitoring of Workmen
Compensation claim in respect of Board
employees and

Petty

Contract

Workmen including their Insurance claims.
5.
Supervision and monitoring of the
settlement of accident claims of general
public & domestic cattle as per the Vydyuthi
Suraksha Insurance Scheme.
6. Monitoring the settlement of medical
reimbursement claims of workmen injured
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during the course of employment.
7. All activities related with the preparation
and editing of information/details to be
provided

to

various

authorities/Government/Genl.public as per
Right to Information Act, 2005, LA
interpellation, Annual administration report,
Sutharya Keralam etc.
8. Guiding and supervising the preparation and
submission of monthly /yearly reports
regarding the accident details to various
authorities/ offices/ government.
9. Monitoring and controlling the works
associated with the purchase of stationary,
imprest account, repairs and maintenance of
office equipments/furniture etc.
10. Verification
and
upkeep of various
registers/records regarding stamp account,
Inward, despatch, accident details register
11.

etc.
Issue of identity cards, maintenance of
register for recording regarding the same
and issue of receipts on surrender of ID

12.

cards.
Making

visits

to

Government

offices/Secretariat/Insurance
companies/various courts for discussion on
official matters and to provide the required
information/ details/ documents as and
when necessary on behalf of the Personnel
Department.
13. Any other works in addition to the above
assigned from time to time.
Senior Superintendent-11
1. Establishment works of SS-1 in his/her
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absence.
2. All supervisory works related with the
administration of the KSEB Employees
Welfare Fund.
3. Holding of KSEB EWF governing body
meetings

and

connected

works

with

necessary assistance from Senior Assistants.
4. Monitoring all activities associated with the
renewal of Fixed Deposit s of EWF.
5. Supervising the computation of eligible
amount payable toward s various benefits
and issue of cheques in respect of
retirement/

death/resignation

/

invalid

claims of EW fund.
6. Monitoring and Supervising the admission,
change of nomination, issue of duplicate
cards,

monthly

subscription

postings,

educational cash awards, group insurance
policy income tax exemption and auditing
of the accounts of EW Fund.
7. Monitoring the preparation of statement of
facts to be produced before courts in
association with suits pending in various
courts regarding the claims of EW Fund.
8. Supervising the preparation editing and
compiling of replies as per Right to
Information Act 2005.
9. Monitoring the maintenance of various
records/ registers.
10. Visits
to
various

government

offices/insurance company/ banks/courts on
behalf of the functioning of Personnel
Department.
11. Supervising

the

preparation

of

monthly/quarterly/yearly reports on EW
activities for submission to various officials.
12. Any other work assigned from time to time.
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Senior Superintendent- III
1. Monitoring works associated with Pay
Revision & Pension Revision.
2. Arranging meetings with various unions and
association including preparation of minutes.
3. Supervision of works in association with
4.

revision of various allowances and benefits.
Monitoring activities in association with
strike,
protection

standing
from

orders,
transfer

referendum
and

adoption

government orders.
5. Supervising the function of complaints
committee, canteen advisory committee and
representation of SC/ST employees in KSE
Board.
6. Monitoring the ID/CP/OD/cases on various
courts and preparation of statement of facts.
7. Supervising the preparation of replies to LA
Interpellation
8.

and

Information Act 2005.
Handling
the

as

per

Right

to

issues

regarding

appointment

provisional

employees, PTC/CLR/TLR/

HR/Workers

compassionate

and Licensees including petty contractors
and the workmen.
9. Handling the activities associated with
declaration of holidays, duties and functions
of employee including qualification and
method of appointment of employees.
10. Any other works in addition to the above as
and when found necessary.
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(5)

Senior Assistant

PSI
1. Revision of Pay and Allowances.
2. Revision of Pension and allied benefits.
3. Revision of DA/ DR.
4. Revision of TA/ DA.
5. Revision of HRA/ Conveyance Allowance.
6.Adoption of Government Orders on service
matters
7. Standing Orders of Workmen.
8. Duties and Functions of Employees.
9. Qualification and Method of Appointment.
10. Regularisation of provision al employees.
11. Bonus/Festival Allowance.
12. Employees' State Insurance.
13. Classification of places for HRA.
14. Rules regarding appointment of PTC
Employees.
15. Issues relating to Security Staff.
16. Issues relating to Petty Contractors and their
Workmen

PS l(A)
1.
2.

Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972.
Issues regarding former

3.
4.

(CLR/TLR/HR/Workers).
Canteen Advisory Committee.
ID/CP/OP cases on Labour matters in
Industrial Tribunals, Labour Court and

5.

Hon 'ble High Court.
Issues relating to former

6.
7.

Kottayam/Mattanchery Licensee.
Integration of Mechanical Categories.
Complaints Committee regarding
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8.

sexual harassment.
Natural Calamities- Contribution of

9.

Board to Relief Funds.
Referendum and Recognition

10.
11.

Associations of Unions/ Associations.
Protection from Transfer.
Arranging meetings with Trade Unions
and Officer's Association preparation of

12.

minutes.
Representation of SC/ST Employees in

13.
14.

KSE Board.
Strike by Employees.
Any other work assigned from time to
time.
PS2

1. Settlement of Death/Disablement claims of
EWF.
2. Preparation and submission of monthly
statement containing details regarding the
number of claims received, claims settled
and the claims pending within first week of
the succeeding month to be forwarded to GB
Members of EWF.
3. Maintenance of Subsidiary register for
entering the details of death/ disablement
claims received, details of cheques issued
and each rounded with red ink on
settlement to be forwarded to SS II for
verification each month.
4. Preparation of Agenda of Governing Body
meetings related to the work attended and
organising various EWF meetings.
5. Preparation and forwarding of claim form to
the Insurance Company for death benefit
ensuring the receipt of the claim amount due
in time and transferring the cheques received
from the insurance company to PS 10 for
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crediting the same into SB A/C of EWF.
6. Obtaining details of death occurred to Board
Employees from PS 8 section and requesting
the relevant documents from the field office
for early settlement of death claims from
EWF.
7. Preparation of statements of facts with
respect to suits pending in various courts
related to death and invalid claims and
maintenance of Case Registers.
8. Up keep of the settled files concerned with
death and disablement claims to be produced
at the time of audit and proper maintenance
of the same till disposal.
9. Verification through data base of EWF
whether

an

application

for

death/

disablement claims received was previously
settled or not and furnishing the remarks on
the application for claim.
10. Preparation of consolidated

monthly

statement regarding work attended.
11. Preparation and forwarding of circulars to
various ARUS related to the work attended.
12. 12. Assisting PS7 in the preparation of live
list of employees to be forwarded to the
Insurance Company annually/monthly and
the correspondence with the Insurance
Company.
13. Furnishing of details of work attended daily
in the work register for verification.
14. Maintenance of Reminder Diary

for

monitoring pen ding files for which decision
cannot be taken due to defects/ non receipt
of documents/ challenged in a court of law
and forwarding the duly filled up dairy for
monthly evaluation by higher

officials

suggesting appropriate course of action
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taken already/to be taken.
15. Any other work assigned from time to time.
16. Ensuring encashment of all cheques
sanctioned to the nominees/beneficiaries
towards death benefit by verification of
payment receipts, attaching the same with
files and closing the files after proper
scrutiny.
17. Identification of uncashed cheques, if any,
issued to beneficiaries by verification of
receipts of payments received from various
offices and bringing the same to the notice
of PS 10 section for entering the same in the
Stale Cheque Register for cancellation and
for crediting the same back to Employees
Welfare Fund's account.
18. 18. Submission of all unsettled files not
closed in line with Sl. No. 1 & 2 above for
the perusal of higher officers every three
months for verification and follow up.
19. Works related to the identification of
students eligible for educational cash awards
from EWF, preparation of list of eligible
students

and

distribution

of

cheques,

certificates, mementos etc.

PS 4
1. Individual subscription posting work of
EWF of the following ARUS

Electrical Circle and Electrical
Division
Transmission Circles
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Shornur, Manjeri, Kozhikode,
Vadakara, Kannur,
Sreekantapuram
Alappuzha, Poovanthurath,
Thrissur, Trivandrum

System Operation Circles

Trivandrum, Kalamassery,
Kannur
BDPP, KDPP
Kuttiyadi, HEP, Kakkayam,
AHEP Poringalkuthu

Generation Circles
Civil Circles

2. Reconciliation of the total subscription due
with the cheque amount received through
monthly subscription posting in association
with PS 10 section and correspondence
with

ARUS

for shortage if any in

subscription.
3.
Rectification

of

Discrepancies/Defects/Insufficient
Information if any found in the date base of
EWF through subscription posting work by
communicating with ARUS.
4. Ensuring the enrolment of all employees
subscribing to the EWF under the ARUS
whose subscription

posting

work

is

attended and correspondence with ARUS in
respect of non enrolled employees if any.
5. Preparation of cash flow statement for each
month for approval of the secretary and the
treasurer.
6. Preparation

of

consolidated

monthly

statement regarding work attended.
7. Preparation and forwarding of circulars to
various ARUS related to the work attended.
8. Preparation of Governing Body agenda
related to the work attended and assisting in
organizing various EWF functions.
9. Assisting PS 7 in the preparation of live
list of employees Company to be forwarded
to the Insurance Company annually/monthly
and the correspondence with the Insurance
Company.
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10.

Assisting PS 7 in the upkeep and
maintenance of the
including

its

computer systems

accessories,

purchase

of

stationeries and efficient management of
software and hardware requirements of the
Personnel Department.
11. Duties of PS 7 in his/her absence.
12. Furnishing of details of work attended daily
in the work register for verification.
13. Maintenance of Reminder Dairy

for

monitory pending files for which decision
cannot be taken due

to defects/non-receipt

of documents/ challenged in a court of law
and forwarding the duly filled up diary for
monthly evaluation by higher officials
suggesting appropriate course of action
taken already Ito be taken.
14. Admission of new member to EW Fund
by

processing

the

applications

for

weeks

of

membership within two
receipt

of

application

and

correspondence (including reminders) with
ARUS in this regard.
15. Manual work in connection with EWF
admission including preparation and issue of
membership

card,

preparation

and

compilation of admission register etc.
16. Preparation
statement

of

consolidated

showing

the

monthly

number

of

applications for admission to EWF received,
no. of members admitted, no. of applications
pending and other works attended.
17. Issuing membership cards after allocation of
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membership nos. along with the copy of the
application to the concerned offices with
covering letters. Bundling the membership
cards in respect of each single office
together for forwarding the same to the
respective offices.
18. Issuing membership cards in the order of its
receipt as per inward number on the same
day of its receipt.
19. Verification through database of EWF
whether

an

application

for

death/

disablement claim received was previously
settled or not and furnishing the remarks
on the application for claim.
20. Any other work assigned from time to time.
PS6
1. Ensuring the encashment of all cheques
sanctioned towards retirement benefit to the
beneficiaries by verification of payment
receipts, attaching the same with concerned
files and closing the files after proper
scrutiny.
2. Identification of uncashed cheques, if any,
disbursed to beneficiaries and bringing the
same to the notice of PS 10 section for
entering the same in the Stale Cheque
Register for cancellation and for crediting
the same back to Employees Welfare Fund's
account.
3. Submission of the unsettled files not closed
in line with Sl. No.1 &2 above for the
perusal of higher officers every three months
for verification and follow up.
4. Preparation of entitlement cum payment
voucher in respect of retirement and
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resignation claims.
5. Works related with the distribution of
educational cash awards to the children of
EWF members.
6. Maintenance of admission register compiled
by PS 4.
7. Assisting in preparation of agenda of GB
meeting
8.

and

organizing

various

EWF

meetings.
Preparation of monthly statement regarding
the number of retirement claims received,
claims settled and claims pending for each
month submitted within the first week of
succeeding month to be forwarded to GB

members.
9. Maintenance of subsidiary Register for
entering details of retirement and resignation
claims received, details of Cheque issued
and each entries rounded with red ink
settlement to be forwarded to SS II for
verification each month.
10. Preparation of statement of facts with
respect to various suits pending in various
Courts

related

to

Retirement

and

Resignation claims and maintenance of case
registers.
11. 11.Maintenance
for

of Reminder Diary

monitoring pending flies for which

decision cannot be taken due
defects/non

receipt

to

of documents/

challenged in a court of law and forwarding
the duly filled up diary for monthly
evaluation

by

suggesting

the

the

higher

appropriate

officials
course

action taken already/ to be taken.
12. Manual works related to EWF closure.
13. Upkeep
of
the
settled
files
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of

of

retirement/resignation claims after filing the
acknowledgement of cheques to be produced
at the time of audit and proper maintenance
of the same till disposal.
14. Reminders to ARUs
acknowledgement

of

for
cheques

obtaining
towards

retirement/ resignation claims.
15. Any other works assigned from time to time.

PS7
1. Maintenance of stock file for all Circulars
and Board Order related with EWF and the
minutes of GB Meetings.
2. Issue of duplicate membership card and
manual work associated with it.
3. Individual subscription posting work of
EWF of the following ARUs.
Electrical Circle and
Electrical Divisions
under them
Transmission Circles
Head Offices

Alappuzha,
Ernakulam,Perumbavoor,
Iranjalikkuda, Trissur,
Palakkad
Kozhikode, Palakkad,
Kannur
O/o the Chief Engineer
(HRM),
Chief Engineer
(Distribution- South),
Chief Engineer
(Distribution- North)
Chief Engineer
(Transmission- North
Ezkd)

4. Correspondences and negotiations with the
insurance company/companies regarding the
commencement of new policy, annual
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renewal of existing policy and monthly
addition of new employees in association
5.

with PS 4.
Verification of the amount of premium
claimed by the insurance company and
calculation of the refund of premium due
from insurance company on account of
employees retired/resigned/ dismissed from
service of KSEB during the currency of

6.

policy.
Change of nomination and manual work in

connection with the same.
7. Preparation and issue of Cheque in respect
of Retirement/Death/Resignation/ Invalid
claims, fixed deposits. Cash awards and
8.

other payments related to EW Fund.
Submission of Cheque Register
chronologically arranged in a bound volume
to the SS II after printing each set of

9.

cheques.
Preparation of cash flow statement for each
month for approval of the secretary and the

treasurer.
10. Preparation of live list of employees for the
annual renewal of the insurance policy and
correspondence with insurance company in
this regard.
11. Preparation of live list of new employees
admitted into the fund each month for
forwarding to the Insurance Company and
communication with the company in this
regard.
12. Preparation of list of employees retired/ due
to retire for claiming refund of excess
premium from the Insurance Company
13. Preparation of consolidated monthly
statement regarding work attended.
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14. Functioning as a system supervisor for the
upkeep and maintenance of the computer
systems including its accessories, purchase
of stationeries and efficient management of
software and hardware requirements of the
Personnel Department and maintenance of a
separate register for the same.
15. Individual subscription posting work EWF
of the following ARUs.

Electrical Circles &
Divisions under
them
Transmission
Circles
Civil Circles

Tirur, Pathanamthitta,
Thodupuzha, Kalpetta,
Kasargod.
Malappuram, Kalamassery

Pallom, Kottarakkara,
Kozhikkode,
Kothamangalam,
Investigation Circle, Trissur,
LMSHEP, Palode Civil
Division , Moolamattom,
MSHEP, Malankara,
Adyanpara SHEP.
16. Reconciliation of the total subscription due
with the Cheque amount received trough
monthly subscription posting in association
with PS 10 section and correspondence with
ARUs for shortage in subscription.
17. Rectification

of

Discrepancies/Defects/Insufficient
Information if any found in the data base of
EWF through subscription posting work by
communicating with ARUs.
18. Ensuring the enrolment of all employees
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subscribing to the EW Fund under the
ARUs whose subscription posting work is
attending and correspondence with ARUs m
respect of non enrolled employees, if any.
19. Preparation of Governing Body agenda
items related to the work attended and
assisting

in

organizing

various

EWF

functions.
20. Preparation and forwarding of circulars to
various ARUs related to the work attended.
21. Duties of PS4 in his/her absence.
22. Furnishing of details of work register for
verification.
23. Any other works assigned from time to
time.
24. Providing
application

remarks
for

to

PS6

claim

whether

received

for

retirement/ resignation benefit from EWF
was previously settled or not.
PS 8
1. Settlement of Employees' Compensation
claims.
2. Re-imbursement of medical expenses in
respect of Workmen category under the
Employees' Compensation Act.
3. Preparation of Monthly /Yearly statements
regarding accidents occurred to Board
4.

employees and contract workmen.
Reply to question under RIA, Sutharya
Keralam and LA interpellation

in

connection with the accident claim.
5. Preparation of statement of facts in respect
of Workmen's compensation claims, MFA
Employees'

before

various

courts,

Maintenance of case registers and reminder
6.

diaries on that behalf.
Maintenance of Reminder
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Diary for

monitoring pending files for which
decision cannot be taken due to defects/non
receipt of documents/ challenged in a court
of law and forwarding the duly filled up
diary

for

monthly

evaluation

by

the

Superintendent suggesting the appropriate
course of action already/ to be taken.
7. Any other works assigned from time to
time.

PS9
1. Settlement of Electrical accident claims
including claims of public/ cattle under
Vydyuthi Suraksha Scheme.
2. Preparation of Monthly /Yearly statement
regarding accidents occurred to public/
cattle.
3. Reply to question under RIA Sutharya
Keralam and LA interpellation in connection
with
4.

electrical

accidents

occurred

to

Public/Cattle.
Preparation of statement of facts in respect
of suits filed before various courts on the
accident occurred to general public/cattle.
Maintenance of case registers and reminder

diaries.
5. Maintenance

of

Reminder

Diary

for

monitoring pending files for which decision
cannot be taken due to defects/non receipt of
documents/ challenged in a court of law and
forwarding the duly filled up diary for
monthly evaluation by the Superintendent
suggesting the

appropriate

action already/ to be taken.
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course

of

6. Any other works assigned from time to time.
PS 10
1.

Processing the receipt of EWF Subscription
schedules

and

presentation

of

EWF

cheques received from field offices/firms to
Bank.
2. Processing the receipt of EWF Subscription
schedules and presentation of EWF cheques
received from field offices/firms to Bank.
3. Correspondence related to the receipt of
EWF cheques towards subscription from
field offices and Interest receivable from
Fixed Deposits of EWF.
4. Preparation of EWF Monthly accounts and
Annual accounts.
5. Preparation of Agenda for KSEB EWF
Governing Body Meeting.
6. Renewal of Fixed Deposit of EWF by
inviting

competitive

quotations

Nationalised Banks.
7. Works associated with obtaining
Tax Exemption to EWF.
8. Proper maintenance and

from
Income

upkeep

of

Registers/Records/
Circulars/Certificates/Documents associated
with the accounts of EWF.
9. Monitoring the Fixed Deposits & SB A/ c of
EWF and identifying profitable long term/
short term investment options for the
consideration of Board at appropriate time
intervals/maturity of deposits.
10. All works associated with the Audit of
Accounts of EWF.
11. Preparation of replies as per Right to
Information Act, 2005 and

preparation of

statement of facts to be submitted before
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courts.
12. Visits to
offices/banks/courts/auditors/insurance
companies on behalf of EWF.
13. Preparation of monthly/quarterly/yearly
reports on EWF activities for submission to
Board.
14. Identification of unclaimed/uncashed
cheques sanctioned on behalf of retirement/
death claims by liasoning with PS 2 & PS 6
section and updation of the Stale Cheque
Register. Submission of Stale Cheque
Register for verification and approval of the
Senior Superintendent every month.
15. Ensuring the receipt of subscription in
respect of all members of Employees
Welfare Fund each month by
counterchecking employee list in the HRIS
software and reconciliation of the same with
the total Cheque amount received from all
the members through 'SARAS' software.
16. Correspondences with offices for ensuring
100 % receipt of monthly subscription from
all member of Employees Welfare Fund.
17. Ensuring that all the cheque amounts
received towards subscription to Employees
Welfare Fund has been credited to the SB
Account of IOB and correspondences if any
required for non receipt of cheques from
ARUs identified through SARAS software.

PS 12
1. Inward of all the letters correspondence,
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Circulars,

Orders,

Periodicals,

files,

representations and other communications
received in Personnel Department.
2. Maintenance of stamp account

and

respective registers on that behalf.
3. Works associated with the procurement
of stationery, maintenance of its

accounts

and registers.
4. Upkeep of the registers, reference books,
gazetts,

periodicals

and

registers

of

Personnel Department.
5. Despatch of letters, Welfare Fund hand
books and all other correspondences.
6. Any other work assigned from time to time.
7. Identification of unsettled/ pending files
regarding the sanctioning of compensation
to Board employees

and

Petty

Contract

workmen and submission of the same to
SSI

with

legally

suggestions

valid and appropriate

/recommendations

for

settlement after satisfying the required
procedural formalities.
8. Assisting in the preparation of the list of
eligible contract workers with respect to the
regularization of Petty Contract Workmen.
9. Assisting in the preparation of list of
students eligible for Educational Cash Award
from Employees Welfare Fund.
10. Maintenance of stamp account and up keep
of files and Registers on that behalf.
11. Works associated with the procurement
of stationery, maintenance of its
accounts
and registers.
12. Upkeep of the registers, reference books,
gazettes

and

Department.
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periodicals

of

Personnel

PS 13

1. Assisting in

the works related with issue

of membership cards, duplicate membership
cards and manual works associated with it.
2. Processing the receipt of EWF Subscription
schedules and presentation of EWF cheques
received from field offices/firms to Bank.
3. Visits
to
offices/banks/
courts/
auditors/insurance companies on behalf of
(6) CLR/Junior
Assistant/Senior Assistant

EWF.
4. Preparation of monthly/ quarterly/yearly
reports on EWF activities for submission to
Board.
5. Works associated with the procurement of
stationery, maintenance of its accounts
and registers.
6. Assisting in the preparation of the list of
eligible contract workers with respect to the
regularization of Petty Contract Workmen.
7. Assisting in the preparation of list of
students eligible for Educational Cash Award
from Employees Welfare Fund.
8. Maintenance of stamp account and up keep
of files and Registers on that behalf.
1. Typing and Printing Letters, Notes, Board
Orders,

Circulars,

Minutes,

Affidavits

Reports etc.
2. Corrections/Modification of textual data.
3. Maintenance of copies of all the textual data
(7)

Fair Copy Assistant

generated in office and works associated
with binding the same as bound volume.
4. Proper maintenance and upkeep of Compact
Discs containing textual data generated from
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office.

1. Arranging and classifying files, proper
storage of the same in racks/shelves or store
room.
2. Taking photocopies, Distribution of Tapals,
(8) Office Attendant

Local Delivery etc.
3. Delivery of Cheques towards recovery of
Employees Welfare Fund subscription to
Bank.
4. Visits,

Government

Offices/Banks/Post

Office/ Insurance Offices etc for handing
over

letters, orders, reports, circulars,

minutes etc.
5. Procurement and storage of office
stationeries equipments at store room.
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ANNEXURE IV: OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY (ADMINISTRATION)
Functions in establishment section
Estt - I





All leaves that require sanction of board.
Investigation sanction of belated payments
Tour programme of board directors.
Pay fixation and allied matters.

Estt – II










Extension of joining time for new appointments.
All correspondence with PSC.
Reappointment of board employees.
Communication with PSC/Govt in the matter of qualifications.
Compassionate appointment.
Fixing method/ qualification for appointment of posts as and below AEE.
Framing special rules for recruitment.
Fixation of daily wages of employee.
Matters connected with place creation.

Esst – III






Promotion/ transfer of officers of and above the posts of AO/EE.
Matters relating to DPC/ approval of nomination.
Disciplinary action against officers of and above the post of AO/EE.
Restructuring of offices.
Probation of officers.

Estt – IV






Deputation of staff IN/OUT.
Cases of invalid pension/ voluntary retirement.
NOC of all types.
Recording of prior service.
Regularisation of break in service.

Esst – V







Adoption of Government orders.
Cases of good service entry.
Matters connected with office orders(internal arrangement).
Matters relating to HR/ daily wages/ contract wages etc.
Providing reply to applications under Right to Information act- 2005.
Other miscellaneous items.

Esst – VI
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 IB booking and allied works.
 Clarification in the matters connected with incentive allowance, charge allowance etc.
 Annual property statements.
Esst – VII






Medical advance.
Clarification of medical benefit rules.
Correction of date of birth in service book.
Sanction time bound grade promotion.
Matters connected with seniority/ complaints on promotion of staff and officers.

Esst – VIII






Complaints regarding non- receipt of claims of employees and pensioners.
Sanction of NRA from GPF and closure of GPF.
Sanction for disbursement of arrears of pension.
Sanction of compassionate allowance.
Pension claims of officers ( Deputy CE and above).

Estt – IX





Issuing NLC of officers of and above AO/EE.
Purchase of computers and other office equipments.
Issue connected with Liasion office New Delhi.
Indenting and issue of stationery items.

Esst – X
 LA interpellation/ Rajya Sabha/ Lok Sabha questions.
 Subject committee.
 SC/ST committee.
ACCOUNTS WING
Works of ACA is connected with payments and accounting of bills and invoices received
from various sections under ARU, board Secretariat with ARU head as Deputy Secretary
(Admin).
Officers coming under this ARU are:1. Office of the CMD and board of directors.
2. Office of LA & DEO.
3. Office of the CPRO.
4. Office of the CPO.
5. Office of the resident engineer (New Delhi).
6. Vehicle monitoring cell.
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7. Sports cell.
The payments and accounts of the bills from the office of CE (REES) and CE(C&T) also
made from this ARU.
ACA - I






Credit application.
Collection and remittance of cash, cheque etc.
Arranging all payments of ARU.
Maintaining permanent interest of secretary (Admin).
Payment of advances and its closure.

ACA - II








Compilation of accounts.
Matters connected with government funds and its remittance.
Bank reconciliation.
Budget preparation.
RAPDRP loan related issues.
Correspondence with Bank.
Up keeping of asset register.

ACA - III
 Processing of purchase bills.
 Processing bills relating to sponsorship/ contribution, postage etc.
ACA - IV





Processing purchase bills of vehicles, fuel bills, work bills etc.
Payments of hired vehicles and HR drivers.
Repayment of SD, EMD etc.
Correspondence connected with vehicles.

ACA - V







Maintenance of temporary advance.
Maintenance of permanent imprest.
Processing bills of sports activities.
Payment of newspaper, periodicals etc.
Non liability certificate.
Processing bills of Asianet cable, Couriers etc.

ACA - VI





Matters connected with IT payments.
Matters connected with tax payments.
E- Filing and returns.
Collection and keeping of vouchers.
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ACA - VIII
Preparation of payment vouchers of advocate fee, court deposits, land acquisition payments,
Adalat settlements, SERC - CERC payments, government funds etc.
ACA - X





Audit reply.
General matters of accounts wing.
Advance to contractors.
Payments connected with repairs and maintenance works of Vydyuthi Bhavanam.

Vehicle monitoring cell
Purchase of new vehicles and its registration.
Accounting of fuel, works and maintenance of registers.
Maintenance of Log book of vehicles.
Attending Retest, tax payment, insurance payment and timely reimbursement of
insurance claims.
 Arranging vehicles on contract basis.
 Server reporting/ auctioning of old and unused vehicles.





Achievements during last year
 Insurance coverage of vehicles was changed from State insurance department to
Nationalised insurance company after collecting competitive quotations there by
insurance premium was reduced to a large extent.
 Three old and unused vehicles were survey reported.
 New vehicles were purchased.
Total Staff Strength
Designation
Secretary (Admin)
Deputy Secretary
Personal Assistant
Sr.Confidential Asst
Sr. Superintendent
Divisional Accountant
Sr. FC Superintend
FC Superintendent
Assistant Engineer ©
Sub Engineer ©
Senior Assistants
FC Assistants
Office Attendants

Sanctioned Strength
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
2
25
9
6

Problems facing the department
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Working Strength
1
1
0
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
25
9
4

 Space constraint.
 Lack of space for keeping records.
Suggestions to improve performance
Workstation arrangements may be considered.
Separate cabin be arranged for keeping old records.
Provide required number computers to staff and officers.
File tracking system be implemented. The software developed by the IT team of
KSEB Ltd (E-Office) be extended to board secretariat.
 Old records be digitalized.
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KERALA STATE ELECTRICITY BOARD LTD.
LAW WING
Name of the Office

Office of the Legal Adviser and Disciplinary Enquiry
officer

Purpose of Office

This office is responsible for all the legal matters related
to the Board. The main purpose of this is to render
advice to the Board on legal matters viz: Board’s cases,
contracts, conduct of adalaths, etc. The Office also
functions as the Disciplinary Authority and conducts
enquiries as per the order of the Chairman & Managing
Director.

Staff pattern
Sl.
Designation

Sanctioned strength

No.
1

Legal Adviser and disciplinary Enquiry

1

2

Sr. Confidential Asst.

1

3

Senior Law Officer

1

4

Law Officer

2

5

Asst. Accounts Officer

1

6

Sr. Supdtss/Asst. Law Officer

9

7

Sr. Legal Asst./Sr. Asst.

24

Specific duties of each category of employees in the above office.
Designation
Duties & Functions
1 Legal Adviser and Disciplinary Legal Adviser and Disciplinary Enquiry Officer is the
Enquiry Officer
head of the office. The officer guides the Section and the
Deputed from judicial service of board in legal matters. The disciplinary cases are handled
Kerala State, in the rank of an by the Legal Adviser and Disciplinary Enquiry Officer as
Additional District & Sessions per the order of the Chairman & Managing Director.
Judge.
Advices on legal matters are presented to the Board by
the Legal Adviser and Disciplinary Enquiry Officer.
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2

Senior Confidential Asst.










3

Senior Law Officer
Joint
Secretary
(Law),
on
deputation from Govt. Secretariat
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Confidential and other related files as entrusted by
LA & DEO.
Take dictation of notes, letters, etc., and related
typing works.
Receiving tappals, e-mails, recording the same
and putting up it before LA & DEO and transmits
them to Section under acknowledgement.
Prepares minutes of the meetings convened by LA
& DEO.
Attends disciplinary enquiries and make fair
copies of reports.
Custody and maintenance of personal files of LA
& DEO.
Make Fair copies of legal opinion rendered by
Legal Adviser and Disciplinary Enquiry Officer.

All the files related to service matters.
Holds the charges of LA & DEO in his absence.
Attends tax related files.
The SLO monitors and attends to cases filed
directly before the Hon’ble High Court of Kerala
in the matters of contract ,line drawal objection
,tariff related cases ,theft of power, service matters
,etc.,
Cases before Lok Ayuktha.
Approval of W.S etc., of cases before Consumer
fora, LAR cases Lower Court Cases ,Consumer
Grievance Redressal Forum,Ombudsman ,PLA
Cases, etc.,

4

Law Officer I










5

Law Officer II (Deputy Secretary
(Law) in Govt. Secretariat on
deputation







6

Asst. Accounts Officer
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All the communications related to the cases in
lower Courts and various fora
Verification of SFs,W/s Ets. Of Lower Courts
prepared by SAs
Arranges for the conduct of Adalaths.
Advocate fee of Lower Courts & fora.
Monitors the progress in the recording the Suit
Registers.
Helps the LA & DEO in deciding the course of
action to be adopted by the Board in Court
cases(Lower).
Law Officer I is also the Appellate Authority of
Right to Information Act in the law section.

Attends to the files related to tax matters Service
Tax, Excise Duty cases etc.,
The sanctioning of Advocate fee of Counsels in
the High Court & Supreme Court.
Assisting the LA & DEO in rendering legal
opinion.
Verification of Bid documents Agreement, etc.,
Cases before Dist. Labour Officer.(Approval of
Sfs etcs)

The Asst.Accounts Officer is also the Public
Information Officer of the Law Section.
He monitors all the cases pending before the
Hon’ble Supreme Court of India.
Assists the work of Law Officer II in tax matters
and in the files of advocate fee.

7

Sr. Superintendents/Asst.
Officers

Law The Senior Superintendents in law section having law
graduation are designated as Asst. Law Officer.






8

Senior Assistants/Senior
Assistants.

Supervises all the works of the Senior Assistants.
Attends to the supervisory works of written
statements, versions, statement of facts etc
Supervises the updation of Suit Registers.
.Entrusting of cases in various courts/fora with the
Counsels of Board.
Brings the outcome of cases to the notice of the
Board Liaison with Nodal officers and monitor
progress of cases .Formulating Legal opinion for
submitting before the LA & DEO.

Legal Senior Assistants working in Law Section having law
degree are re-designated as Senior Legal Assistant
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Origination of file consequent on the filing of a
petition/suit/complaint
before
a
court/forum/authority against or by the KSEB Ltd.
Preparing
statement
of
facts/written
statement/version etc.
Updation of case register.
Follow up and monitoring of pending cases
properly.
Obtain and put up orders/decisions/ Judgements
for compliance / appeal and in form the officers
concerned.
Liason with Nodal Officers ,Advocates ,
concerned in the follow up of cases.
Preparation and maintenance of Personal Register
relating the matters other than court/Fora Cases.

ANNEXURE V: OFFICE OF CHIEF ENGINEER (COMMERCIAL & TARIFF)
Deputy Chief Engineer (Commercial)
Monitoring of all works done by Executive Engineers I and II

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER-I
The works coming under the Executive Engineer I under the control of Deputy Chief Engineer
(commercial) from 1st March 2017 are detailed below.

AEE’s I to V will be under the control of EE-I.



Overall Monitoring of all the works carried out by Assistant Executive Engineers (I – V) as
detailed below.

ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE ENGINEER-I
Monthly Bills: 1. Point of Connection charges (PoC Bill -1) of M/s. PGCIL.
2. Adjustments in Yearly Transmission Charges (Bill -3) of M/s. PGCIL.
3. Deviation Bills (Bill -4) of M/s. PGCIL.
4. Debit/Credit Memos of M/s. PGCIL.
5. SRLDC fees and charges of POSOCO Ltd.
6. NON POC Bill – SR-ULDC & Kayamkulam Transmission charges.
7. Bill for Wheeling charges –Payable by KSEB to KPTCL.
8. Payment of fixed Charges of assets of TNEB.
9. Bill for purchase of power from Wind Energy Generators at
1. Agali

= 23 nos WEGs

2. Koundical

= 8 nos WEGS

3. Ramakkalmedu

= 19 nos WEGs

4. Ahaliya Alternate = 1 no
Energy Pvt Ltd (Issue of payments started from 2/2016 onwards)
10. Renewable Energy PPA remarks
11. Signing of TSA and RSA and its connected papers
12. Works assigned connected with LA, RIA etc
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Assistant Executive Engineer-II
I.

Providing admissibility of monthly and supplementary bills of the following stations within the
time limit for availing rebate, avoiding surcharge and arranging timely payment.

1. Rajiv Gandhi Combined Cycle Power Plant, Kayamkulam.
2. Mejia Thermal power Station
3. Reghunathpur Thermal power Station
4. BSES Kerala Power Ltd (BKPL) Plant
II.

Preparation of monthly power purchase statement, Performance report, Quarterly Performance
report and any other reports called for.

III.

Answering questions of LA and RIA and related to the above projects and power purchase
statement.

IV.

Correspondence with NTPC,DVC,BKPL and with various internal offices of KSEBL and also
with Government.

V.

Assistance to other offices such as Office of Director (SCM & CP), Office of financial Advisor,
Chief Engineer ( Transmission System Operation), LA&DEO etc. of KSEBL for settling the
current and pending issues.

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Verification of energy and open access bills from following traders for purchase of power on Short
term, Medium term basis upto February 2017 and settling of further issues related to these purchases.



Purchase of 100 MW from M/s Simhapuri Energy Ltd thru M/s PTC India Ltd. under Short
term for the period 01.06.14 to 31.05.15.Short term energy and open access bills are raised
weekly with 7 days as due date for payment. Forwarding of the admitted Energy and OA bills
to Office of FA for arranging timely payment.



Purchase of 200 MW from M/s JSW Energy Ltd, Karnataka thru M/s JSW Power Trading
Company Ltd. under Short term for the period 01.06.14 to 31.05.15. Short term energy and
open access bills are raised weekly with 7 days as due date for payment. Forwarding of the
admitted Energy and OA bills to Office of FA for arranging timely payment.



Purchase of power (100MW) under Power Swap Arrangement between KSEB Ltd, BRPL &
GMRETL for the period 01.06.11 to 31.05.16.Trading Margin and open access bills are raised
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weekly with 7 days as due date for payment. Forwarding of the admitted Energy and OA bills
to Office of FA for arranging timely payment.



Purchase of 300 MW from M/s Simhapuri Energy Ltd thru M/s PTC India Ltd. under Short
term / Medium Term for the period 01.06.15 to 31.05.16. Short term / Medium Term energy
and open access bills are raised weekly with 7 days as due date for payment. Forwarding of
the admitted Energy and OA bills to Office of FA for arranging timely payment



Verification of Reconciliation Statement for the power purchased from M/s Simhapuri Energy
Ltd thru M/s PTC India Ltd. under Short term / Medium Term for the period 01.06.15 to
31.05.16.



Purchase of 100 MW Medium term power under case-1 Bidding from M/s BALCO,
Chattisgarh thru PTC India Ltd for the period 01.03.14 to 28.02.17. Verification of POC Bills
and Energy Bills both Provisional and Monthly Bills raised on the last day of the month and
5th of following month respectively with one day as due date for payment . Forwarding of the
admitted Energy and POC bills to Office of FA for timely payment so as to avail the
applicable rebate.



Purchase of 300 MW Medium term power under case-1 Bidding from CSPDCL, Chattisgarh
thru M/s NVVN Ltd. India Ltd for the period 01.03.14 to 28.02.17. Verification of POC Bills
and Energy Bills both Provisional and Monthly Bills raised on the last day of the month and
the 5th of following month respectively with one day as due date for payment to avail the
applicable rebate. Forwarding of the admitted Energy and POC bills to Office of FA for
arranging timely payment.



Coordinating between Office of the Chief Engineer (Transmission) System Operation &
Financial Advisor for arranging payment having huge financial commitment within 1 day
from date of bill to avail 2.25% rebate for prompt payment of MTOA Bills and 7 days from
date of bill resp.to avail 2% rebate for prompt payment of Short term Bills.



Verification of the Reconciliation Statement for the above mentioned purchase of power from
M/s NVVN Ltd. and M/s PTC India Ltd as the said contract expired in Feb’17.



Preparation of reply to Audit Queries (Both internal and External) pertaining to
aforementioned purchases and also to short term and medium term purchases during the
previous years for which the contract period has expired .

Deviation settlement, RE bills, RRAS Bills and related issues.
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Verification and forwarding the admitted weekly DSM bills raised by SRPC to Office of FA
for timely payment.



Verification and forwarding the admitted weekly Reactive Energy bills raised by SRPC to
Office of SOR for timely action based on whether the amount is Receivable / Payable from
KPTCL / TNEB.



Verification and forwarding the admitted weekly RRAS bills raised by SRPC to Office of FA
for timely action.



Verification of Revised DSM and Reactive Energy Bills raised by SRPC and forwarding the
same to office of FA for necessary action within the time frame to avoid surcharge.



Verification of RE bill claims of TNEB and KPTCL and providing admissibility to
Financial Advisor within the time limit and related correspondences. Pending issues related to
KPTCL, TNEB and other constituents.



Pending payment issues related to KPTCL, TNEB and other constituents

Correspondence with IEX & PXIL and membership renewal:



Preparation of Board Note for renewing the annual membership with M/s IEX & M/s PXIL
connected with power purchase transactions carried out thru exchange.



Verification of Power Purchase from Traders under short term, Medium term and Long term
contracts as forwarded from Office of the Chief Engineer (Transmission) System Operation
for preparation of the monthly power purchase statements.



Cross checking of Monthly DVC Bills of Meija and Reghunathpur Stations and RGCCP
prepared by AEE II for purchase of power under Long Term Basis.



Verification of Monthly Power Purchase statements prepared by AEE II.

Assistant Executive Engineer IV (vacant) (This work is done by AEE III at
present)

Monthly Bill of following CGS stations viz.

1.Vallur Thermal power plant (VTPP).
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Computation and admissibility of Monthly capacity and energy bill.



Computation and admissibility of Unit Adjustment of the previous month.



Computation and admissibility of Monthly RLDC charges.



Admissibility of Energy charge revision (ECR) Bills due to change in operational norms.



Monthly supplementary bills (IT, MAT, FERV, Incentive, Water Cess, Electricity Duty etc)



Revision Bills of above station due to revision of CERC norms.



Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external ) pertaining to above station.



Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.

2. NLC stage II – I&II



Computation and admissibility of Monthly capacity and energy bill.



Computation and admissibility of Unit Adjustment of the previous month.



Computation and admissibility of Monthly RLDC charges.



Admissibility of Energy charge revision (ECR) Bills due to change in operational norms.



Monthly supplementary bills (IT, MAT, FERV, Incentive, Water Cess, Electricity Duty etc)



Monthly Revision Bills of above stations due to revision of CERC norms.



Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external ) pertaining to above station.



Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.

3. NTPL



Computation and admissibility of Monthly capacity and energy bill.



Computation and admissibility of Unit Adjustment of the previous month.



Computation and admissibility of Monthly RLDC charges.



Admissibility of Energy charge revision (ECR) Bills due to change in operational norms.



Monthly supplementary bills (IT, MAT, FERV, Incentive, Water Cess, Electricity Duty etc)



Monthly Revision Bills of above stations due to revision of CERC norms.



Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external ) pertaining to above station.



Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.
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4. Koodamkulam (KKNPP) Unit 1 and Unit 2.



Computation and admissibility of Monthly capacity and energy bill.



Computation and admissibility of Unit Adjustment of the previous month.



Computation and admissibility of Monthly RLDC charges.



Admissibility of Energy charge revision (ECR) Bills due to change in operational norms.



Supplementary bills (IT, MAT, FERV, Incentive, Water Cess, Electricity Duty etc) .



Monthly Revision Bills of above stations due to revision of CERC norms.



Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external ) pertaining to above station.



Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.

5. KAIGA



Computation and admissibility of Monthly capacity and energy bill.



Computation and admissibility of Unit Adjustment of the previous month.



Computation and admissibility of Monthly RLDC charges.



Admissibility of Energy charge revision (ECR) Bills due to change in operational norms.



Monthly supplementary bills (IT, MAT, FERV, Incentive, Water Cess, Electricity Duty etc)



Monthly Revision Bills of above stations due to revision of CERC norms.



Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external ) pertaining to above station.



Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.

6. MAPS



Computation and admissibility of Monthly capacity and energy bill.



Computation and admissibility of Unit Adjustment of the previous month.



Computation and admissibility of Monthly RLDC charges.



Admissibility of Energy charge revision (ECR) Bills due to change in operational norms.



Monthly supplementary bills (IT, MAT, FERV, Incentive, Water Cess, Electricity Duty etc)



Monthly Revision Bills of above stations due to revision of CERC norms.



Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external ) pertaining to above station.



Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.
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Assistant Executive Engineer-V

Monthly Bill of CGS stations viz.

1.NTPC Stations (a) Ramagundam-I & II (b) Ramagundam III (c) Simhadri II (d) Talcher II











Computation and admissibility of Monthly capacity and energy bill.
Computation and admissibility of Unit Adjustment of the previous month.
Computation and admissibility of Monthly RLDC charges.
Admissibility of Energy charge revision (ECR) Bills due to change in operational
norms.
Monthly supplementary bills (IT, MAT, FERV, Incentive, Water Cess, Electricity Duty
etc)
Revision Bills of above stations due to revision of CERC norms.
Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external ) pertaining to above station.
Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.
Ongoing issues related to the monthly energy bills of NTPC stations like :
1. Difference in computation of capacity charges - NTPC has filed a petition
before the Hon’ble CERC during May 2015 seeking clarifications in this
regard. The order on the issue is being awaited.
2. FERV & Hedging of Simhadri station for which supporting documents are to
be received from NTPC
3. In connection with the Electricity Duty of Talcher II station, the % APC
claimed by M/s NTPC is greater than the % APC admissible.
4. Downward revision of AFC, station heat rate (GHR) and the auxiliary
consumption (AUX) before the issue of CERC tariff order without giving any
interest to KSEBL.
5. Variation in the value of AFC value taken for the years 2014-15, 2015-16 &
2016-17 with that of CERC order

2. NLC stage stations like NLC TPS I Expansion and TPS II Expansion
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Computation and admissibility of Monthly capacity and energy bill.
Computation and admissibility of Unit Adjustment of the previous month.
Computation and admissibility of Monthly RLDC charges.
Admissibility of Energy charge revision (ECR) Bills due to change in operational
norms.
 Monthly supplementary bills (IT, MAT, FERV, Incentive, Water Cess, etc)
 Monthly Revision Bills of above stations due to revision of CERC norms.
 Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external ) pertaining to above station.
 Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.
 Issues related to the claims of NLC stations like :
1. IT claim of NLC TPS I Exp
2. Disallowing of recovery of interest from beneficiaries of NLC station related to
stations increase in O&M expenses of the stations on account of wage revision
and other pay hikes to employees of NLC mines linked to NLC’s power stations,
pay revision to CISF personnel posted in mines etc
3. Guarantee fee claim of NLC TPS I Exp
4. Change in configuration of NLC stations like Sirkali & NLC TPS II Exp (new)
5. Appeal petition before APTEL against the CERC order dt 27/7/2016 in petition
no.474 of 2014 filed by NLC, in the matter of substitution of the actual secondary
fuel oil consumption in lieu of normative secondary fuel oil consumption (SFC norm
= 2 ml/kWh) in the energy charge rate.
3. Eastern Region stations like Talcher I, Kahalgaon I and Farakka

Though there is no power purchase from these stations now since April 2013, there
are several revision Bills of above stations due to revision of CERC norms.




Computation and admissibility of these revision bills
Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external) pertaining to above stations.
Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.

4. Indira Gandhi Super Thermal Power Station, Jhajjar of Aravalli Power Company
Private Ltd
Upto March 2016 :


Computation and admissibility of Monthly capacity and energy bill.



Computation and admissibility of Unit Adjustment of the previous month.
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Computation and admissibility of Monthly RLDC charges.



Admissibility of Energy charge revision (ECR) Bills due to change in operational
norms.



Monthly supplementary bills (IT, MAT, FERV, Incentive, Water Cess, Electricity Duty
etc)



Revision Bills of above stations due to revision of CERC norms.



Reply to Audit Queries (both internal and external ) pertaining to above station.



Preparation of Reply to LA and RIA.

And various other ongoing issues and correspondences for allocation of power from this
station, depending on our requirement, being costly power.

Now, though there is no power purchase from this station since March 2016, there are several
revision Bills of this station due to revision of CERC norms. Also, the tariff order as per
2014-19 Regulations, of this station is yet to come, there will be computation and
admissibility of these revision bills

5. New stations of NLC for which PPA has already been executed like Sirkali in Tamilnadu
and NLC II Exp (2nd exp)





Taking up with Board issues related to the change in location of the Thermal Power
Project of NLC from Sirkali in Tamil Nadu to Talabira Mining Block in Odisha and
the matters associated with that.
Finalisation of issues related to change in configuration of NLC II Exp (2nd exp).

In addition to the above, details have to be prepared and furnished to TRAC in
connection with the above Central Generating stations for taking up with CERC and
KSERC.

Other additional works like correspondence with Ministry of Power for providing
remarks to the matters relating to new CGS guidelines etc.
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Works Allocation under Executive Engineer II (Commercial) as on 1st March 2017
Assistant Executive Engineer-6


Providing admissibility of monthly and supplementary bills of SHEPs within the time limit
for availing rebate and avoiding surcharge as per the respective PPAs.
Palakkad Small Hydro Company Limited
Ullungal(EDCL)
Viyatt(StageI&II)
Karikkayam(AHPL)
Mankulam Mini HEP
Philips Carbon Black Ltd (PCBL)
Kuthungal(INDSIL)
MPS steel castings (P) Ltd.
Kallar Micro HEP
I.
Answering questions of LA and RIA related to the above SHEP & IPP.
II.
Correspondences with above SHEP & IPP and with various internal offices of
KSEB.
III.
Preparation of Board note, Board orders for the above.
Assistance to other offices such as office of FA, SOR, CE(SO), CE(CP),
CE(Transmission), LA & DEO etc. of KSEB for settling the current and pending issues for
the above.
V. Pending issues related to Kasaragod Power Corporation Limited.
VI.
Pending issues related to Philips Carbon Black Ltd (PCBL).
VII.
Pending issues related to Kuthungal (INDSIL).










IV.

Assistant Executive Engineer-7 , APIO (vacant) (This work shared between AEE 6 and
AEE 8 at present)








Short term power procurement- Purchase of short term power through DEEP e
bidding Portal – preparation of RfP (AEE 8)
Execution of PPA for short term purchases(AEE 8)
Analysis of Load Generation Balance (AEE 8)
Analysis of Swap proposals. (AEE 8)
Purchase of power through Swap and execution of swap agreement and related issues.
(AEE 8)
Administration of PPAs of short term contracts (AEE 8)
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Weekly billing of short term contracts. (AEE 6)

Replying to audit queries (AG Audit and KSEB Internal Audit) for all the executed
PSAs. (AEE 6)
 Furnishing details for power position meeting. (AEE 8)
 Preparation of comments on SRPC /TCC Agenda (AEE 8)
 Preparation of comments for Standing committee meeting, LTOA connectivity
meeting, (AEE 8)
 Monitoring of transmission corridor and open access issues (AEE 8)
 Compilation of Audit replies, LA, Right Information Act (AEE 6)
 Furnishing reports to COPU, Estimate committee, Petitions committee etc. (AEE6)
 All General files.
 Monitoring of BGs(AEE 6).
Assistant Executive Engineer 8




Long term power procurement –– bidding route- preparation of RfP, RFQ and
execution of PPAs
Preparation of new Standard Bidding Documents for long term hydro power
procurement.
Administration of PSAs
 East Coast Energy Pvt Ltd
 Bharat Aluminium Company Ltd
 Jindal India Thermal Power Ltd
 Maithon Power Ltd I
 Maithon Power Ltd II



Monthly Billing of PSA executed with
 Maithon Power Ltd I
 Provisional monthly Billing
 Final Monthly Billing
 Maithon Power Ltd II
 Provisional monthly Billing
 Final Monthly Billing
 East Coast Energy Pvt Ltd from 01-10-2017 onwards
 Bharat Aluminium Company Ltd from 01-10-2017 onwards
 Jindal India Thermal Power Ltd from 01-10-2017 onwards



Verification of Form 15 in respect of quantity and cost of coal and cost of
transportation of Maithon Power Ltd
Replying to audit queries (AG Audit and KSEB Internal Audit) for all the above
PSAs.
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Verification and Reimbursement of ERLDC charges and fees in respect of Maithon
Power Ltd PPA 1 and PPA 2
Reconciliation - Quarterly and annual of Monthly bills of the all the executed PSAs.
Processing the new proposals received from IPPs .
Processing the new proposals received from central generating stations for long term
power purchases and execution of new PPAs.
Analyzing of new hydro proposals through traders and generators- long, medium and
short term through MoU route.
Proposal from DVC for medium term- MoU Route
Preparation of reply to LA and RIA

Assistant Executive Engineer 9







Medium term power procurement – bidding route- preparation of RfQ, RfP and
execution of PPAs.
Taking up the issues related to DBFOO contracts with MoP, GoK and KSERC.
Preparing reply to AG Audit and KSEB Internal Audit for DBFOO contracts.
Conduct of meetings of Coordination Cell, preparation of minutes, Action taken
report etc.
Furnishing reports of Coordination Cell to the High powered Committee at
Government level.
Administration of PSAs
 Jindal Power Ltd under Bid 1
 Jhabua Power Ltd under Bid 1
 Jindal Power Ltd under Bid 2
 Jhabua Power Ltd under Bid 2



Monthly Billing of PSA executed with
 Jindal Power Ltd under Bid 1
 Jhabua Power Ltd under Bid 1
 Jindal Power Ltd under Bid 2 from 01-10-2017 onwards
 Jhabua Power Ltd under Bid 2 from 01-10-2017 onwards




Replying to audit queries (AG Audit and KSEB Internal Audit) for all the above PPAs
Power Purchase Agreement administration of Case-I bidding – contracts executed
with NVVN – CSPDCL and PTC - Balco
Replying to audit queries (AG Audit and KSEB Internal Audit) of Case 1 contracts
executed with NVVN and PTC.
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Conduct of Core Committee meetings, preparation of minutes, Action taken report
etc.
 Power sale proposals received from Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Railways
etc.
 Short term/long term proposals received from Uduppi Power Corporation Ltd. and
related issues.
 Preparation of reply to LA and RIA
Assistant Engineer I (vacant)














Custodian of all Power Purchase Agreements transferred from Office the Chief
Engineer (Corporate Planning),
Assisting AEE-VII for the execution of the above assigned works.
Verification of bills related to the supply of power from Maithon Power Ltd I
Verification of bills related to the supply of power from Maithon Power Ltd II
Assisting AEE VIII in all works.
Assisting AEE IX for arranging Core Committee meetings and meetings of Co ordination
Cell.
Preparation of reports for Power Position Meeting.
Preparation of monthly Performance Report.
Furnishing monthly progress reports to Planning Wing and TRAC.
Furnishing reports called for by KSERC, CEA etc.
Compilation of replies to LA and RIA
Procuring Digital Signature for e bidding
Custodian of office equipment like computers, printers, Photo copier, their maintenance and
related matters

In addition to the above all officers are bound to do the works assigned to them by senior
officers from time to time
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Work Allocation of O/O Deputy Chief Engineer(TRAC)
1. Work Assigned to AEE (CG)
a. CERC Related Works:
Regulations/Tariff orders related to Generation and Transmission issued by CERC
from time to time:








Tariff regulations/orders,
Open Access, Sharing of Transmission Charges, wheeling charges etc.
Regulations on Renewable Energy and related matters
Deviation settlement mechanism
Ancillary services, REC
Trading, Power market, PSDF etc…
Regulations & Rules issued by CEA, MOP etc…

(i) Petitions related to generation




Filing petitions before CERC
Appeal petitions against orders issued by CERC
Filing counter affidavit before CERC against tariff petitions filed by Central
Power Sector Utilities
 Petitions before APTEL and Supreme Court
(ii) Miscellaneous Petitions before
 CERC,
 APTEL and
 Supreme Court
(iii) Comments on the agenda items for the SRLDC/SRPC/TCC
b. KSERC Related Works
 KSERC Tariff regulation.
 Intrastate Open access regulation/orders, issues connected with open access
 Regulations/orders related to generation
 Regulations/orders of KSERC related to Renewable and its implementation
 Solar regulations notified by KSERC
- Implementation
 Filing petitions before KSERC on Tariff/other matters of renewables.
 RPO - Compliance & Furnishing details to KSERC, ANERT etc…
Comments on renewable to SAC
 License Fee and related issues.
 Dispute between KPCL& KSEB
 Karikkayam SHP
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 Viyyat Power Pvt Ltd, EDCL
ARR related
Preparation ARR(Transmission ) of KSEB Ltd



Monitoring the compliance of the various directives issued by KSERC
Comments on the objections raised by stake holders on ARR &tariff petition

Any other work assigned by Executive Engineer
2. Work Assigned to AEE (CT)
(a) CERC Related Works:
  Orders related to Transmission
 Filing petitions related to Transmission before CERC/APTEL/Supreme
Court.
 Filing counter affidavits to the petitions on transmission filed by PGCIL
and various licensees before CERC/APTEL/Supreme Court.
(b) KSERC Related Works:
 Regulation on Standards of Performance
 All matters related to Standards of Performance
 Regulations on reduction of cross subsidy surcharge and related matters
 Regulations on grid code and related matters
 Voltagewise cost of supply
 Categorywise cost of supply
 Determination of voltagewise loss
 Issuing various clarification on Supply Code
(c) ARR related works
 Chapters connected with introduction and performance of the Board
 Capital investment
 Monitoring the compliance of the various directives issued by KSERC
 Comments on the objections raised by stake holders stake holders on
ARR&tariff petition
 Compilation of various data in respect of transmission
 Preparation of ARR (Transmission )of KSEB Ltd
(d) Assisting PIO in disposing applications related to Right to Information.
Any other work assigned by Executive Engineer
3. Work Assigned to AEE (G)
Data Collection and Compilation of Monthwise, Sourcewise energy generation and
Power Purchase
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Periodical Report to KSERC on generation & Power Purchase
Fuel Surcharge Regulations and Orders of KSERC
Filing of Fuel Surcharge petitions to KSERC
Obtain approval from KSERC for the Power Purchase on short term, medium term
and long term basis from traders and generators
Getting approval from KSERC on PPA to be executed between KSEB with
Generators/Traders
Comments on PPA
Seeking approval for PPA with SHEP
Implementation of Power restrictions – Filing petition to KSERC
ARR related works
Projection of energy Demand (Generation and PP) and estimation of generation &
Power Purchase cost and related Chapters, Annexures etc…
Preparing additional information/clarifications sought by KSERC on ARR & ERC
Comments on the objections raised by stake holders on ARR&tariff petition
Assisting in consolidation and filing of ARR&ERC
Assisting in preparingTariff petition/Review petition/Appeal petition/truing up
petition etc
Assisting in preparing appeal petition before ATE on truing up etc…
Monitoring Compliance of directives issued by KSERC
Preparation of ARR(Generation) of KSEB Ltd
Implementation of Tariff order
Billing procedure and other instructions to field offices on implementation of Tariff
Order, Fuel Surcharge and other related issues
Preparation of schedule and terms & Conditions of Tariff based on the Tariff orders
issued by KSERC
Preparation of Ready Reckoner
LA Interpolation.
Any other work assigned by Executive Engineer
4. Work Assigned to AE (AE-D)
Data collection, analysis and updation of LT consumer details including category wise
consumer, monthly consumption and connected load etc.
Data collection, analysis and updation of HT&EHT consumer details including category wise
consumer, monthly consumption and connected load etc
Arriving actual T&D loss for each FY after compilation of actual energy consumption, &
energy sales etc…
Compilation of various data in respect of Distribution wing.
Preparation of Technical Particulars for Annual Accounts of Board.
Correspondence with CEA on matters relating to consumption,Tariff etc.
Assisting in preparation of fuel surcharge petitions.
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ARR- related works
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Estimation of categorywise Energy Consumption
Estimation of Category wise revenue projection.
Preparation of chapters related to energy sales, revenue projection and annexures
Estimation of T&D loss and related chapters.
Capital Investment and related chapters.
Assisting in consolidation and filing of ARR& ERC
Additional Information/Clarifications sought by KSERC on ARR & ERC & related
matters.
h) Preparation of comments on the objection raised by stake holders on ARR &tariff
petition
Assisting in Preparing Tariff Petitions, appeal/review petition
CARE rating details, Preparation.
General matters
Any other work assigned by Executive Engineer
5. Work Assigned to AEE (AEE-D)
Checking, analysis and approval of LT consumer details including category wise consumer,
monthly consumption and connected load etc.
Checking, analysis and approval of HT&EHT consumer details including category wise
consumer, monthly consumption and connected load etc
Finalisation of actual T&D loss for each FY after checking of actual energy consumption, &
energy sales etc…
Checking& approval of various data in respect of Distribution wing.
Finalisation of Technical Particulars for Annual Accounts of Board.
Correspondence with CEA on matters relating to consumption,Tariff etc.
ARRa) Collection & Compilation of ARR& ERC of other utilities-Collection of inputs from
ARR&ERC of other utilities.
b) Collection& Comparison of Tariff of various categories of other utilities.
c) Estimation& Finalisation of of categorywise Energy Consumption
d) Estimation & Finalisation of Category wise revenue projection.
e) Preparation of chapters related to energy sales, revenue projection and annexures.
f) Estimation of T&D loss and related chapters.
g) Capital Investment and related chapters.
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h) Assisting in consolidation and filing of ARR&ERC
i) Additional Information/Clarifications sought by KSERC on ARR & ERC & related
matters.
j) Preparation of Comments on the Objections raised by Stake holders on ARR&tariff
petition
k) Monitoring the compliance of the various directives issued by KSERC.
l) Preparation of ARR (Distribution) of KSEB Ltd
Assisting in Preparing Tariff Petitions, appeal/review petition
Finalisation of CARE rating details
General matters
Any other work assigned by Executive Engineer
Work Assigned to AEE (AEE-General)









ARR





All petitions related to Tariff before KSERC.
Issuing clarification on the Tariff related complaints raised by the consumers
Issuing clarification on the Tariff related complaints received from field offices.
Handling Petitions filed by stake holders before High Court/ other legal forums on
Tariff related matters.
Tariff concession to Life Supporting System.
Street light –metered supply and related issues.
Centralised billing and related issue.
Revenue Adalath/Janakeeya Adalath and other related issues
Matters related to arrear collection
Consolidation and filing of ARR & ERC before KSERC
Preparing and filing Tariff Petition before KSERC
Monitoring the compliance of the various directives issued by KSERC
Comments on the objections raised by stake holders on ARR&tariff petition
Any other work assigned by Executive Engineer

Work Assigned to AEE R1(Vacant) (Now handled by AEE R3)




Matters related to Licensees
ARR Petitions of Licensees
Handling Petitions Filed before KSERC by various stakeholders like HT& EHT
Industrial Electricity Consumers Association, Small Scale Industrial Electricity
Consumers Association etc. The work includes filing of counter petition after
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obtaining approval of Board,appearance before KSERC,implementation of
consequent orders,handling the same process before Appellate Tribunal in case the
matter escalates to appeal stage.
Handling Petitions Filed by consumers before High Court and remanded to KSERC
for disposal. The work includes filing of counter after obtaining approval of
Board,appearance before KSERC,implementation of consequent orders,handling the
same process before Appellate Tribunal in case the matter escalates to appeal stage.
Responding to various complaints/suggestions received from consumers, stakeholders
etc through Govt, KSERC through appropriate measures

ARR




Projection of Revenue from Tariff of Licensees for ARR&ERC of KSEB.
Monitoring the compliance of the various directives issued by KSERC
Comments on the objections raised by stake holders on ARR &tariff petition
Any other work assigned by Executive Engineer

Work Assigned to AEE(R2)











ARR



Regulation on Supply Code
All matters related to Supply Code
Handling Petitions Filed before KSERC by various stakeholders like HT& EHT
Industrial Electricity Consumers Association, Small Scale Industrial Electricity
Consumers Association etc. The work includes filing of counter petition after
obtaining approval of Board,appearance before KSERC.,implementation of
consequent orders.,handling the same process before Appellate Tribunal in case the
matter escalates to appeal stage.
Handling Petitions Filed by consumers before High Court and remanded to KSERC
for disposal. The work includes Filing of counter petition after obtaining approval of
Board,appearance before KSERC.,implementation of consequent orders.,handling the
same process before Appellate Tribunal in case the matter escalates to appeal stage.
Coordination among various wings of KSEB on implementation of new systems and
procedures as a result of implementing orders of KSERC or changes in regulations.
This includes matters related with implementation of TOD metering as a part of
extension of TOD billing., implementation of Supply Code 2014.,Proposing Special
schemes for electric connections to disadvantaged sections of the society etc…
Responding to various complaints/suggestions received from consumers, stakeholders
etc through Govt, KSERC through appropriate measures
Regulation CGRF,Ombudsman
General issues related to Distribution
Monitoring the compliance of the various directives issued by KSERC
Comments on the objections raised by stake holders on ARR &tariff petition
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Any other work assigned by Executive Engineer
Work Assigned to AEE (R3)














Preparation of estimate rates for distribution works for KSERC approval
Preparation of estimate rates for transmission works for KSERC approval
Schedule of miscellaneous charge for KSERC approval
Handling Petitions Filed before KSERC by various stakeholders like HT& EHT
Industrial Electricity Consumers Assosiation, Small Scale Industrial Electricity
Consumers Assosiation etc. The work includes filing of counter petition after
obtaining approval of Board,appearance before KSERC.,implementation of
consequent orders.,handling the same process before Appellate Tribunal in case the
matter escalates to appeal stage.
Handling Petitions Filed by consumers before High Court and remanded to KSERC
for disposal. The work includes Filing of counter petition after obtaining approval of
Board,appearance before KSERC.,implementation of consequent orders.,handling the
same process before Appellate Tribunal in case the matter escalates to appeal stage.
Coordination among various wings of KSEB on implementation of new systems and
procedures as a result of implementing orders of KSERC or changes in regulations.
This includes implementation of SOP
Coordination of awareness program on various regulations issued by KSERC through
RPTIS/ Circle level.
Responding to various complaints/suggestions received from consumers, stakeholders
etc… through Govt, KSERC through appropriate measures
Preparation of special estimates related to distribution works carried out during
Sabarimala Season and obtaining approval of Board
Formulation of one time settlement scheme of long pending arrears from consumers.
Seeking approval of Board and KSERC on the same.

ARR
Depreciation- projection for ARR&ERC
 Monitoring the compliance of the various directives issued by KSERC
 Comments on the objections raised by stake holders on ARR &tariff petition
Any other work assigned by Executive Engineer.
Work Assigned to Finance Officer
1.

Preparation of ARR& ERC-estimating all the financial related matters of
ARR&ERC Petition.
-Interest & Finance Charges
-Depreciation
-R&M Expenses, Employee cost.
-A&G Expenses
-Equity
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-Etc.
2.Consolidation of ARR&ERC and filing before SERC
3.Filing of tariff petition before KSERC
4. Preparation & Filing of Truing Up Petitions of KSEB & its follow up.
5. Preparing & Filing review petitions before KSERC against orders on ARR& Truing
Up petitions issued by KSERC.
6. Preparing appeal petitions before Appellate Tribunal for Electricity against KSERC
orders on ARR&ERC, Truing Up Petitions.
7. Preparing Counter affidavit against appeal petitions filed by
HT&EHT associations and other generators against KSERC orders.
8. Compilation of Norms adopted by other SERC’s and CERC.
9. Appraisal of all finance related matters like depreciation, financial
norms ,RoE etc.
9. Financial matters related to re-vesting
10. Electricity duty & related matters.
11. Comments on the objections raised by stake holders on ARR.&tariff petition
Subsidy from Government etc
Any other work assigned by Deputy Chief Engineer.
ANNEXURE VI: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER (SCM)

TENDERING & CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
1. Direction for Purchase: Receive request with specifications / Board Order : Based on
a Board order, the materials for the annual plan of works, centrally aided project
works, etc., are purchased from the Supply Chain Management.
2. Data Collection: Collect data for calculating probable amount of contract from
previous purchase orders: The previous purchase orders are collected and based on the
data, the probable amount of the tender is calculated. The technical specification is
also collected from the previous purchase orders. In some cases, the previous
purchase orders will not be available. In such cases, the specification for the materials
are obtained from the field offices.
3. Verification of Collected Data with Standards: Verification with the Indian
Standards: The available specification is compared with the relevant Indian Standard
and checked in order to avoid errors. If there is any change required, it is brought into
the attention of the specification committee constituted by the KSEB Limited.
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4. Tender Documents: Preparation of Tender Documents (Quotation/Single Part Tender/
Two Part Tender)- Note / Draft / Fair copy . The documents for publicity are prepared.
The tender documents contain technical particulars, financial particulars, delivery
details, payment conditions etc.,
5. Upload the Tender Documents: The tender documents are uploaded to the to etender site of the Government of Kerala.
6. Publicity: The Public Relation Department is informed to give publicity through
news papers, KSEB Limited’s website.
7. Pre-Bid Meeting: Pre-Bid meeting is conducted to clarify the doubts of the bidders
minutes of the meeting is prepared and uploaded.
8. Corrigendum: Corrigendum is issued, if needed based on the meeting / clarifications
etc.
9. Monitoring: The number of tenderers participating in the tender are monitored and if
the number is less than three, the opening time is extended.
10. Tender Opening: Tender open / Prequalification Bid Open: In the case of two part
tenders, the technical details and financial details except the price is opened which is
called the prequalification bid opening. In single part tenders, the price bid, the
technical particulars etc are opened simultaneously.
While opening the bid documents, the Earnest Money Deposit, Bid Form and Bid
Agreement are verified and the technical bid is opened. If any of these were found not
ok, then the particular tender is rejected. In the case of two part tenders, the price bid
is not opened.
11. Correspondence with NIC:- Correspondence is made with NIC in case of anomalies
like payment failure etc
12. Technical Evaluation: The technical bid is opened and it is evaluated with respect to
the tender documents, eligibility conditions and the relevant Indian standards. The
deviations in type test values, the technical particulars, delivery etc., are noted in the
comparison statement.
13. Sample testing: The testing of samples furnished by bidders is done by the Technical
Committee in cases where sample testing is applicable.
14. Technical and Commercial Deviations: The deviations quoted by the bidders are
placed before the finance/ technical committee and acceptance of the same is decided.
15. Clarification: Based on the evaluation, clarifications are sought from the tenderers.
Also, the missing documents are collected from the bidders if any.
16. Comparative Statement: After receiving the missing documents and clarifications,
the comparative statement is updated. Based on the comparison statement, the Pre
qualification note is prepared.
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17. Pre qualification Note: Pre qualification note is sent for the remarks of the Financial
Advisor. Based on the remarks, the bidders are again asked to supply any details.
18. Reply to remarks of FA: After getting sufficient details from the bidders, the reply to
remarks of the Financial Advisor is prepared.
19. Pre Qualification Committee: The Pre qualification note, remarks of FA & Reply to
remarks are given to the members of the Prequalification committee. The decision of
the Pre qualification committee is received. The decision clearly specifies the pre
qualified vendors whose price bids are to be opened.
20. Inform the Tenderers: Information regarding the price bid opening date is sent to the
qualified tenderers.
21. Price Bid Opening: Price bid is opened in the presence of the representatives of the
tenderers.
22. Price Evaluation: The price bid is evaluated and compared. The lowest quoted
tenderer is found out. Also the calculation mistakes, deviations in the percentage of
applicable taxes etc., is noted.
23. Rock Bottom Price: The lowest bidder is requested to reveal the rock bottom price.
24. Negotiation for matching with L1 rate: On receiving the rock bottom price, if
required, the L2 ofL3 bidders are requested to match with the L1 rock bottom rate. It
is done in anticipation that the L1 firm could supply the fast moving items in a time
bound manner. Also in the case of public sector undertakings, the price matching is
allowed.
25. Purchase Committee Note: Based on the comparison of the price, and financial
conditions, Purchase committee note is prepared. Purchase committee note is sent for
remarks of the Financial Advisor
26. Remarks of the Financial Advisor: Based on the remarks of the Financial Advisor,
the firms are requested to supply the details.
27. Reply to remarks of the FA:- Based on the remarks and information from the firms,
reply to remarks of the Financial Advisor is prepared, if within financial delegation of
the PC. Further negotiation of rates is also done if required.
28. Updation of Purchase Committee Note: The updated Purchase committee note
including remarks of FA and Reply to remarks are submitted to the purchase
committee for a decision.
29. Purchase Committee: The Purchase Committee considers the note and Purchase
committee decision is obtained. The committee directs the Chief Engineer (SCM) to
issue purchase order to the firms selected, if the purchase value is within the financial
limit of the purchase committee.
30. Board Note: If the purchase value is above the financial limit of the purchase
committee, then the decision is to referred to the Full Board. Based on the decision of
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the purchase committee, the Board Note is prepared and submitted. Board Order:
The Board order is prepared presented, get signed by Secretary, numbered by
Management Information System and released,.
31. Purchase Order: After Board meeting, Proceedings of the Board of Directors is
received
Based on the Board Order, the Purchase order/ Purchase Orders is/ are issued to the
selected firm/firms. The purchase order contains all relevant details pertaining to
supply, delivery, payment, security deposit, forms of agreement, form of bank
guarantee etc., The purchase order is sent to the firm and consignees.
32. Agreement: After issuing the purchase order, the firms are requested to submit the
accepted Purchase order, security deposit, Power of attorney and agreement executed
in stamp paper etc., as per the purchase order conditions if they are not done in time.
On getting the agreement and the bank guarantee, it is verified with the standard
documents and the documents are forwarded to the Assistant Finance Officer for
keeping under safe custody. The issuance of BG is got confirmed from the Bank
before acceptance.
33. Award of Contract: The Award of contract details is entered in the e-Tender site
whereby the EMD non-selected bidders are released.
34. Return of the EMD: The Earnest Money Deposit submitted by all the bidders
selected for the Award of Contract are returned to them on executing the agreement.
35. Drawing Approval:- Drawings furnished by the contractor is verified and Approval
issued.
36. Inspection Offer: On receiving Inspection offer from the firm, the Director
concerned is requested for deputing a competent inspecting officer.
37. Tour Programme of the deputed officer from the concerned authority: In case of
pre-dispatch inspection outside the state.
38. Intimation to inspecting officer:- The inspecting officer is sent the details of
purchase order, specifications, inspection offer etc.
39. Tour Programme Approval from the concerned Director:-:- Tentative tour
programme is got sanctioned by the concerned director.
40. Preparation of Board Order for Tour Programme: The Board Order is prepared
for the sanctioned Tour Programme and got approved by the Secretary, KSEBL.
41. Issue of Board Order: The Board Order is numbered and published in KSEBL
website.
42. Inspection Report: On getting the inspection report of the inspecting officer, it is
verified with technical specifications and the purchase order. The relevant Indian
standards are also referred for arriving at a conclusion. Confirmation / clarification is
sought from the supplier , if needed for compliance.
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43. Revised Drawing Approval: In case of any changes in approved drawing after
inspection, Approval of revised drawings / as-built drawing is issued .
44. Material Despatch Clearance Certificate: Based on the successful inspection,
Material Despatch Clearance Certificate (MDCC) is issued. In the MDCC, the
quantity and the delivery points will be mentioned.
45. Multiple lot delivery will lead to cyclic repetition of the procedures from inspection
offer onwards.
46. Delivery Schedule extension , if required .
47. Acceptance of Materials: After the date of delivery, it is verified whether the
materials are delivered to the stores and the store authorities have accepted the
materials.
48. Material Accounting in SCM software: The details of MDCC in entered in SCM
software.
49. Allocation: On accepting the materials by the consignees at their stores, an allocation
order is prepared so that the material can be utilized for various other stores.
50. Performance Guarantee: On completion of the acceptance of the materials, the firm
is asked to furnish the Performance Bank Guarantee so that 100% payment is
released. On submission of the performance guarantee, the matter is informed to the
consignees.
51. Monitoring of Performance within Guarantee Period: For rejected materials taken
back by the firm also the cycle from inspection offer is repeated.
52. Additional Purchase Orders are placed if required with sanction from PC / Board ,
if required.
53. Defects & Replacement: On getting information regarding the defects notified by the
field officers in the particular material, the firm is informed to replace the material or
get it repaired as mentioned in the purchase order.
54. Price Variation: In the case of certain items such as conductors, transformers, G I
wire, Tower etc., the price variation is applicable. The prices of raw materials vary
during the purchase and accordingly, it is to be considered while making payment for
the supplier based on the indices published by the IEEMA.
55. Price Refixation: In the case of belated supply, the price of the material supplied is
refixed to the lowest rate of that material quoted/purchased at the specific period by
the other officers of the KSEB Ltd.
56. Bank Guarantee Extension: The Security Deposit and Performance Guarantee is
kept extended till the guarantee period is completed and the contract is performed in
all respects.
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57. Non Liability Certificate: On completion of the guarantee period, the consignees are
requested to issue the non liability certificate in connection with the supply of the
material.
58. Release of Bank Guarantee: On getting the non liability certificate, the bank
guarantee is released.
59. Closing of the File: The file is closed and sent to the record room.
60. Review and updation of Technical Specification: The technical Specification of
various items is updated based on pre-bid meeting, feedback from field/ industry/
Deviations stated by bidders in co-ordination with Technical Committee.
The above mentioned are the minimum events happen in a purchase process.
Usually, no purchase process will complete with the above events. There are events
which will occur due to unforeseen factors. They are also to be attended. Some of
them are elaborated below:
1. Single Tender: When only one tenderer submits the bid, then it is to be retendered.
2. Litigation: At any time of the purchase process, there will arise a dispute between the
purchaser and the supplier even though the purchase order specifies almost all the
conditions. It will consume a lot of time to tackle.
3. Rejection of Materials: In the case of rejection of materials by the consignees, the
firms who do not supply the materials in time may be black listed. Alternate purchase
may be arranged. The risk and cost may be recovered from the firms who have
violated the contract etc.
4. Penalty: In the case of imposing penalty, it may be calculated based on the data
available from the consignees.
5. Progress Reports( Monthly and weekly)
6. Reply to Audit (AG Audit, Internal Audit)
7. LA Interpellation
8. Right to Information
9. Bid Validity Extension
10. Liasioning work with consignees /firms
11. Any additional works as assigned
STORE VERIFICATION
ASST. EXE. Engineer I
Store verification is a statutory requirement as per Indian Govt. Accounts and Audit.
In order to ensure that the stock consists of efficient and necessary articles and
that the quantity balances as shown in the accounts are correct, the articles are verified
periodically at least once a year by a responsible Officer, and any discrepancies are
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brought to the notice of the Divisional Officer. Necessary adjustments are made on receipt
of orders of competent authority
1. Current manpower
At present- 38 Nos.( 25 SRS, 4 GC stores,1 Tr.st.Dn,Agly,3MFs&5TMRs) are annually
verified by
1) Sri. Xavier D. AEE @ 3 stores/ month &
2) Sri. Brijesh S.,AEE @ 1 store/month.
Number of Stores under KSEB Limited as on 31/03/2017:1) Sub Regional Store

-

25 Nos.

2) Generation Circle Stores

-

4 Nos.

3) TMR Division Stores

-

5 Nos.

4) Manufacturing Facilty Stores (MF) -

3 No.

5) Transmission Division Store

1 No.

-

6) L.D. Circle Store
7) Stationary Store, Trivandrum

-

1 No.

1 No.

As part of implementation of supply Chain Management Board vide Order No.B.O.
(FB) No.3201/2010/CE (TC&M/XM/SCM Consultancy/2009 dated 07/12/2010 has decided
to abolish 3 Regional Store, Transmission Circle Store and all Civil Stores (10 Nos.) except
Civil Store at Angamali & Pallom. As per this, the stores presently functioning are 25 Sub
Regional Stores, 5 TMR, 3 MF and 4 Generation Circle Stores (KDPP,BDPP, Chithirapuram
& Moolamattom) and one Transmission Store Division, Angamali.
2. Job Description.
Main Functions of Store verification are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Physical Verification of materials in the stores annually. Annual stock verification of
materials with respect to numerical store ledger balance and bin cards, for detecting any
variation in physical stock such as excess/ shortage etc.
Identifying any unaccounted materials in the store.
Identifying the dead stock.
Reporting of any discrepancies in transaction, mal practices etc. in the store, to the Chief
Engineer (SCM).
Follow up action of the report.
Reporting of variation in physical and SCM stock in the Store to the Chief Engineer
(SCM).
Surprise inspection at two Electrical Section (as per direction) in connection with Sub
Regional Store verification for finding whether the physical stock of materials are tallied with
the SCM Stock.
This includes
1) Physical verification of materials in stores and comparing with concerned
store ledger and reporting any excess or deficiency to the Dy.CE/ EE for
taking further steps.
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2) Reporting of Dead Stock found at site and give direction through SCM to
divert these items to the destinations where it may be required in future.
3) Inspection of unaccounted materials at site & reporting to the store
authorities for including them in the store ledger, so as to issue these items
from store.
4) Inspection of Bin card for each item of material and comparing with
numerical ledger and materials at site.
5) Inspection of scrap items available at store and report the matter to the Dy
CE/EE concerned for taking urgent action for Survey reporting and conducting
auction.
6) Pointing out descrepancies in SCM stock & ledger stock, if any ,and to
include new items in SCM etc.
Along with the store verification 1or 2 Ele. Section stores are also verified.
At present KSEBL has 788 Electrical sections upto March 2016.
3. Quantum of workload for last 3 years.
Store Verification conducted for 2014-15 to 2016-17

Name of Store
Sl.
No.

1)

Sub Regional Store,
Pathanamthitta

2)

Sub Regional Store,
Kottarakkara

3)

Sub Regional Store,
Alappuzha

4)

Generation Circle
Store, Chithirapuram

5)

Sub Regional Store,
Kozhikode

6)

Generation Circle,
Moolamattom

7)

Sub Regional Store,
Vadakara

8)

Sub Regional Store,
Thiruvananthapuram
(Rural)

Date of
Physical
Verification
proposed
for 2014-15
13/05/2014
to
15/05/2014
19/05/2014
to
20/05/2014
22/05/2014
to
24/05/2014
27/05/2014
to
30/05/2014
10/06/2014
to
13/06/2014
17/06/2014
to
20/06/2014
24/06/2014
to
27/06/2014
01/07/2014
to
02/07/2014
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Date of
Physical
verification
proposed
for 2015-16
19/05/2015
to
21/05/2015
11/05/2015
to
12/05/2015
19/05/2015
to
21/05/2015
08/06/2015
to
11/06/2015
26/05/2015
to
29/05/2015
26/05/2015
to
29/05/2015
09/06/2015
to
12/06/2015
16/06/2015
to
17/06/2015

Date of
Physical
verification
proposed
for 2016-17
8/03/16 to
10/03/16
3/03/16 to
4/03/16
16/03/16 to
18/03/16
20/04/16 to
24/04/16
18/05/16 to
21/05/16
25/05/16 to
28/05/16
4/04/16 to
7/04/16
15/04/16 to
16/04/16

9)

Sub Regional Store,
Shornur

11)

Sub Regional Store,
Thiruvananthapuram
(Urban),
Andoorkonam
Sub Regional Store,
Ernakulam

12)

Sub Regional Store,
Pala

10)

13)

14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)

Sub Regional Store,
Pallom, Kottayam
Sub Regional Store,
Sreekantapuram,
Kannur
TMR Division Store,
Pallom, Kottayam
Sub Regional Store,
Thodupuzha,
Vazhathoppe, Idukki
Manufacturing
Facility, Kolathara,
Kozhikode
TMR Division Store,
Thirumala,
Thiruvananthapuram
Sub Regional Stoe,
Kollam

22)

Manufacturing
Facility under CM
Division, Pallom,
Kottayam
Sub Regional Store,
Kalpetta,
Padinjarethara,
Wayanad
Transmission Store
Division, Angamaly

23)

Generation Circle
Store, BDPP

20)

21)

08/07/2014
to
11/07/2014
15/07/2014
to
16/07/2014

23/06/2015
to
26/06/2015
02/07/2015
to
03/07/2015

22/07/2014
to
24/07/2014
16/09/2014
to
18/09/2014
19/09/2014,
20/09/2014
to
22/09/2014
24/09/2014
to
27/09/2014
07/10/2014
to
09/10/2014
14/10/2014
to
17/10/2014
28/10/2014
to
31/10/2014
11/11/2014
to
12/11/2014
18/11/2014
&
19/11/2014
20/11/2014
to
22/11/2014

07/07/2015
to
09/07/2015
14/05/2015
to
16/05/2015
21/07/2015
to
23/07/2015

25/11/2014
to
28/11/2014

08/09/2015
to
11/09/2015

03/12/2014
to
06/12/2014
09/12/2014
to
12/12/2014

07/09/2015
to
09/09/2015
17/11/2015
to
20/11/2015
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14/07/2015
to
17/07/2015
11/08/2015
to
13/08/2015
18/08/2015
to
21/08/2015
04/08/2015
to
07/08/2015
24/08/2015
to
25/08/2015
29/10/2015
to
30/10/2015
04/08/2015
to
06/08/2015

18/05/16 to
21/05/16
4/05/16 to
5/05/16
6/06/16 to
8/06/16
16/06/16 to
18/06/17
20/06/16 to
22/06/16
15/06/16 to
18/06/16
19/07/16 to
21/07/16
13/07/16 to
16/07/16
26/07/16 to
29/07/16
7/07/16 to
8/07/16
25/08/16 to
26/08/16
9/08/16 to
11/08/16
26/04/16 to
29/04/16
16/08/16 to
19/08/16
19/10/16 to
22/10/16

24)

Sub Regional Store,
Kasaragode

25)

Sub Regional Store,
Manjeri

26)

TMR Division Store,
Angamaly

27)

Sub Regional Store,
Kannur

28)

Sub Regional Store,
Palakkad

29)

Sub Regional Store,
Perumbavoor

30)

Generation Circle,
K.D.P.P, Nallalam

31)

Manufacturing
Facility Angamali

32)

Sub Regional Store,
Thrissur

33)

Sub Regional Store,
Tirur

34)

TMR Division Store,
Shornur
Sub Regional Store,
Irinjalakuda

35)

36)

TMR Division,
Kannur

37)

Sub Regional Store,
Haripad

16/12/2014
to
19/12/2014
13/01/2015
to
16/01/2015
19/01/2015
to
22/01/2015
28/01/2015
to
31/01/2015
10/02/2015
to
13/02/2015
18/02/2015
to
20/02/2015
24/02/2015
to
27/02/2015
10/03/2015
to
12/03/2015
17/03/2015
to
20/03/2015
24/03/2015
to
27/03/2015
07/04/2015
to
10/04/2015
16/04/2015
to
18/04/2015
21/04/2015
to
24/04/2015
New

38)

Sub Regional Store,
Nilambur
New

Assistant Engineer I(Stores & Logistics)
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08/09/2015
to
11/09/2015
15/09/2015
to
18/09/2015
24/11/2015
to
27/11/2015
15/12/2015
to
18/12/2015
17/11/2015
to
20/11/2015
11/11/2015
to
13/11/2015
15/12/2015
to
19/12/2015
08/13/2015
to
10/12/2015
28/12/2015
to
30/12/2015
05/01/2016
to
08/01/2016
11/01/2016
to
14/01/2016
15/01/2016
to
18/01/2016(
17/01/2016Holiday)
12/01/2016
to
15/01/2016
16/02/2016
to
18/02/2016
16/02/2016
to
19/02/2016

17/08/16 to
20/08/16
5/09/16 to
8/09/16
19/09/16 to
23/09/16
27/09/16 to
30/09/16
4/10/16 to
7/10/16
13/10/16 to
15/10/16
19/10/16 to
22/10/16
22/11/16 to
24/11/16
15/11/16 to
18/11/16
27/12/16 to
30/12/16
6/12/16 to
9/12/16

14/12/16 to
17/12/16
15/11/16 to
18/11/16
10/01/17 to
12/01/17
17/01/17 to
20/01/17

Job Description
1

Monitoring the stock of distribution materials purchased / fabricated under the control
of Corporate office.

2

Allocation of these materials for emergency field works under distribution works.

3

Consolidation of monthly material requirement of 25 Electrical Circles from the
monthly requirement received from four Distribution Chief Engineers.

4

Allocation line materials, almost 25 number of items to 25 Electrical Circles (namely
CROSS ARM GI 2 LINE, CROSS ARM GI 4 LINE, V CROSS ARM 11 kV-GI,
CLAMP FOR V CROSS ARM, CLAMP GI FOR LT CROSS ARM, CLEAT GI FOR
DISC INSULATOR, CROSS ARM CHANNEL 75X40 mm 1.8 M, CROSS ARM
CHANNEL 100X50 mm 3 M, CROSS ARM GI CHANNEL 75X40mm 2.4m,
CLAMP GI FOR HT CROSS ARM, CLAMP GI FOR STAY / STRUT (LT), CLAMP
GI FOR STAY / STRUT (HT), EARTH PIPE GI 40 mm DIA, PIN INSULATOR 11
kV, STAY ROD 16 mm DIA GI ( LT Stay Rod) etc.)

5

Transfer of above allocated materials in SCM Application Software from
Manufacturing Stores to Sub Regional Stores.

6

Allocation of Distribution Transformers and energy meters to 25 Electrical Circles.

7

Approval for Tranfer of any material except PSC Poles from one Electrical
Circle(Sub Regional Store) to another during emergency field works.

8

Addition of Items in SCM Application Software

Identification of item group, selection of required parameters and naming of the item .
9

Approval for issue (of repaired items (Meters, transformers, CTPT Units etc.,) from
TMR to Electrical Circles in SCM S/W.
10 Procurement of Digital Signature Certificate for Officers of Purchase Wing.
Job Description of Assistant Executive Engineer-2 under XM
The main functions of this section includes procurement as well as contract management.
The main work dealt with is the purchase of computer systems &accessories,purchase of
laptops,purchase of computer peripherals such as different types of printers,scanners etc.for
various offices of KSEB Ltd throughout Kerala. The procurement is arranged either through
tenders or quotations as per the situation/requirement.
The work includes different stages from tendering to closure of POs,monitoring of Bank
Guarantees(renewal,claims&release etc),Reply to Audit queries,Reply to LA questions, Reply
to Right to Information Act questions etc.
In addition to this, monthly Progress Report of tenderes invited/POs issued from this section
is to be prepared.
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Files relating to purchase orders issued after 2/2010 are dealt with in this section. These files
includes purchase arranged through tenders as well as quotations. The current number of files
kept in this section is 56.
An over view of the normal flow of works being done from this section relating to a
procurement process is as follows:
1.The requirement from various offices of KSEB Ltd are forwarded to the o/o the Chief
Engineer(IT&CR).
2.The requirement collected annually will be placed before the Board for administrative
sanction .
3.The Board order sanctioning the procurement along with the consignee list,no.of each item
required for the consignee,the specification of various items etc will be forwarded by the
Chief Engineer(IT&CR).
4.Based on the above,PAC has to be arrived at and e-tender documents has to be prepared
accordingly.
5.These e-tender documents has to be uploaded in the kerala government e-tender site.
6.Notice inviting tenders has to be uploaded in the website of KSEB Ltd &wide publicity has
to be given in news papers through the Public Relations Dept of KSEB Ltd.
7.Pre-bid meeting has to be conducted and minutes of pre-bid meeting to be uploaded in the
e-tender site.
8.Extension of bid submission & opening has to be done ,if required.
9.PQ Bids has to be opened at the date&time mentioned in the notice.
10.Evaluation of the PQ bids submitted on-line by the firms has to be done.
11.Clarification, if any, required has to be sought for regarding any deviations found in
financial,legal,technical matters ,etc.
12.Missing documents if any has to be collected with a cut off date.
13.Technical evaluation&demonstration of items to be conducted by the bidders at IT wing of
KSEB Ltd.
14.Pre-qualification committee( PQ) note has to be prepared.
15.Financial vetting by Financial Adviser has to be done for the documents submitted online by bidders with PQ note.
16.Based on the remarks of FA,further clarifications if any needed has to be obtained from
the bidders.
17.Legal vetting by LA&DEO has to be done ,if required.
18.Reply to remarks of FA has to be prepared.
19.PQ meeting will be conducted for the pre-qualification of bidders.PQ minutes has to be
uploaded in the e-tender site.
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20.Based on the decision of prequalification committee the price bids of prequalified bidders
has to be opened after giving intimation to the qualified bidders.
21.Evaluation of price bids has to be done in all respects including arithmetical calculations,
the existing rates of taxes etc.Then find out the lowest price quoted firm(L1).
22.Negotiation has to be done with the L1 bidder to offer their rockbottom matching price.
23.Vetting by FA has to be done for the price bids with PC note.
24.Further clarifications if any based on the report of FA has to be collected from the
prequalified firms.

25.Reply to remarks of FA has to be prepared.
26.PC meeting will be conducted for the selection of firm for the award of contract.
27.Purchase Order will be awarded for the lowest price quoted firm with the approval of the
higher authority of the Board according to the delegation of powers.
28.Contract agreement has to be executed with
deposit.

the firm including

necessary security

29.EMD shall be returned to the bidders after execution of agreement by the L1 bidder.
30.Pre-despatch inspection of items at firm's premises has to be arranged at the request of the
firm.
31.MDCC has to be issued on acceptance of items.
32.Delivery has to be monitored .ARUs has to arrange release of eligible 95% bills to the
firm after completion of supply&installation of items at the office of the consignees.
33.After completion of supply&installation,performance guarantee has to be accepted from
the firm
34.Upon the submission of Performance guarantee by the firm,intimation regarding the same
has to be given to the various ARUs for release of the balance portion of payments due to
the firm.
35.Follow up of payments is needed.
36.Normally, the systems purchased are under warranty for a period of 3years and continued
AMC for a further period of 3 years.
37. So follow up of rectification of defects reported from consignees has to be done with the
firm.
38.Action regarding the execution of AMC as soon as the 3years warranty period expires has
to be done
39.After the completion of the above said 6years,NLC has to be collected from all consignees
through the ARUs to take action regarding the release of BGs towards SD&PBG.
40.The file has to be closed and transferred to the record room.
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In addition to the above ,any unforeseen events that may occur during the process
may be attended accordingly.
Job Description of Assistant Executive Engineer III and Assistant Engineer of Vendor
Registration wing of SCM
The full Board in its meeting held on 06/11/2010 had decided to re- introduce vendor
registration in KSEB Ltd in order to reduce the tender processing time by avoiding prequalification process.

The vendor registration was carried out in KSEB Ltd during the period

from September 2012 to December 2013, utilizing the service of a team of Board Engineers for
verification of the credential and assessment of the capacity and capability of the manufactures
and to categorize them as vendors. Later KSEB Ltd had decided to entrust M/s.CPRI, Bangalore
for Vendor Analysis/Assessment and inspection. M/s.CPRI shall evaluate the firm and the item
offered for registration after verification of all documents, ascertaining the financial capability of
the firm and inspection of the factories/manufacturing unit. Based on the recommendation of M/s
CPRI , Bangalore financial vetting over the documents submitted by the firms will be carried out
by the Financial wing of KSEB Ltd. After that the matter will be placed before the Vendor
Qualification Committee which will finally qualify or disqualify the firms. Vendor registration
code and number will be issued for the qualified firms.
KSEB Ltd vide order No.B.O.(FTD)No.624/2017(SCM/VR/CPRI/2016-17)dated
Tvpm 10.03.2017 has decided to cancel the extension of the Memorandum of Understanding
executed with M/s CPRI. The Board vide Order NoB.O.(FTD) No.808 /2017 (SCM/ PreProc/Vendor-Regn./2016-17/) Dated Thiruvananthapuram, 28.03.2017 KSEB Ltd has decided to
form

technical

committees

in

both

Transmission

and

Distribution

wings

for

evaluation/assessment and factory inspection in connection with the vendor registration process.
Process of vendor registration
Every year from the month of January to March, KSEBL invites Request of Vendor
Registration from reputed manufacturers with BIS/ISO certification, fulfilling the minimum
eligibility criteria , for getting themselves registered with KSEB Ltd under various categories of
materials and requirement by giving publicity in the website of KSEB Ltd.
The following documents are to be collected from each applicant firm.
1)

Valid Factory license/Trade license along with necessary certificates.
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2)

Financial capability of the firm along with audited reports of the

company

for

previous three years along with income tax clearance certificate.
3)

Quality Assurance Plan being followed by the firm at various stages of manufacturing

of the item including inspection of raw materials from the source of their procurement.
4)

Technical specification of material with drawing for which vendor approval is sought.

5)

Guaranteed Technical Particulars of the same.

6)

History of blacklisting of the firm by any other utility.

7)

Attested copies of the valid type test certificate of respective products

(each item

with rating).
8)

Production capability per Month

9)

Infrastructure and Machinery details available in the firm

10)Testing facilities and Testing equipments available in the firm with the

valid calibration

certificates.
11)

List of the order executed by the firm for the last four year for respective

products with client (Furnish attested copies of Purchase Orders for each item with rating).
12)Company financial position, Balance sheet for the prevailing three years (Attested copies of
Audited Financial Statements).
13)

Factory NPV (Net Profit Value)

14)

Details of man power including the number of Engineers/Post Graduate/

Graduates /Diploma /Skilled & Unskilled in the company(Attach organization chart)
15)

Valid Total Quality Certification or approval of the product from BVQI or BIS for

applicable items.
16)

Valid power of attorney duly attested by Notary Public.

17)

Performance certificate issued by the purchasing authority in proper

prove satisfactory performance of the materials/ Equipment’s

Details of registration with DGS & D, if any, and any other utilities.

Job Description of Assistant Engineer II
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to

for a period of three

years.
18)

format

I)All the above documents collected from the firms vide Request for Vendor Registration
notice should be verified in Vendor section and evaluation sheet is to be prepared based on that
II) The documents are to be sent to the Financial Advisor of KSEB Ltd for financial vetting.
III) After that the documents should be sent to the office of The Legal Advisor and Disciplinary
Enquiry Officer for legal vetting.
IV)Board Sanction for deputing the technical committee for inspecting the factories of
the firms has to be obtained by the vendor registration wing.
V) The vendor qualification note will be prepared by the vendor registration wing, after incorporating the suggestions and recommendations of the technical committee and matter
will be placed in the Vendor Qualification Committee for final decision.
VI)Based on the decision of the Vendor Qualification Committee, the name of the
vendor and the item for which it is considered as the registered vendor of KSEB will be
published in the KSEB for 15 days to facilitate the prospective bidders for raising any
objections/suggestion/opinion prior to finalization of the list of approved vendors.
VII)Registration letters will be issued to the qualified vendors after assigning vendor
registration code and number.
VIII)If the registered vendor does not participate in three consecutive tenders invited for the
registered item, the vendor will be deleted from the empanelled list . The vendor registration wing
has to strictly monitor and collect the details regarding the above from tendering section of both
distribution and transmission wing.
IX)Since the initial validity for vendor Registration is for Three Years provided the
registration is not cancelled by KSEB during that period, on expiry of the validity of the
registration of the current vendors, the process of vendor registration detailed above, are to be
carried out for renewal of registration of the firms.
X) Since the vendors should apply for reregistration 6 months prior to the expiry of the
validity, the vendor registration wing should monitor that the vendors are applying for re
registration on time.
XI)During the registration period if the validity of the documents expires, especially type test,
the same shall be strictly monitored and informed to the firm to revalidate the same, in advance.
Job Description of Assistant Executive Engineer III
The Assistant Executive Engineer will scrutinize and monitor all the works of Assistant Engineer.
In addition to the above, The Assistant Executive Engineer deals with the following also.
I)Preparation of purchase plan
1)

The distribution plan for centrally procured items and decentrally procured
items(264nos) is prepared using planning module of SCM software. The material requirement
as per annual plan is generated from the SCM software for capital and maintenance works.
The above requirement is to be forwarded to the concerned Distribution Chief
Engineers(Chief Engineer Distribution South/Central/North/North Malabar) to review the
requirement once again considering factors such as excluding the materials for turn key
projects inadvertently included earlier etc. Based on the revised requirement obtained from
the Distribution Chief Engineers a consolidated statement of quantities of items to be
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procured during the concerned financial year is to be prepared and purchase plan is to be
prepared accordingly.
Receive the offer for inspection of ACSR conductors from the 9nos of SSI units and
one number PSU, from whom the procurement of ACSR conductors is carried out and fix the
delivery schedule on monthly basis.
II) Arrange/conduct inspection of the above conductors utilizing the service of field engineers
of the concerned regions.
III) Collect the inspection reports from the inspecting officers.
IV) Handover the reports to the concerned wing of SCM who is authorised to issue Material
Despatch Clearance Certificates.
8)

If there is any diversion of conductors, from one Electrical Circle to another among the 25
Electrical Circles, based on the direction from the DIstribution Director based on the
necessity of the field, the same has to be done through the SCM Software.

9)

Attending general matters, reply to audit querry etc
Quantum of works for the last three years

I)The process of vendor registration described in the first part is carried out for 74 nos of firms
participated and the 74 firms were empanelled as the temporary/permanent registered vendors
of KSEB Ltd.
II)The vendor registration process is to be carried out for 33nos of new firms. The vendor
registration wing of SCM has to follow the new procedure detailed above, since MoU
executed with M/s CPRI, Bangalore is discontinued.
III)Details of inspection of ACSR conductors for distribution wing is attached.
Purchase Order Details of ACSR Conductors
2016-17
10) Bid No.SCM/eP.25/2016-17 dated 05/08/2016
1. P.O.No.SCM.102/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 505 km, Raccoon – 74 km & Weasel – 100 km
2. P.O.No.SCM.103/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 698 km & Raccoon – 244 km
3. P.O.No.SCM.104/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 639 km & Weasel – 142 km
4. P.O.No.SCM.105/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 652 km, Raccoon – 62 km & Weasel – 219 km
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5. P.O.No.SCM.106/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 754 km, Raccoon – 219 km & Weasel – 295 km
6. P.O.No.SCM.107/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 730 km & Raccoon – 150 km
7. P.O.No.SCM.108/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 738 km & Raccoon – 48 km
8. P.O.No.SCM.109/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 725 km, Raccoon – 205 km & Weasel – 70 km
9. P.O.No.SCM.110/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 335 km, Raccoon – 80 km & Weasel – 20 km
10. P.O.No.SCM.111/2016-17 dated 02/12/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 7785 km, Raccoon – 1278 km & Weasel – 875 km
11) Bid No.SCM/eP.25/2016-17 dated 05/08/2016 – 25% Additional – Weasel
1. P.O.No.SCM.174/2016-17 dated 07/03/2017.
ACSR Weasel – 6 km
2. P.O.No.SCM.175/2016-17 dated 07/03/2017.
ACSR Weasel – 115 km
3. P.O.No.SCM.176/2016-17 dated 07/03/2017.
ACSR Weasel –33 km
4. P.O.No.SCM.177/2016-17 dated 07/03/2017.
ACSR Weasel – 104 km
5. P.O.No.SCM.178/2016-17 dated 07/03/2017.
ACSR Weasel – 46 km
6. P.O.No.SCM.179/2016-17 dated 07/03/2017.
ACSR Weasel – 109 km
7. P.O.No.SCM.180/2016-17 dated 07/03/2017.
ACSR Weasel – 62 km
8. P.O.No.SCM.181/2016-17 dated 07/03/2017.
ACSR Weasel – 29 km
9. P.O.No.SCM.182/2016-17 dated 07/03/2017.
ACSR Weasel – 389 km
10. P.O.No.SCM.06/2015-16 dated 28/04/2015.
ACSR Squirrel – 800 km
11. P.O.No.SCM.07/2015-16 dated 28/04/2015.
ACSR Squirrel – 250 km
2015-16
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12) Bid. No.SCM/eP.35/2014-15 dated 29/12/2014.
2) P.O.No.SCM.27/2015-16 dated 17/07/2015.
– ACSR Rabbit – 135 km & Weasel – 254km
3) P.O.No.SCM.28/2015-16 dated 17/07/2015.
– ACSR Weasel – 489km
4) P.O.No.SCM.29/2015-16 dated 17/07/2015.
– ACSR Rabbit – 97 km & Weasel – 249km
5) P.O.No.SCM.30/2015-16 dated 17/07/2015.
– ACSR Weasel – 358 km
6) P.O.No.SCM.31/2015-16 dated 17/07/2015.
– ACSR Rabbit – 202 km & Weasel – 25 km
7) P.O.No.SCM.32/2015-16 dated 17/07/2015.
– ACSR Rabbit – 95 km & Weasel – 204 km
8) P.O.No.SCM.37/2015-16 dated 28/07/2015.
– ACSR Rabbit – 887 km & Weasel – 2382 km (M/s.Traco Cable)
9) P.O.No.SCM.49/2015-16 dated 19/08/2015.
– ACSR Rabbit – 70 km & Weasel – 327 km

13) Bid No.SCM/eP.34/2015-16 dated 16/09/2015
1. P.O.No.SCM.87/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 922 km, Raccoon – 165 km & Weasel – 806 km
2. P.O.No.SCM.88/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 1052 km, Raccoon – 270 km & Weasel – 96 km
3. P.O.No.SCM.89/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 1045 km, Raccoon – 342 km & Weasel – 486 km
4. P.O.No.SCM.90/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 1282 km, Raccoon – 221 km & Weasel – 415 km
5. P.O.No.SCM.91/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 1025 km, Raccoon – 105 km & Weasel – 510 km
6. P.O.No.SCM.92/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 1622 km & Weasel – 132 km
7. P.O.No.SCM.93/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 955 km, Raccoon – 120 km & Weasel – 425 km
8. P.O.No.SCM.94/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 1445 km
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9. P.O.No.SCM.95/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 517 km, Raccoon – 80 km & Weasel – 227 km
10. P.O.No.SCM.96/2015-16 dated 14/12/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 9487 km, Raccoon – 2525 km & Weasel – 4179 km

14) Bid No.SCM/eP.34/2015-16 dated 16/09/2015 – 25% Additional P.O.
1. P.O.No.SCM.13/2016-17 dated 10/06/2016.
ACSR Raccoon – 30 km & Weasel – 106 km
2. P.O.No.SCM.14/2016-17 dated 10/06/2016.
ACSR Raccoon – 55 km & Weasel – 104 km
3. P.O.No.SCM.15/2016-17 dated 10/06/2016.
ACSR Raccoon – 68 km & Weasel – 106 km
4. P.O.No.SCM.16/2016-17 dated 10/06/2016.
ACSR Raccoon – 42 km & Weasel – 202 km
5. P.O.No.SCM.18/2016-17 dated 10/06/2016.
ACSR Raccoon – 73 km & Weasel – 244 km
6. P.O.No.SCM.19/2016-17 dated 10/06/2016.
ACSR Raccoon – 85 km & Weasel – 121 km
7. P.O.No.SCM.20/2016-17 dated 10/06/2016.
ACSR Weasel – 33 km
8. P.O.No.SCM.30/2016-17 dated 16/07/2016.
ACSR Raccoon – 631 km
9. P.O.No.SCM.48/2016-17 dated 22/08/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 120 km & Weasel – 192 km
10. P.O.No.SCM.50/2016-17 dated 22/08/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 130 km & Weasel – 210 km
11. P.O.No.SCM.51/2016-17 dated 22/08/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 105 km & Weasel – 185 km
12. P.O.No.SCM.52/2016-17 dated 22/08/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 132 km & Weasel – 212 km
13. P.O.No.SCM.53/2016-17 dated 22/08/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 202 km & Weasel – 325 km
14. P.O.No.SCM.54/2016-17 dated 22/08/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 128 km & Weasel – 205 km
15. P.O.No.SCM.55/2016-17 dated 22/08/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 65 km & Weasel – 105 km
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16. P.O.No.SCM.56/2016-17 dated 22/08/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 180 km & Weasel – 289 km
17. P.O.No.SCM.73/2016-17 dated 03/10/2016.
ACSR Rabbit – 1186 km
2014-15
15) Additional Order
1. P.O.No.SCM.18/2014-15 dated 26/06/2014.
ACSR Weasel – 23 km
2. P.O.No.SCM.19/2014-15 dated 26/06/2014.
ACSR Weasel – 59 km
3. P.O.No.SCM.20/2014-15 dated 26/06/2014.
ACSR Weasel – 90 km
4. P.O.No.SCM.21/2014-15 dated 26/06/2014.
ACSR Weasel – 62 km
5. P.O.No.SCM.22/2014-15 dated 26/06/2014.
ACSR Weasel – 91 km
6. P.O.No.SCM.23/2014-15 dated 26/06/2014.
ACSR Weasel – 25 km
7. P.O.No.SCM.24/2014-15 dated 26/06/2014.
ACSR Weasel – 200 km
8. P.O.No.SCM.35/2014-15 dated 24/07/2014.
ACSR Raccoon – 60 km & Weasel – 144 km
9. P.O.No.SCM.36/2014-15 dated 24/07/2014.
ACSR Raccoon – 185km & Weasel – 445 km
10. P.O.No.SCM.37/2014-15 dated 24/07/2014.
ACSR Raccoon – 105 km & Weasel – 252 km
11. P.O.No.SCM.38/2014-15 dated 24/07/2014.
ACSR Raccoon – 215 km & Weasel – 516 km
12. P.O.No.SCM.39/2014-15 dated 24/07/2014.
ACSR Raccoon – 625 km & Weasel – 181 km
13. P.O.No.SCM.40/2014-15 dated 24/07/2014.
ACSR Raccoon – 170 km & Weasel – 408 km
16) Bid No.SCM.35/2013-14
1. P.O.No.SCM.84/2014-15 dated 08/12/2014.
ACSR Rabbit – 302 km, Raccoon – 15 km & Weasel – 36 km
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2. P.O.No.SCM.85/2014-15 dated 08/12/2014.
ACSR Rabbit – 250 km, Raccoon – 46 km & Weasel – 111 km
3. P.O.No.SCM.86/2014-15 dated 08/12/2014.
ACSR Rabbit – 262 km, Raccoon – 26 km & Weasel – 63 km
4. P.O.No.SCM.87/2014-15 dated 08/12/2014.
ACSR Rabbit – 200 km, Raccoon – 43 km & Weasel – 102 km
5. P.O.No.SCM.88/2014-15 dated 08/12/2014.
ACSR Rabbit – 250 km
6. P.O.No.SCM.89/2014-15 dated 08/12/2014.
ACSR Rabbit – 415 km
7. P.O.No.SCM.90/2014-15 dated 08/12/2014.
ACSR Rabbit – 63 km, Raccoon – 54 km & Weasel – 129 km
8. P.O.No.SCM.91/2014-15 dated 08/12/2014.
ACSR Raccoon – 81 km & Weasel – 195 km
9. P.O.No.SCM.92/2014-15 dated 08/12/2014.
ACSR Rabbit – 2008 km, Raccoon – 235 km & Weasel – 564 km
17) Bid No.SCM/eP.35/2014-15 dated 29/12/2014
1. P.O.No.SCM.108/2014-15 dated 24/02/2015.
ACSR Rabbit -280 km, Raccoon – 275 km & Weasel – 640 km
2. P.O.No.SCM.109/2014-15 dated 24/02/2015.
ACSR Rabbit – 390 km, Raccoon – 310 km & Weasel – 255 km
3. P.O.No.SCM.110/2014-15 dated 24/02/2015.
ACSR Rabbit - 540 km, Raccoon – 360 km & Weasel – 155 km
4. P.O.No.SCM.111/2014-15 dated 24/02/2015.
ACSR Raccoon – 330 km & Weasel – 165 km
5. P.O.No.SCM.112/2014-15 dated 24/02/2015.
ACSR Rabbit - 382 km, Raccoon – 275 km & Weasel – 160 km
6. P.O.No.SCM.113/2014-15 dated 24/02/2015.
ACSR Rabbit - 508 km & Weasel – 100 km
7. P.O.No.SCM.114/2014-15 dated 24/02/2015.
ACSR Rabbit - 3550 km, Raccoon – 2410 km & Weasel – 3730 km
Assistant Executive Engineer IV
The following are the functional duties & responsibilities;
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Deals with the files related to the review of progress of disposal of scrap and other
unserviceable items In KSEB Ltd.


The Board had constituted various Scrap Disposal Committees in Distribution,
Transmission and Generation wings for identification, assessment and disposal of scrap
and other unserviceable items.



Co-ordinate the findings of Convenors of all Scrap Disposal Committee and take up the
same with the Board for sanction.



Monitor the progress of scrap disposal and prepare consolidated report of scrap disposal
in all regions.



Co-ordinate for convening the review meeting of the Convenors of Scrap Disposal
Committees to review the progress of scrap disposal in KSEBLtd



Take up the relevant matters with the Board as recommended by the Scrap Disposal
Committees.



The followings functions are carried out in co-ordinating and liasoning works in
connection with the conducting of e-auction in KSEB Ltd.



M/s.MSTC Ltd, Bangalore, a Govt. of India Enterprises has been appointed as the
service provider in KSEB Ltd. E-auction is being carried out for disposal of selected
items of scrap through the web portal of M/s.MSTC Ltd.

 The Assistant Executive Engineer (Monitoring) as the nodal officer of KSEB Ltd,
liaise/facilitate with the contact person/nodal officer of M/s.MSTC Ltd and the
Chairpersons/Convenors of Scrap Disposal Committees for conducting E-auction.
 View, monitor and input relevant details/records to the web portal of M/s MSTC Ltd to
facilitate the e-auction event as a Seller on behalf of CE(SCM).


The modus operandi followed by M/s.MSTC Ltd for this purpose is to put only a
selected number of items on auction, which can be offered on a regular and sustained
basis.



Advance notice of selling events is sent by e-mail to the registered customers by
M/s.MSTC Ltd intimating the same to the seller, i.e., KSEB Ltd for information and
follow up.



Scrutinize the list of scrap items submitted by the respective Chairperson/Convenors
of Scrap Disposal Committees with respect to the specification, location, quantity,
quality, unit of measurement, applicable rate of sales tax, excise duty, IT and any other
applicable statuary taxes or levies.
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Communicate with the Convenors of Scrap Disposal Committees for getting
clarification if any.



Consolidate the list of scrap items in the specified e-auction proforma and forward the
same to M/s.MSTC Ltd with copy to the Convenors of Scrap Disposal Committees and
field officers concerned.



The list of scrap items along with notice to bidders is also forwarded to the Chief
Public Relations Officer (CPRO) of KSEB Ltd for arranging wide publicity through the
web site of KSEB Ltd and Government of Kerala.



Co-ordinate with the contact person/nodal officer of M/s.MSTC Ltd for scheduling
the auctions.



Verify the auction catalogue in the web portal published in advance by M/s.MSTC
Ltd.



Entry of Reserve Price (RP) & % Tolerance for Subject to Approval (STA) for each
scrap item is to be done in the web portal of M/s.MSTC Ltd at least one day prior to the
commencement of e-auction.

 M/s.MSTC will conduct E-auction through their web portal as per schedule intimating
the same to the registered bidders and seller in advance.


The nodal officer/contact person of KSEB Ltd is given access to the web portal of
M/s.MSTC Ltd to view the live auction and all other relevant details published in the
web portal.



The scrap lot is automatically sold to the bidder who quoted highest rate above the
reserve price at the closing of the auction



M/s.MSTC will issue a sale intimation letter to the successful bidder to remit the
security deposit (25% of material) for sold lots with a copy to the Seller.



In the case of Subject to Approval (STA), i.e., if the price obtained is within the
tolerance limit (10%), the decision on whether the sale is approved is to be entered in
the web site of M/s.MSTC Ltd within a week after obtaining the sanction of the Chief
Engineer (SCM). In this case M/s.MSTC will intimate the bidder to pay 10% of the
material value within 7days from the date sanctioning of STA.



All payments are to be made in favour of Chief Engineer (SCM), KSEB Ltd, either by
DD or through e-payment.
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The nodal officer/contact person of KSEB Ltd is responsible for communicating the
payment made in favour of Chief Engineer (SCM), KSEB Ltd through e-payment (by
RTGS/NEFT) directly to the Bank account of Chief Engineer (SCM).



M/s.MSTC Ltd will issue acceptance letter (sale order) to the successful bidder or
confirmation of the receipt of security deposit, with intimation to the bidder to remit the
balance amount including all taxes and service charge of M/s.MSTC Ltd directly to
M/s.MSTC Ltd.



M/s.MSTC Ltd will issue delivery order to the bidder with copy to the seller on
receipt of the balance amount and service charge.



Prepare the sale release order to the Deputy Chief Engineer of concerned circle with
copy to the Convenor, Scrap Disposal Committee, the successful bidder and all
concerned for arranging the lifting of the material within the last date of free delivery as
per the terms and conditions of e-auction.The remarks of the Accounts/ Finance Section
is being collected on the remittance of full amount of sale vale to the account of KSEB
Ltd.

 The amount received is then transferred to the concerned Circle office/ARU through
IUTN from the accounts section.


The Deputy Chief Engineer of Circle/head of ARU issues lifting order to the bidder
intimating the date of removal of the scrap items co-ordinating with members of Scrap
Disposal Committee and vigilance wing of KSEB Ltd.



The disputes/claims and any other matters related with scrap disposal/E-auction
including litigations.

Quantum of workload:
The Selling Agency Agreement with M/s MSTC Ltd was executed on 31/03/2012 for
a period of one year and subsequently renewed on yearly basis as per the terms and
conditions in the original agreement.
E-auction is being conducted for the disposal of following scrap materials reported
by the Convenors/Chairpersons of the respective Scrap Disposal Committees in Generation,
Transmission & Distribution wings.
1)

Scrap Aluminum Conductor (ACSR, AAC & AAAC)

2)

Scrap Copper
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3)

Scrap Copper Power Cable

4)

Distribution Transformer with Aluminium windings

5)

Distribution Transformer with Copper winding

6)

Scrap Power Transformers

7)

Scrap Aluminium winding

8)

Scrap Copper winding

9)

Iron Scrap.
In addition to the above e-auction is also being arranged for the disposal of certain

scrap and unserviceable items with higher sale value as per Board’s sanction.
The e-auction of scrap items of all regions are being arranged/facilitated from the office of
the Chief Engineer (SCM) at Corporate office.
E-auction at KSEB Ltd is a centralized scrap disposal process in which the selected
scrap items of all regions are being disposed off through the web portal of M/s MSTC Ltd.
The volume of sale through this method has increased over the past years enabling the
organization to achieve better revenue realization. The scope of E-auction in KSEB Ltd had
already been widened with the addition of more scrap items such as old and unserviceable
DG units of BDPP & KDPP, MS angle scrap at Transmission Store Division Angamaly, iron
scrap available at various Sub Regional Stores, CM Division and MF units, unserviceable
heavy machineries such mobile crane, diesel locomotive and Derrick crane at B&S Division,
Angamaly.
The implementation of E-auction has already been turned out as a faster, transparent
and efficient method of conducting auction with participation of large no.of bidders registered
with M/s MSTC Ltd.
For proper control on inventory it is essential that an effective system is needed in the
organization to identify all assets and materials which have ceased to be useful to the
organization. Immediate follow up action is needed for the timely disposal of these scrap and
unserviceable items to recover maximum return from materials which would have been
otherwise lost.
In the day to day operations of the organization, considerable quantities of scrap are
accumulated which have no further use. Prompt and proper disposal of such scrap materials
and other unserviceable items are essential for the effective functioning of the organization.
The Assistant Executive Engineer (Ele) under executive Engineer (Monitoring) is the
co-ordinating officer for conducting e-auctions of scrap materials belonging to Distribution,
Transmission and Generation wings. He is the contact person of KSEB Ltd, liaising with M/s
MSTC Ltd and concerned officials of KSEB Ltd for proper scheduling of auctions and timely
disposal of scrap items through E-auction.
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Over the past years KSEBLtd has witnessed a major transition in scrap disposal
process, ie, from the conventional mode to the e-auction, thereby garnering the inherent
advantage of this system such as simplification of the process of scrap disposal, prevention of
cartel formation, better revenue realization, saving time of officers and staff etc. E-auction is
transparent, efficient and economic method for speedy disposal of scrap items. The scope of
E-auction has already been widened in KSEB Ltd over the past 5 years since it’s inception.
Considering the steady progress in E-auction for the past years the E-auction wing at
corporate office may be strengthened.
Job Description of Assistant Executive Engineers--Project under XM
The main functions of this section include material consolidation and procurement under
centrally aided projects DDUGJY and IPDS. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti
Yojana(DDUGJY) was recently launched by Govt. Of India with the objective of 24X7
power, AT & C Loss reduction and rural House Hold Electrification. A total project cost of
Rs.485.37 Crore for Kerala was sanctioned. The Integrated Power Development
Scheme(IPDS) was launched by Govt. Of India for urban/semiurban areas. A total project
cost of Rs.592.07 Crore was sanctioned for IPDS.
The main work dealt with is the purchase of transmission and distribution materials under
DDUGJY/IPDS such as different types of insulators, meters, fuse units, transformers, CT, PT
etc.for various offices of KSEB Ltd. The procurement is arranged through tenders or
quotation as per the situation/requirement. In addition to this, consolidation of materials
received from office of

CE(CAPS&S)

for DDUGJY and IPDS works and seeking

clarifications on specification and quantity as and when required. Around 97 items to be
tendered/Purchase order to be issued for DDUGJY works and 138 items to be
tendered/Purchase order to be issued for IPDS works.
The work includes different stages from tendering to closure of POs, monitoring of Bank
Guarantees(renewal,claims&release etc),Reply to Audit querries etc.
In addition to this, monthly Progress Report of tenders invited/POs issued from this section
under DDUGJY/IPDS is to be prepared.
Files relating to purchase orders issued for DDUGJY/IPDS are dealt with in this section. The
number of files currently kept in this section is approximately 20 and is expected to be
approximately 100 on completion of the project.
An over view of the normal flow of works being done from this section relating to a
procurement process is as follows:
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1. The requirement from various offices of KSEB Ltd for DDUGJY/IPDS are forwarded to
the O/o the Chief Engineer(CAPs & S).
2. The requirement collected by CE(CAPs & S) is forwarded to this office for procurement .
3. The list of materials (transmission and distribution) for DDUGJY/IPDS is verified and
consolidated at this office and forwarded to CE(CAPs & S) for issuing B.O.
4. After receiving the Board order, PAC has to be arrived at and e-tender documents has to be
prepared accordingly.
5. These e-tender documents has to be uploaded in the kerala government e-tender site.
6. Notice inviting tenders has to be uploaded in the website of KSEB Ltd &wide publicity has
to be given in news papers through the Public Relations Dept of KSEB Ltd.
7. Pre-bid meeting has to be conducted and minutes of pre-bid meeting to be uploaded in the
e-tender site.
8. Extension of bid submission & opening has to be done ,if required.
9 .PQ Bids has to be opened at the date&time mentioned in the notice.
10. Evaluation of the PQ bids submitted on-line by the firms has to be done.
11. Clarification, if any, required has to be sought for regarding any deviations found in
financial,legal,technical matters ,etc.
12. Missing documents if any has to be collected with a cut off date.
13. Pre-qualification /tender evaluation committee note has to be prepared.
14. Financial vetting by Financial Adviser has to be done for the documents submitted online by bidders.
15.Based on the remarks of FA,further clarifications if any needed has to be obtained from
the bidders.
16.Legal vetting by LA&DEO has to be done ,if required.
17.Reply to remarks of FA has to be prepared.
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18.PQ meeting will be conducted for the pre-qualification of bidders.PQ minutes has to be
uploaded in the e-tender site.
19. Based on the decision of prequalification commitee the price bids of prequalified bidders
has to be opened after giving intimation to the qualified bidders.
20. Evaluation of price bids has to be done in all respects including arithmetical calculations,
the existing rates of taxes etc.Then find out the lowest price quoted firm(L1).
21. Negotiation has to be done with the L1 bidder to offer their rockbottom matching price.
22.Vetting by FA has to be done for the price bids with PC note.
23.Further clarifications if any based on the report of FA has to be collected from the
prequalified firms.
24.Reply to remarks of FA has to be prepared.
25.PC meeting will be conducted for the selection of firm for the award of contract.
26.Purchase Order will be awarded for the lowest price quoted firm with the approval of the
higher authority of the Board according to the delegation of powers.
27.Contract agreement has to be executed with

the firm including

necessary security

deposit.
28.EMD shall be returned to the bidders after execution of agreement by the L1 bidder.
29.Pre-despatch inspection of items at firm's premises by REC has to be arranged at the
request of the firm.
30.MDCC has to be issued on acceptance of items.
31.Delivery has to be monitored and necessary allocation to be issued .
32.After completion of supply&installation,performance guarantee has to be accepted from
the firm
33.Upon the submission of Performance guarantee by the firm,intimation regarding the same
has to be given to the various ARUs for release of the balance portion of payments due to
the firm.
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34.Follow up of payments is needed.
35.Normally, the items purchased are under warranty for a period of 2 years .
36. After the completion of the above guarantee period ,NLC has to be collected from all
consignees through the ARUs to take action regarding the release of BGs towards SD&PBG.
37.The file has to be closed and transferred to the record room.
In addition to the above ,any unforeseen events that may occur during the process may be
attended accordingly.
Tender was invited for the following items- 9KV 5KA Distribution class Lightning
Arrestor, LT Pin Insulator with Pin, LT Stay Insulator, HT Stay insulator, LT Stay wire and
HT Stay Wire and purchase orders issued for LT Pin Insulator with Pin, LT Stay Insulator and
for HT Stay Insulator. Purchase orders were also issued as part of the quantity from tender
under normal works for ACSR Raccoon, Rabbit and Weasel Conductor, 11KV Pin Insulator,
11KV Station Class Lightning arrestor and for 110V,100AH VRLA Battery, Single phase
meter, LT XLPE cable, LTCT of various ratings etc
Job Description of Assistant Engineer-Projects under Executive Engineer (M)
The main functions of this section include material consolidation and procurement under
centrally aided projects DDUGJY and IPDS. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti
Yojana(DDUGJY) was recently launched by Govt. Of India with the objective of 24X7
power, AT & C Loss reduction and rural House Hold Electrification. A total project cost of
Rs.485.37 Crore for Kerala was sanctioned. The Integrated Power Development
Scheme(IPDS) was launched by Govt. Of India for urban/semiurban areas. A total project
cost of Rs.592.07 Crore was sanctioned for IPDS.
The main work dealt with is the purchase of transmission and distribution materials under
DDUGJY/IPDS such as different types of insulators, meters, fuse units, transformers, CT, PT,
control cables etc.for various offices of KSEB Ltd. The procurement is arranged through
tenders or quotation as per the situation/requirement. In addition to this, consolidation of
materials received from office of CE(CAPS&S) for DDUGJY and IPDS works and seeking
clarifications on specification and quantity as and when required. Around 97 items to be
tendered/Purchase order to be issued for DDUGJY works and 138 items to be
tendered/Purchase order to be issued for IPDS works.
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The work includes different stages from tendering to closure of POs, monitoring of Bank
Guarantees(renewal,claims&release etc),Reply to Audit querries etc.
In addition to this, monthly Progress Report of tenders invited/POs issued from this section
under DDUGJY/IPDS is to be prepared.
Files relating to purchase orders issued for DDUGJY/IPDS are dealt with in this section. The
number of files currently kept in this section is approximately 20 and is expected to be
approximately 100 on completion of the project.
An over view of the normal flow of works being done from this section relating to a
procurement process is as follows:
1. The requirement from various offices of KSEB Ltd for DDUGJY/IPDS are forwarded to
the O/o the Chief Engineer(CAPs & S).
2. The requirement collected by CE(CAPs & S) is forwarded to this office for procurement .
3. The list of materials (transmission and distribution) for DDUGJY/IPDS is verified and
consolidated at this office and forwarded to CE(CAPs & S) for issuing B.O.
4. After receiving the Board order,PAC has to be arrived at and e-tender documents has to be
prepared accordingly.
5. These e-tender documents has to be uploaded in the kerala government e-tender site.
6. Notice inviting tenders has to be uploaded in the website of KSEB Ltd &wide publicity has
to be given in news papers through the Public Relations Dept of KSEB Ltd.
7. Pre-bid meeting has to be conducted and minutes of pre-bid meeting to be uploaded in the
e-tender site.
8. Extension of bid submission & opening has to be done ,if required.
9. PQ Bids has to be opened at the date & time mentioned in the notice.
10. Evaluation of the PQ bids submitted on-line by the firms has to be done.
11. Clarification, if any, required has to be sought for regarding any deviations found in
financial, legal, technical matters ,etc.
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12. Missing documents if any has to be collected with a cut off date.
13. Pre-qualification committee( PQ)/Tender Evaluation Committee note has to be prepared.
14. Financial vetting by Financial Adviser has to be done for the documents submitted online by bidders.
15. Based on the remarks of FA,further clarifications if any needed has to be obtained from
the bidders.
16. Legal vetting by LA&DEO has to be done ,if required.
17. Reply to remarks of FA has to be prepared.
18. PQ meeting will be conducted for the pre-qualification of bidders.PQ minutes has to be
uploaded in the e-tender site.
19.Based on the decision of prequalification committee the price bids of prequalified bidders
has to be opened after giving intimation to the qualified bidders.
20. Evaluation of price bids has to be done in all respects including arithmetical calculations,
the existing rates of taxes etc.Then find out the lowest price quoted firm(L1).
21. Negotiation has to be done with the L1 bidder to offer their rockbottom matching price.
22. Vetting by FA has to be done for the price bids with PC note.
23. Further clarifications if any based on the report of FA has to be collected from the
prequalified firms.
24. Reply to remarks of FA has to be prepared.
25. PC meeting will be conducted for the selection of firm for the award of contract.
26. Purchase Order will be awarded for the lowest price quoted firm with the approval of the
higher authority of the Board according to the delegation of powers.
27. Contract agreement has to be executed with the firm including necessary security deposit.
28. EMD shall be returned to the bidders after execution of agreement by the L1 bidder.
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29. Pre-despatch inspection of items at firm’s premises by REC has to be arranged at the
request of the firm.
30. MDCC has to be issued on acceptance of items and creating LPO No. and MDCC No. In
SCM Software and inform the same to all consignees.
31. Monthly price variation calculation to be done where applicable.
32. Delivery has to be monitored and necessary allocation to be issued .
33. After completion of supply & installation, performance guarantee has to be accepted from
the firm.
34. Upon the submission of Performance guarantee by the firm, intimation regarding the
same has to be given to the various ARUs for release of the balance portion of payments
due to the firm.
35. Follow up of payments is needed.
36. Normally, the items purchased are under warranty for a period of 2 years .
37. After the completion of guarantee period, NLC has to be collected from all consignees
through the ARUs to take action regarding the release of BGs towards SD & PBG.
38. The file has to be closed and transferred to the record room.
In addition to the above, any unforeseen events that may occur during the process
may be attended accordingly.
Tender was invited for the following items- 11kV D.O Fuse units, LT Shackle
Insulator,3x 120sqmm Cable,300A Fuse unit,200A Fuse units,100A Fuse unit. 11kV D.O
Fuse unit was retendered. Purchase orders were also issued as part of the quantity from tender
under normal works for ACSR Raccoon, Rabbit and Weasel Conductor, WP wire 2.5 sqmm ,
3X300 sqmm XLPE cable,11kV G.I pin for pin Insulator etc.

Current man power
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In the office of the Chief Engineer (SCM), there is one post of Executive Engineer
( Civil) assisted by one Assistant Executive Engineer (Civil) and two Assistant Engineers
(Civil)
Job descriptions
The works relating to the procurement of 8m and 9m PSC poles and steel raw
materials required for the fabrication of line materials sport billing machines and accessories
etc for 25 Electrical Circles under Distribution and Transmission wings of KSEB Limited are
handled under Civil wing of Chief Engineer ( SCM). Pending cases in respect of old
contracts, renewal of Bank Guarantees furnished by the Contractors/ Suppliers towards
Security Deposit and Performance Guarantee before expiry period, release of Bank Guarantee
when works are completed and NLC obtained from concerned officers etc are also attended.
Settlement of various claims put forth by the pole casting contractors then and these
regarding the existing contracts such on condonation of delay, waiver of penalty, refixation of
monthly target, issues on Excise duty and KVAT, monitoring the supply of poles from various
yards, taking up proposal with the pre qualification and Purchase Committee, Full Time
Directors and Director Board and issuance of Board Orders based on Full Time Directors and
Director Board decisions etc are other works are also attended.
(3)Quantum of workload at eash position
(i)Works handled by Executive Engineer ( Civil)
All files related to the Procurement of PSE poles for capital and repair works under
Distribution and Transmission Wings of KSEBL. Steel raw materials required for the
fabrication of line materials for 3 M F units of KSSEBL, spot billing machines, supply of
PSC poles for DDUGJY,IPDS and total Electrification work etc. originated by the Assistant
Executive Engineer/ Assistant Engineers are submitted to the Executive Engineer (Civil).
The Executive Engineer, after detailed scrutiny submit the files together with remarks/
suggestions to the Deputy chief Engineer ( SCM) and then to the Chief Engineer ( SCM), to
the pre qualification committee, to the Purchase Committee, to the full Time Director, to the
Board of Directors for approval/ orders . In addition, scrutiny of works such as answers to
Audit paras , LA interpellations, Right to information Act, Collection of details / field data for
review meetings of the Directors, Tendering

of PSC poles to DDUGJY IPDS & total

Electrification works submitted by Assistant Executive Engineer, Assistant Engineer Civil-1
& Assistant Engineer Civil-2are also are also attended by the Executive Engineer ( Civil).
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(ii)Works handled by the Assistant Executive Engineer (C)
The Assistant Executive Engineer (Civil) is attending all works related to the contracts
for the supply of PSC poles to Northern and North Malabar Regions ( is, supply of poles to
Electrical Circles at Palakkad, Manjeri, Nilambur, Kozhikode, Kalpetta, Kannur, Kasargod,
Tirur, Vadakara, Sreekandapuram and Shornur) in addition, there are three Departmental Pole
casting yards for supplying PSC poles to KSEBL ie, at Mangattuparamba ( Kannur),
Choolissery ( Thrissur) and Mananthavady ( Wayanad). All works related to the contracts for
the supply of PSC Poles fram the departmental Pole casting yards are also being attended by
the Assistant Executive Engineer (Civil). Renewal of Bank Guarantee’s ,court cases in respect
of old as well as 5 year contracts, diversion of PSC Poles to certain Electrical Circle, where
there is shortage of Poles, from circles where there is excess supply and placing additional
orders to existing Contractors also would become necessary to complete the targeted works
and in such cases, timely proposals have to be taken up with the Purchase Committee/Full
Time Directors for necessary approval.
In addition, works such as preparation of answers to Audit paras , LA interpellations,
Right to information Act, Collection of details / field data for review meetings of the
Directors, Supply of PSC poles to DDUGJY IPDS & total Electrification works are also
attended by the Assistant Executive Engineer ( Civil).

(iii) Works handled by Assistant Engineer ( Civil-I)
The works attend by Assistant Engineer ( Civil-I), include the origination of files
related to the procurement of steel raw materials required for the fabrication of line materials
in three MF units ( ie, Pallom, MF1 Angamaly and MF2 Kolathara, Kozhikode), spot billing
machines and its accessories etc. Regarding steel raw materials, monthly requirement has to
be obtained from field offices and based on the same and the approved purchase plan, e
tenders and quotations were in vited and Purchase orders are placed accordingly. The work
for the transportation of raw materials and finished goods to and from the MF units is also
arranged by Assistant Engineer (Civil –I). Extending the SD/BG upto the Guarantee period
Renewal of Bank Guarantees in connection with “Registration of firm are also attended. In
addition, works such as preparation of answers to Audit paras , LA interpellations, Right to
information Act, Collection of details / field data for review meetings of the Directors,
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Procurement of raw materials for DDUGJY, IPDS & total Electrification works etc. are also
attended by the Assistant Engineer ( Civil-I).
(iv) Works handled by the Assistant Engineer (Civil –II)
The Assistant Engineer ( Civil-II) is attending all works related to the contracts for the
supply of PSC poles to Central and Southern Regions( ie, supply of poles to
Thiruvananthapuram, Kottakkada, Pathanamthitta, Kollam, Kothamangalam, Thodupuzha,
Ernakulam, Perumbavoor, Thrissur and Irinjalakuda Circles). Settlement of various claims
put forth by the pole casting contractors then and there, timely diversion of PSC poles,
placing additional Purchase Orders, submitting timely proposals to the Purchase Committee/
Fill Time Directors for necessary approval, renewal of Bank Guarantees, release of Bank
Guarantees, pending issues/ cases in respect of old contracts, supply of poles to DDUGJY,
IPDS & total Electrification works, Preparation of answers to Audit paras, LA interpellation,
Right to information Act, Collection of details/ field data for review meetings of the
Directors. are also attended by Assistant Engineer (Civil –II).The work carried out by the
Technical Assistant (Asst. Exe. Engineer-Ele)
Co-ordinate Purchase Committee meetings, Pre-qualification (Transmission),
Pre-qualification (Distribution) meetings, scrutiny of notes to Purchase Committee and
Pre-qualification Committee from other offices, preparation of minutes of Purchase
Committee meetings, preparing transmission cost data, preparing standard rate for distribution
materials to be furnished to O/o the Commercial & Tariff, furnishing consolidated reply to
audit replies, furnishing information to Annual Administration report, monthly performance
report, E- letter, replies to LA interpolation, Action taken report on the decision of Board
meeting, General matters to be taken up with Board like corporate guarantee, concession to
SSI units etc, furnishing reply to Govt. Letter, purchase of office stationery items, registering
complaints and maintaining AMC of computer, maintaining permanent Imprest of Chief
Engineer etc.
The following files are maintained by the technical Assistant (Asst. Exe. EngineerEle)
1. Inspection Report on the audit of accounts of the Chief Engineer (SCM) conducted by
2.
3.
4.
5.

the Accountant General, AG’s office for each year
Committee on Public Undertakings for the various periods
Proceedings of the Purchase Committee meetings
Transmission cost data carried out twice every year
Standard rate for distribution materials carried out every year
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6. Monthly performance report, E-letter
7. Action taken report on the decision of Board meeting
8. General file relating to matters taken up with GoK viz. Adoption of Store Purchase
Manual in KSEBL, request received from various SSI unit regarding concession
granted to them etc
9. LA interpolation file
10. Annual Maintenance of computer
The following registers are maintained.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Tender register
Purchase order register
Purchase Committee Agenda register
Pre-qualification Committee (Transmission) register
Pre-qualification Committee (Distribution) register
Purchase Committee minutes register
Imprest book
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Job details of Accounts Section (SCM)
AFO
1)

Verification of passed bills from all ARU.

2)

Verification of bill for passing.

3)

Verification of Temporary Imprest and Permanent Imprest for closing and
renewing.

4)

Bank Guarantee verification and release.

5)

Inward of this section.

6)

IUTN & IUMIL verification.

7)

Cheque payment verification.

8)

RTGS/NEFT payment.

9)

Verification of Accounts.

10)

Tax and allied works (VAT, WCT, Service Tax, IT etc).

11)

Allied works of Account.

12)

All correspondence of this section.
Senior Superintendent
1)
2)

Verify and execute Agreements (around 175-200 agreements are executed
annually).
To receive and to keep Agreements and Bank Guarantees.

3)

Being the custodian of Agreements and Bank Guarantees, up keep Agreement
Register.

4)

Release of Bank Guarantees.

5)

Receipt of tender.

6)

To keep tender bids receipt register.

7)

Consolidation of non liability certificate of officers worked in this office.

8)

To supervise the dispatch wing.
Duties of Senior Assistant (Cash)
1)

Passed bill entering in the systems.

2)

Bill auditing for all kinds of bills in this office.

3)

Auditing the Temporary Imprest and Permanent Imprest.

4)

Closing of Temporary Imprest and Permanent Imprest.

5)

Disbursement of Cheque and allied works.

6)

RTGS & NEFT payment and related works.

Senior Assistant II
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Job related to accounting
Sending IUTN, IUMIL to related ARU’s
Making yearly accounts etc.
Senior Assistant III
Work related to dispatch works.
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